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Summary
fin integrative promoter-protie plasmid uas 
cloning vector for randomly cut ONn from 
I lyxococcus xanthus. The resulting chromosomal 
gene fusions to the IacZ gene uas returned to 
using PI mediated transduction. Transductants 
screened for |ì-ga I actos i dase expression under
used as a
I i brary of 
M. xanthus
uere 
both
vegetative and sporulation conditions. Several strains 
uere found uhich shoued increases in expression during 
sporulation. This indicated that the IacZ ge n e  had become 
fused to a sporulation gene.
More detaI led studies uere carried out up o n  tuo of 
the gene fusions. Fusion i sgrll -> 1 acZ uas transduced into 
other genetic backgrounds including backgrounds uith 
knoun mutations uhich block sporulation. The gene fusion 
shoued increased expression under starvation conditions 
even in mutants unable to sporulate. The i sgfll gene, 
therefore, appears to be activated early du r i n g 
development, ff second gene fusion i sg B 5 > I acZ uas found to 
be expressed strongly in circumstances uhere spores uere 
forced to form outside of fruiting bodies. It uouId . 
therefore, appear to be a conditional sporulation gene. 
There is virtually no increase in activity uhen 
sporulation occurs in a uiId type background.
Experiments uere carried out using transposon 
mutagenesis of the i sgff 1 and i sgBE genes. N o  mutant 
strains could be obtained uith insertions in the region 
of the i sgff I gene. This suggests that the re g i o n  is 
essential to the grouth of the cell. Insertions uere 
read! ly obtained in the isgBE region. Houever , no mutant 
phenotype uas observed. Transposon mutagenesis upon the 
i s g B S ; IacZ fusion uas employed to locate th e  i sgBE 
promoter. The location of the promoter 
uithin a region of 700 base pairs.
uas d e f i ned to
J
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21-1 The Nyxobacteria
Myxobacteria are Gram-negative bacteria uhich possess 
gI id i ng mot i I i ty. hI I are obI i gate aerobes. In nature they 
exist either as suarms of vegetative cel Is or as fruiting 
bodies filled uith spores. The degree of cellular cooperation 
required to form the fruiting bodies is remarkable for a 
prokaryote and there is considerable interest in myxobacteria 
as models for development and differentiation (Rosenberg E . . 
198H). 8 I s o  r e m a r k a b I e . is the cooperative suarming of
vegetat i ve ce M s .  uh i ch i ncreases their ab i I i ty to digest 
complex organic substrates (Rosenberg E .  et a I . 1977). liJ i th
the except ion of one genus Sprang i urn. uhich can digest 
cel IuIose. the myxobacteria digest proteins and cannot use 
carbohydrate as a main carbon source (Reichenbach H. and 
Uuorkin h. 1991). The nyxobacteria appear to be a genuine 
taxonomic group (Luduig l»J. et a I . 1977) on the basis of rRNR
homology. F u r t h e r m o r e . their raised mu IticeI IuIar fruiting 
bodies are unique among prokaryotes an d  they have simiIar DN8 
base ratios (,GC around 70V.). 9 classification of myxobacter i a
is shown on Table 1— 1.
TdBLE 1” 1
S u border:
Fam i I i es 
g e n e r a :
Suborder
Fam i I i es 
g e n e r a :
Taxonomic survey of the M y x o b a c t e n a  
From Re i chenbach H. and Duorkin IT. . <
Order : M y x o b s c t  (ES r~
C y s t o b a c t o r  ineae
and ilyxococcaceae
liuxococcus 
Cora I Iococcus 
Hng i ococcus
rlrchang i aceae
rtrchiang i urn
Cystobacteraceae
Cystobactar 
Me I i ttangi urn 
St i omateI I a
Soranein»««
and Sorangi aceae
Sprang i um 
PoI yang i urn 
Hap Ioang i um 
Chondromyces 
Nannocgst i s
4Myxococcus xanthus in the vegetative state, exists as rod 
shaped cells, up to 7pm long and O.7pm across. The fruiting 
bodies, which are fuIly formed H6 hours after the onset of 
starvation, are spherical an d  around lOOpm across. These 
contain spherical spores around 5pm in diameter. The spores of 
II. xanthus are not as resistant to adverse conditions as those 
of some bacteria. Nevertheless, they can withstand 
temperatures up to 6 0 0C . UV irradiation and desiccation (Sudo
S. Z. and Dwork i n 11. 1963. )
riyxococcus xanthus secretes a variety of extrace I I u I ar 
enzymes such as proteases, amidases and gIucosamidases 
(.Rosenberg E. and Varon hi. 190H). These enable them to break 
doun the cel I uaI Is and proteins of the bacteria up o n  uhich 
they feed. The breaking of cel I uaI Is is enhanced by contact 
u i th the If. xanthus cel I surface, or uith its secreted si i me 
layer uhich entraps secreted enzymes. In addition. 11. xanthus 
secretes an antibiotic Th. This is active against a uide range 
of b a c t e r i a . and lyses cel Is by interfering uith peptidog I yean 
synthesis (Rosenberg E. and Varon M. 198T).
The cooperative suarm i n g  behaviour of l~1. xanthus is 
important for efficient proteolysis. For example, uhen groun 
on a I iquid medium containing the protein casein, cel I density 
must be at least 10 J celIs/ml for grouth to occur. On 
hydrolysed casein (casitone) , grouth is independent of cell
i-£ Deve I opmenta I biology of llyxococcus xanthus
1— £ —  1 Uescr I pt i on of llyxococcus xanthus
5density (Rosenberg E . et a i■ 1977). dmino ac i ds would appear
to be the main carbon source for M. xanthus. Carbohydrates are 
not apparent Iy usable as a sole carbon source but can be 
c o — metabolised with proteins (Bretcher 0.P. and Kaiser D .
1 9 7 0 ) .
Gliding is the abiI ity to move across surfaces without the 
need for fI age I la and is a property shared with a I I other 
myxobacter i a and severaI unreIated groups such as some 
cyanobacteria and Cytophaga spp. Gliding bacteria invariably 
secrete extrace I IuIar si ime, a complex of proteins, 
poIysaccharides and Iipids. It seems uniikeIy that directed 
release of si ime is the mechanism of gl iding (Burchard R.P. 
190H). It is possible that gl iding occurs by directed re I ease 
of surfactant giving rise to changes in surface tension 
(Dworkin n. et a I . 1903). However, observations of motility
and fruiting body formation underwater (Kuner J.li. and Kaiser 
D. 1985) would seem to disprove this theory. Other theories 
i nvoIve hypothet i caI contract i Ie organeI Ies i n the ce Ms.
These could cause local ised shearing of the siime and loss of 
adhesiveness. 0 wave of such contractions could propel the 
cel I forwards. Contract! le mechanisms have not been shown to 
exist in M. x a n t h u s . However, they have been recorded in the 
unrelated gl idIng species. FI ex i bacter (Burchard R.P. 19B5). 
Brother unrelated gl iding species (Cytophaga s p . ) has also 
been investigated. The outer membrane was shown to anchor 
polystyrene latex spheres which were then propel led in either 
direction along the length of the cel I (Lap i dus I.R. and Berg 
H.C. 1965). Betin— Iike proteins have been found in some 
bacteria although not myx o b a c t e r i a , and is a further
indication of the existence of contractile mechanisms in
6prokaryotes tGi I bert d. and Fulton rt.B. I960.).
1 he cel I envelope of d. xanthus is typical of the Gram 
negative bacteria in having inner and outer membranes 
separated by a peptidag I yean layer. Trypsin digestion releases 
patches of pept i dog I yean t.UJhite 0. et a I . 19S0). This
contrasts with the continuous saccuI us of peptidog I yean 
released from trypsin digested Escher i ch i a coI i - Such an 
arrangement may a I low the change in shape from rod shaped cel I 
to spherical spore. It may also be of relevance to the gliding 
mot i I i ty a I ready ment i oned.
The genome size of d. xanthus has been determined using ED 
DNd eIectrophoresis with in situ digestion (Yee T. Inouye d. 
1S0H). It I ies in the range of 5630+510 Kb. The GC content is 
high, about 70%. Two minute extrachromosoma I elements are 
found, each at high copy number. They have extensive secondary 
structure w i th s i ngIe stranded reg i ons and consist of both RNd 
and DNd . and are homologous to genomic sequences (.Dhundale d. 
et a I. 1307ab). No plasmids have been found in d. xan t h u s .
1-2— £ Developmental cycle of d. xanthus
Vegetative cel Is of d. xanthus undergo development if 
three cond i t i ons prevai I : i ) They are starved : ill They are on 
a surface where gl iding is possible; and i i i ) The cel Is are at 
a suf fic i entIy hi gh iensity. Starvat i on i s the met aboI i c 
prerequisite for development. The cessation of growth for any 
other reason, such as the cel Is entering stationary phase, 
does not initiate development. Starvation for any required 
am i no ac id (, I euc i ne . i so I euc i ne . va I i ne or pheny I a I an i ne ) can
induce development. Auxotroph i c mutants requ i rIng an extra 
amino acid will under-go deve I opment if that amino acid is 
lacking. Starvation of a I imit ing energy source even when this 
is not an amino acid, for example pyruvate, induces 
deveIopment , as does the depIet i on of i norgan i c phosphate from 
the environment (Hanoi I C. and Kaiser D. 1980).
The mechanism which triggers development is not known.
Like E. coI i . there is a stringent response after starvation. 
There is a sharp rise in levels of guan tetraphosphate
(ppGpp) and guan pentaphosphate (pppGpp). In E . coI i . ppGpp
a Iters the pattern of gene express i on both in v i vo and 
in v i t r o . In the case of Bac i II u s , the trigger for sporulation 
would appear not to be the increase in guanine polyphosphates 
but the accompany i ng decrease in GTP levels (Lopez J.M. st__aj_. 
1981). Myxocaccus exhibits increased ppGpp levels during 
starvat i o n , yet GTP I eve Is are not s i gn i f i cant Iy reduced. 
However, the significance of this for the initiation of 
deveIopment i s not cI ear. Where ceI Is are grown on a mini maI 
med i um the ppGpp poo I rema i ns h i g h , yet deveIopment does not 
take place (Manoil C. and Kaiser D. 1980). For coordinated 
deveIopment of fru i t i ng bod i e s , not on Iy must i nd i v i duaI ceI Is 
respond to changing conditions, but cel Is must be able to 
communicate with one another. Diffusible substances from 
fruiting bodies have been shown to cause fruiting in 
vegetative cel Is. Such substances can diffuse through agar 
(Lev M. 195H) and through cel Iophane (McVittie h. a n d  ZahIer 
S.fi. 196S) and they can be species specific. However, such 
results are not necessari ly evidence for interceI IuIar 
signal I ing. The diffusible molecules could be metaboI ic 
intermediates whose presence a I lows the normal inhibition of
7
8development to be bypassed.
Cel Is must be above a c r 1 1icaI density for sporuI ation to 
occur. They must, therefore, have some means of determining 
their oun density. There is some evidence that adenine is 
involved (5hi mkets L.J. and Dwork i n fl. 1901). If cel Is at too 
low a density to aggregate are supp I i ed ui i th adenine or 
adenine containing compounds, aggregation and fruiting can 
occur. F u r t h e r m o r e . h a d a c i d i n . uhich inhibits MNP synthesis 
and Norit uhich binds purines, both inhibit aggregation. It is 
possible that these are nonspecific effects brought about by 
the change in the energy charge of the cel I. H o w e v e r , other 
nucleotides do not have the same effect. Furthermore . in 
another m yxobacterium. St i gmateI I a aurant i a c a . it is guanine 
uh i ch can initiate aggregation uhi le adenine has no effect 
(.Stephens K. and White D. 1080).
Fruiting bodies of any one species are of characteristic 
shape. Cel Is must be directed touards a centre of aggregation 
in a control led manner. Little is knoun of the mechanisms for 
this (Burchard R.P. 190H). Chemotaxis has been suggested. 
H o w e v e r . observat i ons of ceI Is mov i ng a I ong an artific i a I 
chemical gradient or moving around obstacles, can be explained 
as elasticotaxis. This is a process uhere cel Is fol Iou I ines 
of stress on an agar surface. Mggregation and sporuI ation can 
occur under uater (Kuner J.n. and Kaiser D. 1908). This makes 
the existence of a gradient in the medium seem uni ikeIy. 
although a signal relay betueen cel Is in contact uouId be 
possibIe.
Hnother possibi I ity is that the form and distribution of 
fruiting bodies is a product of the motiI ity properties of the 
cells and the physical properties of the cells and their
siime. Certain mutants, uith altered motiIity. produce 
aberrant fruiting bodies (61ackhart B.D. and Zusman 0. R.
1385 ). The sI ime coat i ng the ceI Is couId a I so have an 
important role. H complex polysaccharide can change betueen 
fluid and gel depending upbn ionic concentrations and in 
response to shearing forces (Rees D.h. 137c?).
1-3—3 Fruiting bodies
Widespread cel I lysis has been reported to occur uithin 
fruiting bodies (Id i reman J. and Duorkin M. 1377). It has been 
suggested that the lysed cel Is provide spore components to the 
surviving cells and that lysis is an essential part of the 
developmental cycle. The situation uouId be analogous to the 
endospore and mother cel I of Bac i I I u s . Recent examination of 
the evidence suggests that large scale cel I lysis does not 
occur during development (O'Connor K. and Zusman D.R. 13BB). 
Thorough examination of fruiting bodies has revealed that 
Iarge sea Ie ceI I Ioss is not a necessary part of deveIopment 
and that previous evidence of lysis uas an artefact of 
harvesting conditions.
1-3-f Spore formation
The formation of spores in fruiting bodies requires the 
massive synthesis of spore components. There is a considerable 
change in the pattern of protein synthesis, h quarter of the 
soluble proteins, resolvable by polyacrylamide gel
e I Ectrophores i s , show changes in abundance (Inouye M. et a I . 
1373. Neu RNA species are synthesised some of which have 
unusually long half-lives (Nelson D.R. and Zusman O.R. 1383).
One spore protein is produced in extremely large 
quantities. It is knoun as protein S (Inouye M. et a I . 1373).
It first appears 3-5 hours after the start of development, and 
the rate of synthesis increases untiI £H hours uhen it 
compr i ses 15/4 of the total soluble protein. By H6 hours, its 
production has decreased to zero. Its molecular weight is 
13000 da I tons. Although initially a cytoplasmic protein, it 
later forms the outer spore coat. The protein, so IubI ised by 
treatment with EDTA, can reassemble spontaneously onto the 
spore surface in the presence of caIcium ions. The gene for 
protein S has been cloned and sequenced. It lacks any apparent 
sequences which could code for a leader peptide (.Inouye et a I . 
1383). The protein could be released during the developmental 
lysis of other cells (if this actually occurs) or there may be 
specialised translocation mechanisms. Another protein of 
interest is a development specific lectin, myxobacteria I 
haemaggIutanin (M B H A )(Cumsky fl. G. and Zusman Q. R. 1373). It is 
present only in cel Is undergoing fruiting body formation. It 
is local ised on the cel I surface and in the peripI asmic space 
(Nelson D.R. et a I . 1381).
The commitment of cel Is to sporulate does not occur unti I 
wel I after the initiation of development (U ireman J. 1373).
Cel Is from fruiting bodies induced by starvation normal ly form 
spores after HO—50 hours. They can resume grouth uhen put into 
nutrient (Casitone) medium at any time up to 35 hours. After 
this stage, they form spores even after transfer to rich 
med i um.
1 0
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1-6-5 Glycerol spores
SporuI ation can be induced artificially by adding certain 
I oli mo I ecu I ar u e  i ght organ i c compounds . such as g I ycero I or 
dimethyIsuIphoxide (01-150). to log phase cultures. This would 
appear to activate the later part of the sporuI ation pathway.
It does not require starvation or the presence of a sol id 
surface. Certain spore components are absent, su c h  as protein 
S. Glycerol induced spores have a thin, single layered coat 
and are less resistant to heat and sonication t h a n  are normal 
spores (Sudo S.Z. and Duorkin H. 1363). Another difference is 
their relatively high rate of respiration (up t o  6054 that of 
vegetative cel Is). Glycerol spores can form in about 3 hours 
and their formation is independent of the cel I cycle. Much 
research on sporuI ation has been carried out us i n g  this system 
(Zusman D. 136H). as it is rapid and synchronous. The 
mechanism of glycerol induction is uncertain. Little or no 
inducer is taken up into the cel I . so it is I ikeIy to act 
d i rect I y upon the cell envelope (.Sadler Ui. and Duorkin T1. 
1366). Interestingly, phenethyl alcohol (PEA) appears to 
induce sporuI ation differently. There are some differences in 
the proteins produced uith PEA than uith gIyceroI or DMSO 
(Komano T. et a I . 1360). M o r e o v e r . there are mutants which
cannot be induced uith gIyceroI or DhSQ but ca n  be uith PEA
(Surchard R.P. and Parish J.H. 1375).
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1—3 Genetic systems in M. xanthus
1-3-1 Introduction
Genetic studies in M. xanthus uere hampered for many years 
because of the uay most isolates grou as a cohesive suarm 
rather than as dispersed cel Is. F u r t h e r m o r e . no plasmids are 
knoun to exist in the species nor is there any conjugation.
The first breakthrough was the establishment of dispersed 
grou i ng strains (Reichenbach H. and Duork i n (1. 1301;. This
made possible both t h e  isolation of mutant strains and the 
selection of transductants. Three phages are knoun uhich can 
transduce M. x a n t h u s . hnother transducing phage is the 
col iphage PI. This can adsorb to the cel I and inject its DNB 
but infection is unable to proceed further. This is used as a 
suicide vector to force ONFl into the cel I. Another approach 
has been to mate strains of M. xanthus uith a donor E ■ coIi 
strain. ConJugative plasmids of the i ncP group can be 
transferred to 1*1. x a n t h u s . uhere they can integrate into the 
chromosome by site-specific recombination CJaoua 5. et a I . 
1307;.
1-3-5 Myxophages
Phage Mx0 (Martin S. et a I . ) is the most commonly used
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transducing phage in M. x a n t h u s . It is a temperate phage uith 
a genome of 35kb an d  has a unique attachment site in the host
chromosome. It can package host DNff instead of its oun and is, 
therefore, capable of generalised transduction. Hny selectable 
phenotype can be transduced between strains using this phage.
l-3~3 Phage PI and derivatives
Col iphage Pi binds to a IipopoIysaccharide receptor 
(Li ndberg h. 1373) and this enables it to infect M. x a n t h u s .
The infection is not productive; t h e r e  is no lysogeny nor are 
any progeny phage produced. If the phage genome carries 
transposon Tn5. this can transpose onto any point on the 
If. xanthus chromosome and is selectable by conferring 
kanamycin resistance. Further transposition is very 
infrequent. In this way, a selectable marker can be placed 
next to any gene of interest. This has been used to 
characterise mutant alleles and a s s i g n  them to particuIar loci 
(Kuner J.M. and Kaiser D. 1361).
Derivatives of Tn5 are also avai lable. The sequences 
required for transposition are confined to the I550R region. 
The IS50L region is defective and nearly all of it can be 
deleted without affecting transposition. Such a property 
a I lows considerable scope for inserting novel sequences into 
h. xanthus. One derivative of Tn5 is TnV. which has a plasmid 
rep I i cat i on or i g i n in add i t i on to a kanamyc i n res i stance 
marker (Furuichi T. et a I . 1365a). This has been used to
create developmental mutants of l~1. xanthus. The mutated region 
could then be cloned as a plasmid in E . coI i in one step.
rtnother approach has been to insert genes coding for an 
easily assayabIe enzyme but lacking the gene promoter region.
Ms intervening Tn5 transcription terminators have been 
r e m o v e d . it is possible to detect activity from an adjacent 
11, xanthus promoter. M promotei— probe of this kind has been 
constructed using the Iac Z gene which codes for 
tJ— ga I actos i dase (.Kroos L. and Kaiser D. 1384).
1-3-4 Homology based integration
Rn alternative to random mutagenesis of the entire 
chromosome, using Tn5. is the use of integrative plasmids. No 
plasmid is known which is self rep I i cat i ng in 14. xanthus . 
Consequently, plasmids can only be maintained by integration 
into the chromosome. One way to achieve this is through the 
homologous recombination of a plasmid containing cloned 
tl. xanthus sequences. This method has been used to create 
partial diploids (5himkets et a I. 1883). Integrative plasmids
have also been constructed containing a promoter I ess IacZ 
gene. These can be used to measure transcription from a gene, 
rather I ike Tn5: : Iac.
Rnother use of homologous recombination is in site 
directed mutagenesis by gene replacement (Fig. 1-1). If there 
are H. xanthus sequences either side of an antibiotic 
resistance m a r k e r . then a double recombination is possible. 
This method has been used to mutate genes by transducing 
plasmids containing the same gene interrupted by Tn5. Double 
recombinants are recognisable by their lack of plasmid 
sequences (Fig 1-1). Site directed mutagenesis of the region 
coding for protein S has been carried out this way (Furuichi
T. et al. 1385b).
F i gure 1-1
Site-directed mutagenesis of H. xanthus by 
gene rep Iaceraent
Possible outcomes of the introduction by 
transduct i on of fl. xanthus DNh containing Tn5 
sequences :
The cloned l~l, xanthus DNft and its homo I ogue 
in the chromosome is shown as open boxes.
The hransposon Tn5 is shown as a 
cross-hatched area
Thick Iines denote other plasmid sequences.
Thin I ines denote chromosoma I sequences.
a. Ft single recombination event between 
plasmid and chromosome results in the 
integration of the entire plasmid.
b. h double recombination results in the 
integration of Tn5 without the 
accompanying plasmid. The site of 
integration is homologous to the site 
occup i ed within the plasmid. (=1 
mutant atlele of the cloned gene 
have been obtained.
w i I
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1— 3— 5 Design of homology based promoter probes
In order for a promoterless IacZ gene to be integrated by 
homologous recombination, the plasmid must contain tt.— xanthus 
DNA next to the lacZ. By having a unique restriction site 
upstream of the IacZ . any n. xanthus sequence can be chosen. 
Alternatively. a random Iibrary of chromosomal fragments can 
be cloned in the plasmid (Fig. 1-B). The resulting plasmid is 
packaged by infecting the host E. coll uith PI phage. The 
phage can package any DNA of a size betueen H5 and 105kb. 
Concatamers of the plasmid can be packaged instead and hence 
be transferred to hi■ x anthus. This process can be inefficient 
for small plasmids, and genes transduced in this manner may be 
in multiple copies. For this reason, plasmids to be packaged 
in PI are nou usual ly designed containing th e  cloned PI incB 
region. Homologous recombination can then take place betueen 
single copy plasmids and the phage. A cointegrate of phage and 
plasmid is transferred during transduction (Shimkets L.J. 
et al. 1382) (F  i g . 1-3). The tuo possible outcomes are shoun in
Fig. 1-H. In the first case, the cloned sequence contains a 
promoter. In this case, the promoter directs transcription of 
J_acZ. The existing chromosomal copy of the gene remains 
intact. In the second instance, there is n o  promoter in the 
plasmid sequence. Here, a gene fusion is still produced but 
the functional copy of the gene is inactivated.
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Fig 1-S
Construction of a gene Iibrary in a plasmid 
based promote!— probe
The BamHI site is upstream of the 
promoterless IacZ gene.
3 -6  KB GENOMIC FRAGMENTS
FROM PARTIAL S au 3 a l DIGEST
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Fig. 1-3
Packaging of plasmid by PI phage fan 
transduction into M . xanthus
In E , coIi a phage-plasmid cointegrate 
forms under comb i ned seIect i on for kanamyc i n 
and chloramphenicol resistance. The temperature 
is nonpermissive for lytic growth.
fit permissive t e m p e r a t u r e s . phage are 
formed and these can transduce h. x a n t h u s . The 
PI asm i d then exc i ses from the phage genome and 
can intgrate into the chromosome by homologous 
recomb i nat i on.
E. C . Q U
HEAT INDUCE PI 
AND TRANSDUCE 
MYXOCOCCUS
' >
MYXOCOCCUS
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Fig. 1-H
The two passi bIe outcomes of the 
integration of a plasmid based promotei probe 
containing H. xanthus DNfi. The integration is 
reversi b I e .
Gene promoters are marked uith the letter P 
uith an arrou to show the direction of 
transcr i pt i on.
Th i ck I i nes denote M. xanthus sequences not 
uithin the cloned region.
Open boxes denote other plasmid sequences.
In a. There is a promoter in the cloned 
l~1. xanthus DNh. Once integrated into the 
c h r o m o s o m e . the promoter can direct 
transcription of the adjacent IacZ gene. The 
existing copy of the promoter and its 
corresponding operon remain intact.
In b. There is no promoter in the cloned 
region, as the cloned region is entirely uithin 
an aperon. In this case, a gene fusion is 
formed. Furthermore the copy of the operon 
a I ready present i n the chromosome i s 
t runcated.
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1-3-6 ridvantages of homo I ogy based promotei— probes 
1-3-6— 1 The existing gene is not inactivated
Uni ike a gene fusion uhich has been created by transposon 
insertion, a h o m o  Iogue of the fused gene remains intact. This 
happens as long as the cloned sequence contains a promoter.
This is almost certain to be the case if the cloned sequence 
is several klIobases in length, this makes it possible to 
investigate the regulation of essential genes uhose 
inactivation uo u l d  give rise to a lethal mutation. Even with a 
nonessential gene, it may be important that gene regulation is 
investigated in a unmutated background. This uould be an 
important c onsideration uhere a gene regulates its oun 
transcr i pt i on.
1—3—6~E Ea s e  of cloning
The process of homo Iogous recomb i nat i on is reversible. 
Consequently, a plasmid integrated by such means ui I I undergo 
excision at a Iou frequency (Fig. 1—H), and a minority of 
cel Is in a cuIture ui I I contain t h e  plasmid as supercoi led 
circuIar DNft. These can be isolated on a caesium chloride 
gradient and amplified by transformation of E . coI i ■ Such 
rap id cl on i ng i s espec i a I Iy vaIuabIe uhere a buIked I i brary of 
chromosoma I DNfl uas used in the transduction, a smaI I number 
of clones of interest can then be isolated. The plasmid cloned
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F i g . 1-5
Cloning of the gene for which a gene fusion 
has been obtained
ft restriction enzyme is chosen which cuts 
within the plasmid but not within the 
l~l, xanthus DNh a I ready cloned. The enzyme shown 
here is EcoR V . The enzyme is used to cut 
chromosoma I DNfl obtained from a strain 
containing the integrated plasmid, ft I i gat i on 
reaction is performed (in a large volume to 
favour c i rcu I ar i sat i on of the fragments), ft 
plasmid can be obtained from the fragment 
contai n i ng the pI asm i d rep I i cat i on or igin. The 
plasmid should contain additional DNfl sequences 
to those cloned in the gene fusion. These will 
be from downstream of the fusion point.
F
ig
.
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in this u 3 y con he used co t m n s d u c e  other --rdin
11. vanbhus . allowing the gene fusion to oe investigated i
different genetic backgrounds.
It is also possible to clone the intact copy of the 
Using a restriction enzyme which cuts in the plasmid out 
In the cloned gene (Fig. 1-5). a region corresponding to 
gene fusion plus additional downstream sequences, can be 
cloned as a plasmid.
n
q e n e . 
not 
t he
1 - 3 - 6 - 3  Mutagenesis of the cloned genes
Once they are cloned, both the gene fusion and the intact 
gene can be studied by site —directed mutagenesis in E. co lj_ 
followed by transduction into II. x a n t h u s . In the case of the 
the gene fusion, it should be possible to find the approximate 
position of the gene promoter under regulation, and possibly 
additional sequences required for correct regulation. The 
regulation of expression of Protein 5 has a I ready been 
investigated this way (Dounard J. 5. et_aj_. 1305).
The intact copy of the gene can likewise be mutagenised.
If a s e l e ctable marker is placed in the gene, gene replacement 
is possible. It may be possible to define the function of the 
gene, if a nu/ian* phenof-ype ¡S created by this process.
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1 — H Genetics of fKixococcus development 
1— f ~ 1 Introduction
Many developmental mutants have been isolated in Ü-— x a n c h u s . 
These may be specifically defective in sporulation. Others nave 
mot i I Ity defects recognisabie in vegetative cel Is and so are 
u n a b l e  to aggregate normally. Another category have normal 
mot i I i ty b u t . In sp i te of th i s . are unaDIe to undergo 
developmental aggregation. Finally, there are mutants uhich are 
d e f e c t i v e  in g IyceroI induced sporulation.
l-H-e Moti Iity mutants
Mutants defective in motility are easily distinguishable by 
c o l o n y  morphology. Nonmoti Ie mutants form small, smooth edged 
c o l o n i e s  quite different from the spreading uild type colonies 
w h o s e  edges consist of streams of cells. NonmotiIe mutants can 
r e g a i n  motility, either by spontaneous reversion . or as a resuI I 
of generalised transduction with 11x6 containing the wild type 
allele. Id i th the exception of one mutant locus tmjgJ_), two 
m u t a t i o n s  are always required to render wild type cells 
c o m p l e t e l y  nonmoti le. It appears from this that there are two 
m o t i l i t y  systems. Idith one of these. Social (5) motility, cell 
c a n  glide but only when in close contact with one another. The 
o t h e r  motility system. Adventurous (A), enables the cells to
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move as individuals yith I ittle tendency to remain in contact. 
Transduction studies on the mutants (.Hodgkin J. and Kaiser D. 
1378ab; showed that H and S were both complex gene systems 
with at least £3 genes required for system H, and at least 10 
tor system 5. The mg I locus required by both systems has since 
been identified as a single gene uith tub open reading frames 
(Stephens K. and Kaiser D. 1387). Certain mutants in both the 
H and S systems can be stimulated to move if they are in 
contact ui th a d i fferent mot i I i ty m u t a n t . Once i n i t i a t e d , the 
motiIity continues for up to an hour. This property of 
extrace I IuIar complementation is probably due to the existence 
of an intercel IuIar signal for each moti I ity system.
The mechanisms of motiIity. for which these genes are 
required, is largely unknown, however, the 5 motiIity system 
correIates w i th the presence of p i I i (a I so known as f i mbr i a e ) 
on the cells (Dworkin M. and Kaiser D. 1385). Mutants lacking 
S motility also lack pill. Stimulatable S mutants temporarily 
acquire p i I i when they are mot i Ie foilowing extrace I IuIar 
complementation. F u r t h e r m o r e . the maximum distance from their 
neighbours at which H " cells can still move (3.5pm) 
corresponds to the length of the pi I i.
Other types of motiI ity mutant have been identified which
alter the periodicity of cel I moti I ity. These are the frizzy
mutants (BIackhart B.D. and Zusman D.R. ). named from the i r
0 9 0  3)
aberrant fruiting bodies. Normal cel Is reverse their direction 
of gliding every 6.8 + £.5 minutes. Most fr i zzy mutants change 
d i rect i on once on Iy severaI h o u r s . a I though one f rzD changes 
every £.£ + 0 . 3  minutes and this leads to small, pinprick 
colonies. It appears that the wild type periodicity is 
essential for the formation of stable aggregates during
fruiting body formation.
To what extent are motiIity mutants capable of fruiting 
and sporuI at i on? The comp Iete eI i m inat i on of mot i I i ty as i n an 
H~S~ strain also el iminates the ab i I ity to  form fruiting 
bodies, host rt'S* mutants can form normal . if undersized, 
fruiting bodies. By contrast. H*S" mutants are unable to move 
as aggregates and many are unable to form fruiting bodies. 
H o w e v e r , mutants unable to form fruiting bodies, even those 
lacking both moti I ity systems, are sti I I able to form spores 
(.Hodgkin J. and Kaiser D. 1379b.).
1-4-3 SporuI ation mutants
Certain mutants affect the sporuI ation mechanism. This may 
or may not affect aggregation and fruiting body formation as 
ueI I. Many sporuI ation mutants can be rescued by extrace I IuIar 
complementation. Pairs of mutants, unable to sporuI ate on 
their ouin, can sporu I ate as mixtures. The spores only give 
rise to the original mutants. Indicating that no
genetic complementation has taken place. Four complementation 
groups have been identified, representing at least 57 mutants 
(.Hagen D.C. et a I . 197B). Two groups, asg and b s g . contain 
many genes from different loci. Group csg maps to one locus 
and has nou been identified as a single gene (.Shimkets L.J. 
and fisher S.J. 19B8). Group dsg mutants map to not more than 
tuo loci. The phenomenon of extacellular complementation could 
be explained by either intercel IuIar signal I ing. or by 
metabolic crossfeeding. The former seems more IikeIy because 
there are feu complementation groups compared uith the number
of genes. M o r e o v e r . the mutants do not have any auxotrophic 
requirements in the vegetative state. The four classes of 
mutant appear to be blacked at different stages as judged by 
their appearance and by biochemical markers of sporuI ation 
(Table 1— E). hnother characteristic of each complementation 
group is the pore size through uhich the extrace I IuIar 
signal I i ng can take place (.Table 1 — 2).
In th e  case of csg mutants, sporuI ation can also be 
restored by add i ng pept i dog I yean monomers. D i am i nop i me I a t e , 
D-alanine. N-acetyIgIucosamine and N-acetylmuramic acid can 
a I I rescue sporuI ation to some extent, hi I four together can 
act synergisticaI ly, restoring normal levels of sporuI at ion. 
The resulting spores have normal structure and protein 
composition (Shimkets L.J. and Kaiser D. 1902).
1—*t— H (iggregat i on mutants
The process of aggregation into fruiting bodies, as 
distinct from general motiIity. can also be affected in 
certain mutants. Some of these are also defective in 
sporuI ation and could equal ly be classified in the previous 
section. Others are stI I I capabIe of sporuI at i on i n the 
absence of fruiting bodies (Morrison C. E. and Zusman O.R. 
1979). This is further evidence for branched pathways for 
aggregation and sporuI at ion. Extrace I IuIar complementation is 
observed with some aggregation mutants (Shimkets L.J. 1906) 
There are two complementation classes, dsp and i gI ■ H o w e v e r . 
both of these have moti I ity defects as ueI I as being affected 
in aggregation, h gene cluster not in an extrace I IuIar
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T f ì B L E  1 - e
Properties of the four classes of sporuI a t .on mutant 
which can be grouped by their properties of 
extrace I lular comp Iement ation
Class of strain: wild asg 
type
osg dss
IIBHH produced
ProteIn S 
produced de Iayed
Sens 11I ve to 
phenyI a I a n i ne 
starvation
nembrane
restored
pore size across which sporulation can be 
by extrace I IuIar complementation
asg bsg csg dsg
U.¿mm poIycarbonate
50000 da I ton dialysis 
membrane
i OOOO-1eOOO da 11 on 
dialys i s membrane
d i a l y s is3000 da I ton 
membrane
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complementation group has also been characterised (Tort I S .  
and Zusman D.R. 1SB1). These are the rough mutants. These are 
unable to begin aggregation. Houever sporuI at i on is sti I I 
poss i bIe.
i-f-5 (5 I ycero I resistant mutants
8 minority of mutants isolated for their inabiIity to 
sporuI ate under starvation conditions, are also unable to 
sporuI ate uhen glycerol is added to cel Is in I i quid medium 
(.Morrison C.E. and Zusman D.R. 1373). Where mutants are 
isolated for their inabi I ity to sporulate in gIycero I . most of 
these are sti I I able to undergo normal developmental 
sporuI ation (Burchard R.P. and Parish J.H. 1375). There are 
also mutants which are noninducibIe by glycerol but which 
sti I I sporulate uhen phenethyI alcohol is used instead.
l-f-5 Reverse genet i cs
If a protein of interest is avaiIabIe in sufficient 
quantity to be sequenced, it is then possible to construct an 
olIgonucIeotide probe to detect the corresponding g e n e  in a 
chromosomal library. The region coding for protein S has been 
cloned this uay (Inouye 5. et a I . 1383a). The ol igonucIeotide
probe hybridised to Southern blots to give tuo bands uith some 
restriction digests but only one band uith others. This 
suggested that the region contained tuo copies of t h e  same 
gene. Sequencing of the region (Inouye S. et a I . 1363b)
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revealed two genes with BB% homology separated by a 1. T Kb 
spacer. The further downstream of the two genes (.gene t p s ) 
codes for protein 5. The upstream homo Iogue (o p s ) codes for a 
protein of unknown function, found within the spore (Teintze 
M. et a I. 138B). Deletion mutants of either gene can still
sporuI ate normal ly. If both genes are deleted along with the 
spacer, then sporuI ation is delayed by 12 hours (Furuichi T. 
et a I. 19B5b).
h s i m i Iar approach has been used to cI one the gene cod i ng 
for tIBHR, a protein for which the a m m o  acid sequence is known 
(Romeo J. M. and Zusman D.R. 13B7). Mutants have then been 
constructed which are unable to produce the protein, figain. 
sporuI ation sti I I occurs but is delayed. The delay compared 
with wild type is most marked under subopt i maI sporuI ation 
conditions such as Iq w  magnesium or low cel I density. The 
protein may have a more important role in the natural 
environment than under Iaboratory conditions.
1—H-7 Gene fusions
The use of promoter I ess I ac Z genes, whether as T n 5 : :J_ac: 
genes or as homology based insertions, provides a means to 
measure expression of a particuIar gene. For example, gene 
fusions have been made of the ops gene (Downard J.S. et a I. 
198H) and the tps gene (Downard J.S. and Zusman D. R. 1385). 
Gene fusions were constructed as plasmids in v itro. In both 
cases, when transduced into M y x o c o c c u s . developmentally 
regulated expression of 0-gaIactosidase was observed. The ops 
gene fusions are transcribed later than tps and. unI ike t p s .
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are transcribed in spores induced by g IyceroI.
nnother approach has been to make random fusions 
throughout the chromosome using T n S : : Iac (Kroos L. et a I .
1SB6). fimong £374 transductants , 35 showed some increase in
expression under sporuI ating conditions over that under 
vegetative conditions. These represented at least £3 different 
transcription units. However, only seven of these showed any 
developmental abnormal¡ties. This would suggest that most 
developmentally induced genes are not absolutely required for 
development, at least not under laboratory conditions. 
Alternatively, it could mean that there are alternative 
developmental pathways.
Gene fusions which are developmentally regulated, are 
useful developmental markers. Gene fusions character Ised In a 
wild type background (Kroos L. et a I . 1385) have been
transferred to asg backgrounds (Kuspa et a I ■ 1386) and to bsg
and csg backgrounds (Kroos L. and Kaiser D. 1387). The 
findings suggest that there Is a sequence of intercel IuIar 
signals (Fig. 1—6). Group C Is required at a Iater stage than 
the requirements for groups 8 and 8. However, not a I I the 
dependencies upon B or C are clear cut. Group 8 must be active 
from the outset of development In order to achieve fuI I 
expression of any developmental gene, although an absolute 
requIrement for B does not appear unti I much later. Si mi Ia r I y , 
there is a partia I requirement for Group C at an earl ier stage 
of development. Only Iater. is expression of that 
complementation group essential for development.
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a - 1  s t
c-l-l
strain:
C50O
MCI051 
RB3O0 
H B 101
rai ns used 
Escher i eh i a co i '• 
genotype :
hsdR". hsdf l ' . I acV
LE335
:SHE6- 
DF 5
cannai
I euBS . thr -1 . supK.tH . F ‘
strnhsdR ' pa i U ' i I K * .
AC ara . I e u  ) s5 5 7 .
A ( I ac I P □  Z f 1
F*. deoC , I acV . thyii
ref erence
Casadaban 
and Cohen 
(1380 ;
Jones and 
Ho I I and 
(1304)
h s d R ~ , hsdM 
ar a — 14
recfìl3, F" Maniatis
proFte . I acVl , I acZ4 et a I .
r p s L B O . x y l - 5 . p u r E . g a I K E . (1305)
mt I -1 ■ strh ■ I eu08 . thi 1 .
supEHH
hsdR ~ . s u p E H H ■ s u o F 3 0 . F",
Ia c Y l . oaI K B . o a I T B 5 . 
met B1 . trpR55
thi . r p s L . s u p 0 ■ F- recA-cn. 
A( lac-pro) . AC r e c H ~ srI )F5
J o n e s , 
Ho I I and 
(130H)
source :
0 . H .Hoogson
D.H.Hodgson 
D . G i I I 
D.G i I I
de Brui Jn , D.G i I
Lupsk i
(1304)
D. G i I I
£-l— g E. coli phages
strai n : genotype :
PI : :Tn3 ts PI : :Tn3 cI i— lOO 
T n 3 7 3 c m r
X : :Tn5 \ c I 0 5 7 , b5Bl . 
P am80
rex : :Tn5
reference : source :
Rosner 
(1372)
0.Hodgson
de BruiJn D.Hodgson 
and Lupsk i 
(1304)
PI : :Tn5-132 PI : :Tn5-135cIrlOO livery and D. Hodgson Ka i ser 
(1383)
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s t r a  i
2 - 1 - 3  E x i s t i n g  llyxococcu s  x a n t h u s  s t r a i n s
n : p h e n o t y p e : r e f e r e n c e :
s o u r c e :
D K 1 0 1 p a r t  i a 1 S g 1 H o d g k  i n .Kai s e r ( 1 3 7 3 a )
D . 0 . H o d g s o n
D K i s s e R e c o n s t r u c t e d
u i I d  t y p e
Kai s e r  
( 1 3 7 3 )
D . 0 . H o d g s o n
0 K 3 0 6 n g  1 H o d g k  i n ,K a  i s e r  ( 1 3 7 3 a )
D .K a  i s e r
D K 5 0 5 7
asgrtH7S
i?-H650
R s g , K n  r H a a e n  et a 1 . < 1 3 7 0 )
D . K a  i s e r
D K H 7 2 6
a s g B H 0 O
ft-0670
R s g . K n  r H a q e n  et a 1 . ( 1 3 7 0 )
D . K a  i s e r
M 2 5 2  
b s g A B O 1
B s g G i l l  et a 1 . < 1 3 0 7 )
R. G i II
L 5 2 0 S
c s q - 7 H l
C s g 5 h  i m k e t s , A s h e r  ( 1 9 0 7 ) L . S h  i m k e t s
D K 3 6 5 1
d s o - H 33
ft-1067
D s g H a a e n  et a 1 . < 1 3 7 0 )
D . K a  i s e r
e-i
Strain:
—H M. xanthus strains 
work
Den i vat i o n :
prepared during the course of this 
Phenotype: See also in text:
UUM1 
UUJI12 
U LI 113
uuriH
UUIM5
Gene 1 i brary 
DflftHlc2 : : f1. xanthus 
chromosoma I DNR 
transduced i nto 
DKlOl
kn r secti on 3-3
HH5 
HH0 
□ 32 
EB
Gene I i brary 
d D R H 1E2: : M . xanthus 
chromosoma I DNF). 
transduced into 
D K 162S
kn r Sect i on 3-H
V-l-3 
5-2H 
V-l-20 
V—3-2
Gene 1 i brary 
PDRH2B3::M.xanthus 
chromosoma 1 DNR 
transduced into 
DK1666
kn r Sect i on 3-H
DK1000 Spontaneous mutant kn s Sect i on 3~6
appear i ng or i g i n a 1 i y 
in strain ULH15 
then cured of 
integrated plasmid
aggregat i on/ 
mot i 1 i ty 
defect i ve
2~2 P 1 asm i ds
2-5-1 Existing plasmids
Name : Comments: Phenotype : Reference : Source :
PDHH122 Inteqrat ive 1acZ 
promoter probe
ap r kn r Hodgson D. R. Hodgson 
(unpub 1 i shed)
PDPH283 Improved version 
of pDFiHlSE
ap r kn r Hodgson D. R. Hodgson 
(unpub 1 ¡shed)
Co 1 El : : 
TnS-132
Source of 
tetracyc1 i ne 
resistance gene
a p r t c r Berg et al. D. h.Hodgson 
(1561)
pHPHSft Source of omega 
fragment
ap r
Sm r/Spcr
Prentki and D.Gi 11 
Kr i sch (190H)
S - S - B  PI a s m  i d s
N a m e  :
pUbJl'IH ' t c
p U U M 5 ’ : : T n 5 < - £ 0 0 )
p U U M 5 • : : T n 5 ( - B O O )  
PUUJN5 ' : : T n 5 ( ~ 1 3 0 0 )  
pUUIMS • : : T n 5 (  - 2 0 0 0  )
pUUJMS : : T n 5 ( - 1 3 0 0 )
pULJNSO
pUU)M‘-tD
p U W M H D : :y 6 ( “ 5 0 0 0 )  
p U W M H D : :y 6(~3100) 
pUUIMHD : :Y6<-1200) 
p U W M H D : :y <5(~200)
p U U M S  : :Si
prepared in the course of thi 
(conti nued)Derivation: Phenotype:
p U W N H '  w i t h  t h e  
t c r g e n e  f r o m  
coI E l : :Tn5 tc r
i n s e r t e d  a t  t h e  
H i n d l I I  s i t e
T r a n s p o s o n  i n s e r t s  
in p U U M S ’D 2 3
w i t h  n u m b e r  t o  a p  r k n  r
s h o w  d i s t a n c e  o f  
i n s e r t  f r o m  
f u s  i o n  p o  i nt
Transposon insert
in p u u n s
w i t h  n u m b e r  t o  a p r k n  r
s h o u  d i s t a n c e  of 
i n s e r t  f r o m  
f u s  i o n  p o  i nt
P I a s m  i d PUUIM5
w i t h  3 . 5 k b  k n  r
d e I e t e d
P I a s m  i d  pUU)rT-t 
ui t h  3 . 5 k b  
d e I e t e d
Transposon insert 
uith number to 
shou distance of 
insert from 
fu s  i on po i nt
P I a s m  i d  pLibJMSD 
u i t h  t h e  Si k n r
•fragment i n s e r t e d  Spc r / 5 m  
in t h e  S t u I s i t e
uor k
S e e  a I s o  i n 
t e x t  :
S e c t  i o n  6 — 3
S e c t  i o n  6 - 5  
F i g .  6 - 5
S e c t i o n  
7 - T - l
S e c t  i o n  
7 - 3 - 1
S e c t  i on 
7 - 3 - 1
S e c t  i on 
7 - 3 - 1
S e c t  i o n  
7 - 5 - 1
S - S - 3  G e n e s c h a r a c t e r i s e d  in t h i s  work ; t h eir n o m e n c l á t o r
Name : Descri pt i on : Occurrence :
i sg- 1 
= i sgñl
Inducible sporulation 
and glycerol"!
CIoned in pi asm i ds 
pUbJMH ’ . pUUIliH'tc 
and der i vat i ves
i sg—1> IacZ 
= i sañl>IacZ
Gene fusion of 
promoter with I acZ
Occurs in pi asm i ds 
pUUrif . pUUMHD and 
der i vat i ves
i sg-5 
= i sgB5 Induc i b Ie sporuI at i on and 
9 IyceroI—2
P a r t i a l l y  c l o n e d  In 
p l a s m i d s  pLIUJIdS.
puujiis •. puu)M5 ■ oea
PUÜJM5D andder i vat I ves 
Restriction map of 
ent i re regI on has 
been prepared (Fig-
5-H)
i sg —£> I acZ Gene fusion of i sg._g 
= i sgB5> IacZ promoter with IacZ
Occurs in pi asm Ids 
pUUJMS, puynso and 
der i vat i ves
e-e - 4  Tn5 inserts in fl. xanthus
These were prepared by transduction with a 
plasmid containing a Tn5 insert and contain a copy of Tn5 
at the homologous location in the chromosome to that in the 
plasmid. The plasmid location has been checked by Southern 
analysis (Table 6—6).
Insert strain: Plasmid usedin transduction:
DKieeecns-eooo]
D K 1 6 £ £ [ t t 5 - 1 3 0 0 ]  
OKi6eecri5-aoo ] 
OKiseec ivs-eoo ]
pUUJM5 ‘ : : T n 5 ( S O O O  ) 
pUIJITS ’ : : T n 5 ( 1 3 0 0 >  
pUUiMS ' : : T n 5  ( 8 0 0  1 
PUUJTI5 ' : : T n 5 ( B O O )
4 4
£-3 C h e m i ca I s . m e d i a and ancib iot i es 
£-3-1 Chemicals
Chemicals uere obtained either- from F i sons , hay and Baker 
or Sigma. Restriction enzymes and DNti modification enzymes 
uere obtained from nmersham International. Bethesda Research 
Laboratories or Boehringer Mannheim. R a d i o c n e m i ca Is uere 
obtained f r o m  fimersham International.
£—3-e Buffers
Z-buffer (used in ß - g a I actos i d a s e  and p rotein assays)
O . 06M Na 2 HPO k 
O . OH If NaH,PD„
O .  O l h  K.C I 
o . o o i n  n g S Q *
T0E (used for agarose gel e I e c t r o p h o r e s i s )
0. 00311 Tr i s base 
0.00311 boric acid 
0 . 5mh EDTB
TE (used for dissolving DNB)
lûmtl Tris.Cl pH0. 0 
Imfl EDTB
S5C (for Southern blotting and h y b r id i s a t i o n )
5SC i s used at a vaniety of c o n c e n t r â t i o n s . BOx SSC i 
311 NaC I
0.311 sodium citrate
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£-3-3 Pled i a
LB (for E. col i c u 1t u r e s )
Bacto trgptone {D i f c o ) lOg
feast extract (D i f c o ) 5g
NaC 1 5g
H 20 1 1LB agar is made as aDove but w i t h  i5g Bacca agar- per I i ere 
tor normal agar and /g per Iitre tor sott agar.
SGB {.for transformations of 
E .coI i )
Bacto tryptone(.Difco) 
yeast extract {Difcoj 
m  NaC I
i n  k c i  
i n  n g c i ,
H 20 1
DDrl { f o r  A p r e p a r a t i o n )
£0g 
5g 
iOm I 
d . 5m I
10ml (fi Iter sterlIized and added 
af t e r  autoclaving)
I i tre
Bacto tryptone (Difco) dOg
NaC 1 5g
IN H g C 12 lOm 1 {added after
H 2 O 1 1 1 tre
agar 10g
{3.5g for soft agar)
Ob 1 T {for PI phage
p r e p a r a t 1 o n )
Bacto tryptone dOg
NaC 1 5g
H 2 O 1 1 i tre
(the f o 1 louing are added after a u t o c 1av i n g )
IN M g S Q » 10m 1
m  C a C 12 1m 1
0.5% thiam i ne 1m 1
30% g 1ucose 10m 1
CTTfE (tlyxococcus liquid m e d 1 urn >
Casitone {Difco) lOg
yeast extract {Difco) ¿9
111 Iris. HC 1 pHS 10m 1
m  n g s o k 10m 1
H 2 O 1 1 i tre
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DC Y ( riyxocpccus sol id medium)
Casitone i.Difco; 
yeast extract COifcoj 
IN Tris.HCI p H 0  
IN NgSO*
HjO
agar
(Fa t or
HI  ^I I qu I d ) (.for resuspend i ng Nuxococcus ce Ils)
IN Tris.HCI p H B  10mI
IN NgSO» Sml
H,ü I l i  tre
TN (sol id) (.for s t a r v a t i o n  induced sporulation) 
as above but u i tin 15g nob I e agar
CF agar (for s t a r v a t i o n  
et a l . 1970)
Casitone (Difco)
IN Tr i s .CI pHB 
IN NgSQ»
IN K 2HPO h pH 7. H 
H,0
induced sporulation) (Hagen D. C.
0. 15g 
lOm I 
6 m I 
1m I
i I i tre
(after autoclaving add)
H7. (NHV ) 2SO* 5m I
BO’/, sodium p y r u v a t e  5m I
BOV. sodium c i t r a t e  lOm I
HI medium (Hyxococcu; 
Kaiser D. 1970)
BN Tris.HCI pH7.f 
IN Ng5Cl»
IN K , H P Q k p H 7 .5
IN CaCIj
minimal medium) (Bretcher H. H. ana
5m I 
O. 0m I 
lm I 
0.Olm I
lOûmN F e C 1 » 0 .1ml
(NHk )2SCU 0. 5g
1 eue i ne 5Gmg
iso 1 eue i ne lOOmg
p h e n y 1 a 1 an i ne lOOmg
va 1 i ne lOOmg
methion i ne lOmg
H,Q 9B0m 1
Nob 1e agar 15g
(added after a u t o c l a v i n g  
10/4 potassium
. all
aspartate 50m 1
BOX sodium p y r u v a t e B0m 1
S0mg/ml a s p a r a g i n e 0 m 1
l£5mg/ml s p e r m idine im 1
l m g / m 1 v i tarn in B , 2 1m 1
fi Iter steri I ized)
4e-3-H hntidioties
The foilouing ant i biotIcs uer 
as stock solutions, others had to 
time, nntibiotics were dissolved 
st at e d .
e used. Some could be stored 
be freshly dissolved every 
in uater unless otherwise
nnt i b i o t i c : Stock solution:
Hmp I c I I I I n (.ap; lOOmg/m Istored as a I iquots at 4 C
Cephapirin cep; i O ü m g / m Imade freshly as required
Ch Ioramphen i coICcm) £Omg/m Istored dissolved in 
absolute ethanol at -<fOuC
Tanamycin Ckn; iOOmg/mI stored at 4°C
Üxytetracycl i ne loc) i.Omg/m Iin 95/4 ethanol . made freshly
as required
spectinomycin ispc) £Omg/mI
stored at 4°C
Streptomycin csm) 100mg/mI stored at H°C
Tetracycl ine (tc) lOmg/mIstored dissolved in 
absoIute ethanol at - ¿ 0° C
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e-H Groutli and maintenance of cultures
£, c o |i uas grown at 37°C in LB broth or on LB agar.
Liquid cultures were shaken at BBOrpm in an orbital shaker.
E. coIi could be maintained on plates at f°C for up to 3 
months. For longer term storage LOV. g I ycero I uas added to 
samples of culture and these uere stored at - 7 0 “C. Cells from 
plates uere also stored as stabs in soft agar.
hi, xanthus uas groun at 33°C in CTTYE broth or on DCY 
agar. Liquid cultures uere shaken at BHOrpm in an orbital 
shaker. II. xanthus plates could be stored at 17°C for B-H 
u e e k s . For I onger term storage they uere stored in 107. DtlSO at 
-70°C or on slopes of hi agar.
E - 5  Preparation of phage lysate 
B — 5-1 PI lysates
h dilution series of phage uas made from an existing phage 
lysate. Dilutions from lO'* to 10*7 uere made in DbI T.
E. cb I i strain CBOO uas groun in LB + 10mM tlgSD. to a density 
of h « so=0.3. To O.1ml of each phage dilution uas added O.lml 
of culture. The phage uas a I Ioued to adsorb for BO minutes and 
then 3.5ml of molten DbI T soft agar uas added and the mixture 
poured onto a plate of DbI T agar.
rtfter 16 hours at 37°C.. plaques could be counted, h phage
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iJ i I ut i on yas made from the or i g i na I I ysate ca I cu I ated to g i ve 
almost confluent plaques. Phage lysates uere prepared from 
these. Phage could then be eluted from the plates containing 
confluent plaques, by pouring 5m I of DbI T broth onto each 
PI ate and a I Iouing 1 1  to stand f or E hours at room 
temperature, or overnight at The I i qu i d yas removed from
the plates, briefly vortexed with chloroform and then 
centrifuged at 5000rpm at H°C in an MSE Chi lisp in. The 
supernatant containing the phage uas removed and could be 
stored at f°C over chloroform.
E-5-E Lambda lysates
Phage lysates uere prepared in the strain LE33E. n smaIl 
number of phage plaques (,tuo to five) uere resuspended in 
phage buffer. Samples of this: lOyl , 50y I . lOOp I and EOO jj I
uere added to separate at iquots of overnight cultures, hfter 
EO minutes. 3m I of molten ODH soft agar uas added to each 
a I Iquot. and each mixture overlaid onto a freshly made DDH 
plate. Hfter 16 hours at 37°C. the plate shouing confluent 
lysis uas taken, the soft agar removed using a glass spreader 
and the remaining agar uashed uith 3m I phage b u f f e r . uhich uas 
then pooled uith the soft agar in a glass universal. This uas 
vortexed uith 0.5ml of chloroform for 15 minutes and then 
centrifuged In an MSE chi I Ispin for 15 m inutes at SOOOrpm at 
H°C. The supernatant phage lysate uas then removed. It could
be stored over chloroform at f°C.
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£-6-1 Packaging of plasmid into PI
The phage used for packaging was Pl::Tn9 c I r lOO. The 
plasmid was maintained in a rec * strain of E . coI i such as 
DC 1061. this stra i n uas grown i n LB conta i n i ng lOmh I'lgC I 2 and 
ui i th appropr i ate ant i b i ot i c se I ect i on. When the cu I ture 
reached a density of h teo=0.ei the phage uere added to 0.1ml 
of culture at a TI.O.X. of 10 and all owed to adsorb for BO 
minutes at room temperature. The mixture uias then di luted into 
LB fig* *+ antibiotic. This time. 15. 5vg/m I ch I oramphen i co I 
was added as ueI I , to select for phage-plasmid cointegrates.
The culture uas shaken overnight at 30°C. The next day, a 
dI Iut i on uas made and a I Ioued to grou at 3 0 0C to a dens i ty of 
H® 6 o=0.31. Lytic grouth uas then induced by transferring the 
culture to a shaking uater bath at *fB°C for 3S minutes 
foiloued by 37°C for E hours. Cell lysis uas apparent after 
this treatment. To the lysate uas added O.lml of chloroform 
and shaking continued at 37°C for 15 minutes, hfter this, cell 
debris uas removed by spinning in a universal for 15 minutes 
in an USE Chi I Ispin centrifuge at SOOOrpm at H°C for 10 
minutes. The lysate could be stored over chloroform at H°C for
¿-6 PI mediated transduction of t~l. xanthus
several ueeks.
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Tne PI phage containing packaged plasmid or other insert 
uas used to transduce Hyxococcus to kanamyc i n or
oxytetracycl ine resistance. Di Iut ions of phage were made in Tn 
containing 50. 100 and £OOyI of lysate to a total volume of
0 ,4 m i. To each of these uas ad d e d  0.1ml of SOmM CaCIi foI lowed 
by 0 . 5m I of hyxococcus culture < 0 . « o = 0 . 0 - 1 .O ) . The phage uas 
left to adsorb for HO minutes at room temperature. Then 3.5ml 
of molten DCY soft agar uas ad d e d  to each sample and overlayedon 
an agar plate containing H0pg/ml kanamycin or 10pg/ml 
oxytetracycI I ne and the plate incubated at 33°C for 3-6 days 
for colonies to appear.
In the case of k a n a m y c in selection, the yield of colonies 
could be increased by overlaying onto DCY + 35pg/mI k a n a m y c i n . 
and then increasing the total c o n c e n t r â t ion to 70pg/ml 
k a n a m y c in the next day. by adding the antibiotic in a second 
soft agar overlay. For selection for tetracycline resistance, 
o x y t e t r a c y c l ine uas used as it has a greater uindou for 
selection than t e t r a c y c I ine.
£-7 Tn5 mutagenesis of plasmids in E ■ coI i
H lambda phage X::Tn5 Q a .Pa. is unable t o  undergo lytic or 
lysogenic development in nonsuppressing E . coI i strains. 
Consequently, it is able to ac t  as a suicide vector for 
introducing Tn5 into cel Is. The host background containing the
£ — 6~c? PI transduct ion of il. xanthus
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plasmid uas MC1061. Overnight cultures uere grown in 10ml LB 
with antibiotic selection tor the plasmid and with ICmM 
IlgCljand 0. BV. maltose. The culture uas spun ooun in a 
universal at room temperature in an tlbE f I oor centrifuge at 
5000rpm and resuspended in 1ml of LB + iOmtl LlgL I ». To the 
suspension uas added phage lysate containing 10’pfu. 1 he
mixture uas incubated at 3C°C for 3 hours to a I Iou 
transduction and transposition to take place. The mixture uas 
then pIated out i n vary i ng d i I ut i ons . at a finaI voIume of 
O . l m l . onto LB + SOpg/ml kanamycin to select for Tn5. The 
resulting transductants uere then picked onto LB plates 
containing kanamycin at B O O y g / m l , and incubated overnight. 
Transductants uith Tn5 integrated into the plasmid, greu 
vigorously even at this antibiotic concentration. By contrast, 
transductants arising through chromosomal integration greu 
on Iy poor Iy.
£ — 0 gamma-deIta mutagenesis in E ■ coI i
The method for mutagenesis, mediated by transposon 
g a m m a — deIta carried on the conjugative F plasmid, has been 
described by Buyer ft. S. (.1903).
h plasmid to be mutagenised uith gamma—deIta uas first 
introduced into the F* strain RB30B by transformation (see 
sec t i o n  £-17). This uas alloued to conjugate uith a recip i ent 
st r a i n  h C 1 0 6 1 . CSHE6 or HB101. Donor and recipient strains 
uere patched onto LB plates uith antibiotic selection uhere 
appropriate. Hfter 6-10 hours at 37°C. the cel Is uere scraped 
off and mixed into a single patch on a third LB plate uithout
ant i b t ot i c . rltter .3—T hours at 37 "C to all ou con jugat Ion to 
o c c u r , the cel Is uere spread onto LB plates containing the 
appropr i ate antib i otic to seIect t or the pI asmid . and 
streptomycin to select against the donor strain. The plates 
uere incubated overnight at 37°C to obcain colonies of 
transcon jugants.
¿— 3 Testing for sporu I at i on in II. xanthus
Samples uere examined for spores under the phase- contrast 
microscope. The sphericaI spores uere readlly dist i nguishabIe 
from the rod shaped vegetative cel Is. Furthermore, spores 
obtained from starved cel Is and some spores obtained by 
gIyceroI Induct ion In I iquid medium appeared br i ght under 
phase contrast.
It uas sometimes necessary to test uhether spores once 
formed uere viable. Spores uere incubated at 5 0 0C for £ hours 
to kill any rema i n i ng vegetat i ve ce M s .  h samp I e of vegetat i ve 
cel Is uas tested at the same time as con t r o I . The spores uere 
then streaked onto a DCV plate uhich uas examined for colonies 
after incubation for five days. .Alternatively, uhere spores 
had formed under starvation conditions on a TM plate, the 
plate uas incubated at 50°C for £ hours. Then DCY soft agar 
uas overlaid on the plate to a I Iou viable spores to germinate
and form visible colonies.
Colonies uere sometimes picked directly onto a sporulation 
medium: either Th or C F . nouever, in order to obtain material 
in Iarger and more reproducible quantities it uas more usual 
to spot cel I suspensions onto plates. Dense cultures uere 
either spun down in Em I Eppendorf tubes in a microfuge or in 
un i versa I s at SüOOrpm in a USE benchtop centrifuge. The cel is 
uere resuspended in a sma I 1er volume (.typical I y 1/10) of Tfl. 
The suspension uas then spotted onto dried agar plates in 10 
or ¿Op I ali quot s and the I iquid a* loued to absorb. Fruiti ng 
bodies and spores uere apparent after several days incubation.
¿-10 Induction of sporulation by starvation
¿-11 Chem i caI i nduction of sporuI at i on
Liquid cultures of n. xanthus uere induced to sporuI ate by 
adding one of three chemicals: g IyceroI . dimethyl su Iphoxide 
(. DI’ISQ ) or phenethyl alcohol (.PEH). Liquid cultures uere groun 
in C TTYE at 33°C to a density of rt««o=0.3. Densities in 
excess of this uere found to sporuI ate poorly or not at all. 
Glycerol uas added as a 50/4 solution in uater to a final 
glycerol concentrât i on of 0. 711. DtlSO uas added to a final 
concentration of 0.711. PEh uas added to a final concentration 
of 0.017M. The culture uas then kept in shaking culture in
CTTYE to a I I ou spores to form.
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¿-IE Son i cat i on of fl. xanthus samples
Samples on in plates were scraped off the agar using a 
covers I ip. and suspended in 0.5ml of Z buffer (Section T— 3) 
in a ¿ml Eppendorf tube. Samples in IIquid medium were 
transferred to ¿ml Eppendorf tubes and spun down in a 
mtcrofuge. ris the I iquid medium was usual ly CTTtE uihich would 
affect protein assays, the supernatant uas removed as 
completely as possible. The pel let uas resuspended in 1ml of 
Tn. This uas spun doun and the supernatant removed as before. 
The pel let uas then resuspended in O.Sml of Z buffer. Samples 
uere stored in ¿ml Eppendorf tubes at —¿0°C prior to 
sonicat ion. These uere thaued at room temperature and kept on 
ice until sonication. Sonication uas carried out in tuo uays. 
tin USE son i cator uas used uith a 3mm probe. To aid spore 
breakage. 0.10-0. 11mm glass beads (B. Braun tie I sungen fl6) uere 
added (.0.8-0. 3m I volume). The tube uas cooled on dry ice uh i I e 
the tube uas sonicated 15s at a time uith 15s intervals for 
cool ing. This uas continued for 6 minutes to a I Iou adequate 
spore breakage. Needless to say, the t'ragi le vegetative cel Is 
uere also disrupted.
tl second method uas to use a cup horn son i cator (.LI380 
sonicator uith a H31B cup horn. (Heat Systems Ultrasonics 
Inc. ) . Th i s eas i I y d i srupted vegetat i ve ce M s  u i thout 
affecting spores. Up to eight tubes could be sonicated 
simultaneously. This uas useful for sonicating samples knoun 
to contain only vegetative cel Is. Furthermore, it enabled 
separate vegetative cel I and spore fractions to be taken from
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a single sample. H sample uas sonicated first in the cup horn 
sonicator for one minute or until the samples containing only 
vegetative material had become clear. Samples uith spores 
remained turbid. The spores uere spun floun in a mtcroTuge. n 
white pel let was obtained containing only mature spores. I he 
supernatant was removed and kept as the vegetative fraction. 
Tne spores were resuspended in O.5mI of ¿ “buffer before glass 
spheres uere added and the sample sonicated using the probe 
sonicator. as already described for breaking spores. Sonicated 
samples were kept on Ice untiI assayed t h e  same day for both 
0 — gaIactosidase and protein.
£-13 Protein assay
Sonicates were assayed for protein using the 0 iorad 
Coomass i e blue micro assay (.Bradford PI. M. 1376). The buffer 
used in the assay was the same ¿ —buffer used in the 
0 — gaI actosidase assay. Varying di Iutions of bovine serum 
albumin were used as a standard.
£— If 0 - g a I a c t o s i dase detection and assays
The enzyme 0— g a I a c t o s i dase was detected in s i t u , using 
either the chromogenic substrate 5-brorno—4-chI oro — 3 - indoI y I 
0 -D-ga I actos i de (A- gal) (.Plamatis T. et a I . 130£) or the
f I uorogen i c substrate *f — methy I umbel I i f ery I gal actos ide 
(,f-HUG) (Youngman P. et a I ■ 1385). X-ga I was added to agar
media at MOvig/ml. Tn medi um or CF med i u m  was used to p r o v ide
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sporuI ation conditions, hi medium uas used to provide 
conditions for vegetative grouth.
n different technique uas used uhere f —I'lUG uas used to 
aecect y-galactosidase. Instead of being added to plates, it 
uas dissolved in Df'lSQ to a concent rat i on of ¿mg/ml and sprayed 
onto sporulating and vegetative cel Is on plates. The plates 
uere left for 10-50 minutes and then placed on a Iong-uave UV 
transiIluminator in order to visualise the blue fIuorescence 
of f-methyl umbel I iferone released by hydrolysis of H-I*IUG.
Quantitative assays uere carried out on cel I or spore 
sonicates using ortho-ni tropheny I gal actos ide (.ONPG.) The 
method used uas that of hiller J.H. C1975) , uith the foilou i ng 
exceptions. F i rst I y . no tJ-mercaptoethano I uas used in the 
2 — buffer. Secondly, ou i ng to the ye I I ou co I our of PI. xanthus 
being simiIar to that of the GNP released in the assay, care 
had to be taken to el iminate this source of e r r o r . This uas 
done either by ensuring that the sample uas di luted to a point 
uhere its coI our before assay uas not apparent, or else by 
having a separate sample blank consisting of a sonicate uith 
buffer added uhich contained no ONPG.
Units of enzyme uere defined in terms of nanomoles of ONP 
produced per minute (Kroos L. et a I. ) according to the 
e q u a t i o n :
______ 513 x *450______________
[ml ][mg protein/ml ][min]
uhere 513 i s der i ved from the ext i net i on coeff i c i ent of ONP 
and converts hH30 into nanomoles, [ml ] and [mg protein/ml ] 
refer to the sample of sonicate, [min] is the time the assay 
uas incubated before stopping the reaction.
*
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¿-15 DNf-i extraction from n. xanthus 
¿ — 15— 1 Preparation of chromosoma I DNh
Chromosoma I ONH uas isolated by running a caesium chloride 
gradient of a total lysate of fi. xanthus cel Is.
h dense culture of cel Is 10ml in volume uas spun
doun in a universal at 5GOOrpm in a benchtop centrifuge. The 
supernatant uas poured off and the pel let resuspended in 1ml 
of STE c £5% sucrose . 50mf1 Tris.HCI . 5mh EDTH pHB.O;. To this 
uas added and mixed by inversion: 5>j I of EOmg/ml proteinase K. 
eOOvil of 0.5M EDTH and 155pl of 10% N-lauroy Isarcosme. The 
tube uas incubated at 5 0 0C overnight. The volume of lysate uas 
i ncreased to 5.5ml uith TE ClOmM Tris.HCI pHB . Imfl EDTh,). Into 
th i s uas d i ssoIved 5. 7g CsCI and 0 . 55m I of lOmg/mI ethidium 
bromide uas added. H 5.5ml QuickseaI uItracentrifuge tube uas 
fi I led completely uith this solution then sealed and spun for 
15 hours at 55000rpm in a VTi65.B rotor (Beckman) in an 
uItracentrifuge.
The band of chromosoma I DNH uas removed using a syringe 
and needle. The ethidium bromide uas removed by repeated 
extraction uith isopropanol uhich had been equilibrated uith 
uater saturated uith N a C I . The CsCI uas then removed by 
dialysing against 5— 3 changes of TE for at least 6 hours. The 
resulting DNH solution could be c o n c e n t r a t e d , if n e c e s s a r y . by 
air drying the dialysis bags.
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e-iS-e Preparación of closed circular UIMn from II. xanthus
Tne tJNn circles released Dy n o m o iogous recomoinacion uere 
isolated as supercoi led circles in one same manner as P i asmid 
uas extracted from E . co I i - H stationary P  h cs s e culture of 
500ml volume uas spun doun at 7500rpm in an riSt bxE50 rotor.
The pel let uas ua s h e d  in cOm I of TEb (. nGmfi NaC I . 50mN Tris.HCI 
pHB . 5mli EDTH). The pellet uas res u s p e n d e d  in 10ml of 5TE and 
tranferred to a fOmI Oakridge tube. To the suspension uas 
added E.5ml of 0. 5h  EDTñ and the mixture left on ice for lO 
minutes. Ice cold Triton lysis mix C^- 1% Triton X - 100. 50mn 
Tris.HCI. 50mM ED T H  pH0.5) uas then added to lyse the cells.
The tube uas then spun at 13000rpm for 35 minutes in an Í15E 
rotor in an hSE "Highspin" centrifuge. The pellet uas removed 
using a hooked p asteur and 38.5g of LsCI dissolved in the 
cI eared lysate. TE uas added to increase the volume to 33ml 
th e n  1ml of 5mg/m! ethidium bromide uas added. The mixture uas 
kept on ice for an hour and the r e sulting precipitate pelleted 
by centr i f ugat i on at 150G0rpm at H'-'C for 15 minutes. The 
supernatant uas transferred to a HOmI Q u ickseaI tube by 
p ouring through a syr i nge and need Ie u i th a I ayer of gI ass 
uooI i n the syr i nge to f i I ter out any so I i ds. The tube uas 
spun for 15 hours at ^fSOOOrpm in a VT i 50 rotor (Beckman). H 
band of chromosomal DNH uas apparent on the gradient. The part 
of the gradient be Iou the band, pre s u m e d  to contain 
supercoi led c ircuIar D N H , uas a I Ioued to run off through a 
syr i nge need Ie i nto an Oakridge tube , but carefuI I y a ^ o iding 
the chromosomal DNH. The sample uas di luted in tu ice its
6 0
volume of TE . glycogen carrier added and the tJNfi precipitated 
oy adding ethanol. The pellet uas then dissolved in TE and 
used to transform E . coI i .
£-16 Isolation of plasmid from E coIi
£-16-1 R a p i d  small scale isolation of plasmid DNn
h s i mp I i f I ed vers i on of the bo i I i ng method (.Man i at i s T . 
et a I. 1 3 8 2 ) uas used.
Cel Is w e r e  groun overnight as 2 c m 2 patches on LB plates. 
Each patch u a s  scraped off using a toothpick dipped in TES 
into 0.33ml STET tB% sucrose. 0.5/4 Triton k-iOO. 50mh E D T 8 .
50mh Tris.HCI p H 8 ) in an Eppendorf tube. To t h i s  uas added 
lCipl of 0. 33(ng/m I lysozyme and the mixture vortexed for 3 
seconds. The tube uas transferred for 3 minutes to a boiIing 
uater bath that had just gone off the boil. The tubes uere 
then spun in a microfuge for 15 minutes. The pel let uas then 
removed us i n g  a hooked pasteur. The volume of supernatant u a s 
i ncreased t o  at I east O.2m I u i th T E then O. 33m I of 
isopropanol added and mixed by vortexing. The tube uas kept at 
-20°C for 2 hours then spun in a microfuge for 15 minutes. The 
supernatant uas removed as completely as possible and the 
pel let dried in a vacuum. The pel let uas dissolved in 50p I of 
TE and could be stored at — 7 0 C’C. For restriction analysis.
‘f-Bp I of th e  preparat i on uas used per digest.
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E-16-E Large scale preparation of plasmid OIMrt
Larger quant 1ties of pI asmid were prepared by purification 
on a caes i um cn I or i de grad i ent c based on I1an i at is T . et a I . 
13B£). The method used Lias similar to that descr i bed in £-15-£ 
except that iml of lGmg/ml lysozyme in 0.E5II 1 r i s . H C  I pH0 was 
added and the tube kept on ice for 10 minutes before the 
addition of the lysis mix.
In this instance, the band of superco i I ed DNft (.here 
consisting of plasmid) uas clearly visible: either a s  the 
Iouer of two bands or as the only band.
£-17 Transformation of E . coI i
Cel Is were transformed by plasmid DNft using a method based 
on that of Handel 11. and Hi ga ft. (.1970). ft 1ml sample of 
overnight culture of cel Is uas di luted in 100—EOOmI SOB medium 
in a £ Iitre flask and incubated at 37°C ulth vigorous 
shaking. Dhen the cel Is had reached a density of ft« s o=0-2 (.for 
recft * strains and 0. H for recft ~ strains) the c ulture uas 
chi I led on ice for 10 minutes. The culture uas then divided 
betueen plastic (.and therefore detergent free) un I ve r s a  I s 
uhich had been chi I led. These uere spun in an HSE Chi I Ispin at 
3GOOrpm for 10 minutes. The cel Is uere resuspended in a half 
the origInaI voIume of chI I Ied 0. 1H CaCI 2. ThIs suspensi on uas 
kept chi I led for 15 minutes and then centrifuged as before and 
resuspended in 1/15 the original volume of 0. 1H CaC I 2. This 
m i xture uas a I i quotted (.0. Em I ) i nto prech i I I ed 1.5m I Eppendorf
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Cubes. To these was added ONM fdr transformation, not more 
t h a n  fOng/a I i q u o t . The ONM uas always added in a large volume 
l at ¡east Sup I of TE) to ensure adequate mixing. The tubes 
w e r e  Kept on ice for 30 minutes then heat shocked at f £ WC for 
c! minutes. To each tube uas added 1ml of SOB broth and the 
tu b e  incubated without shaking at 37^0 for 30 minutes. The 
contents were then spread onto we I I dried LB plates containing 
t h e  appropriate ant Ibiotic and the I iquid all owed to absorb. 
Transformant colonies were obtained after overnight 
incubat i o n .
3-1B Restriction endonuclease digestion
Restriction digests were carried out under the conditions 
recommended by the suppIiers. In addition to the recommended 
buffers, Imll d i th i othre i to I (.OTTJ and O. 5mH spermidine were 
al s o  added to the reaction mixtures.
£-13 hlkaIine phosphatase
Calf intestine a IkaI i ne phosphatase was used to 
dephosphoryI ate the 5' staggered ends of restriction enzyme 
cleaved ÜNM molecules. To a completed restriction digest was 
added 1/lOth volume of O. 5M g Iyc i ne/NaOH pHS.f fol lowed by 
1/10 volume lOmM NgCI , . ImM Z n C I 2 . Finally. Ip I of alkaline
phosphatase was added to the mixture and it was incubated at 
3 7 °C for 30 minutes. E. coI i alkaline phosphatase was used
for dephosphoryI ating blunt ended fragments.
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The same conditions were used except that the temperature uas
6 5 ° C .
£-£0 Use of E <onuc i ease III to create ^ i e i  ion mutants of 
pI asmids
Tn i s procedure uas used to i nact i vate thie kanamyc i n 
res i st anee gene of the promoter probe pI asm i d pr i or to Tn5 
mutagenesi s. The method is illustrated in F i g. 6~2. The 
plasmid uas digested uith H i ndlII then ethanol precipitated.
The pell et uas resuspended in 0.1ml ExolII buf f er ( 50ml1 
Tris.CI pHB.O, 5mM M g C I 2 . lOmM B-mercaptoethanoI). To this uas 
added 750 units of Exonuclease III (Boehringer) and the sample 
incubated at 37°C. hi ¡quots of 5p I uere ta k e n  from the 
reaction at varying intervals: 30s to 30 minutes from the 
start of the react i on. The a I i quots uere i m m e d  i at Iy added to 
15pl of 0. 2M NaCI, 5mf1 EDTh to stop the reaction, lifter all 
samp Ies had been taken, they uere heated to 70°C for 10 
minutes, then ethanol precipitated. The pel let from ethanol 
precipitation uas resuspended in SOp I of SI buffer (30mM 
sod i um acetate . 50mf1 NaC I . ImM ZnC I 2 . Then , 50 un i ts of SI 
nuclease uere added. The reaction uas incubated at room 
temperature for 30 minutes before being stopped by adding 6p I 
of SOOmfl Tris.CI p H B . 0. lE5mh EOT h . The mixture uas then 
phenol extracted and ethanol precipitated. The SI nuclease 
removes the single stranded region created by the Exonuclease 
III but leaves the DNh uith staggered ends. To create blunt 
ended D N h , the pel let uas resuspended in lip I of T E . To this 
u a s  added 1.5pl of lOxTh buffer (330mt1 Tris acetic acid pH7.3, 
6BOmn K C I . lOOmM Magnesium actate) and H units of TH DNh
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p o I y m e r a s e  added. The *f nucIeo5i de t r i p n o b p h a t e s : d H T P . d G T P .
d C T P  a n d  T T P . were a d d e d  (1.5pI of a 0. 155mN s o l u t i o n  of all
tour). The m i x t u r e  ua s  in c u b a t e d  at roo m  t e m p e r a t u r e  for PO
m i n utes, t h e n  p r e c i p i t a t e d  u s i n g  a m m o n i u m  a c e t a t e  (.5 m i n u t e s4- ethanoi
at r o o m  t e m p e r a t u r e ) . Such a p r o c e d u r e  p r e c i p i t a t e s  ONh and 
i e a v e s  t h e  uni n c o r p o r a t e d  n u c I e o t  i des i n so Iut ion. ihe peI Iet 
ua s  r e d  i s s o I v e d  and t h e  I i n e a r  D N h  I i g a t e d  to i tseIf i i n a 
c?0]J I vo I ume > .
E-El Ligations
The enzyme used uas T*f DNA I i gase (Rmersham) and the 
buffer, that recommended by the suppliers. For ligations of 
cohesive ends. 0.2pl of enzyme mere used in a reaction. For 
blunt ended ligations. 0.5pl uas used. Reactions were always 
carried out at 16°C overnight. The c o n c e n t r â t ions of insert 
and vector DNF» were those recommended by Legerski R.J. and 
Robberson D.L. <1385). The r e a c t i o n  volume was 5p I for 1st 
order I i gat i ons (where two mo I ecu Ies were repu i red to comb i n e ) 
and SOpI for zero order I i gat i ons < i nvoIv i ng rec i rcuIar i sat i on 
of a molecule).
B-BS Labelling of DNF» by nick-translation
The method was 
Less CNF» was used . 
react i on (lng/pI ) .
based on that of Maniatis T. et a I ■ (1388). 
200ng as a rule. DNasel was added to the 
The reaction uas incubated at 16°C for 3
hours, then the reaction was stopped by adding 2p I of 0.5mM
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EGTn. Denatured salmon sperm DNrt uas added as a carrier and 
the unincorporated radionucleotide removed on a spun column 
cont a i n i ng Sephadex Li ¿5 in TE ( F i g . 2 — 1 > . 1 he label led DNn 
could be stored frozen untiI ready for use.
c-£3 Phenol extraction
Protein uas removed from GNfi using Garbysnire Reagent This 
is a solution of iOOg phenol. lOOml chloroform. 4mI isoamyl 
a I coho I . 0. 1g S —hydroxyqu i no line. It uas equi I ibrated u 11h E x 
40m I changes of Tris.HCI pH8 f o lloued by £ changes of TE.
Stored under TE at 4°C, it uas a I Ioued to reach room 
temperature before use.
Phenol extraction uas typical ly used to remove restriction 
or other GNff modifying enzymes before proceeding to the next 
stage of a react i on. The voIume of the so Iution uas increased 
to at least 0.1ml and lyl of 0.51*1 EDTh added. It uas then 
vortexed uith an equal volume of Darbyshire Reagent. The upper 
aqueous Iayer uas removed and ext r a c t e d  4 t i mes uith d i ethyI 
ether to remove phenol and chloroform. The GNP uas then 
precipitated uith ethanol.
E~E4 Ethanol précipitât idn
Ethanol précipitâtidn of GNh 
Maniatis T. et a I. ( 1 3 0 2 ;. Salts
acetate to a final concentration
uas carried out according to 
uere added : either sod i um 
of 0 . IM or ammonium acetate
to a concentrât i on of 111. Tuo v o l u m e s  of ethanol "Uere then
Spun column technique used to purify DNh 
label led by nick-translation.
a. ') shows the method used to prepare a G55 
spun column. The assembly is spun in a benchtop 
centrifuge with a su i ng i ng bucket rotor at 
0 5 O O r p m .
b .  ) shows the arrangement for removing 
unincorporated nucleotides from the label led 
probe. The 0.5ml Eppendorf tube prepared in a . ) 
now contains compacted Sephadex. This tube is 
placed as shown in an intact 1.5ml Eppendorf 
tube and the completed nick-translation
reaction pippetted onto the column. The cap is 
closed and the assembly spun ah 2500 rpm for 10 
m i n u t e s .
from Sephadex
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ft pi o C T5 c0"0 c*
O' U1
ff ft
added. The temperature and time a I lowed for precipitation was 
dependent upon the QIMrt concentrât i on (.Crouse J. and rimorese D. 
1387). Where the quantity ot CiNh uas low (^2ug). ICipg of 
phenol extracted glycogen uas added as a carrier (Hodgson D.H. 
unpub I ished method).
£-85 ngarose gel electrophoresis
F I at bed agarose gels uere run as described by Maniat Is T. 
et a l . C198£). The butter used uas TBE (O.O03M Tris. 0.083n 
boric acid. £. 5mH EDTH). HI I gels uere run uith ethldlum 
bromide in the buffer (0.5pg/ml).
£-£6 Elution of DNH from agarose gels
Bands containing DNH uere cut out of gels and eluted into 
7.5M ammonium acetate using an IBI e IectroeIuter 
(International Biotechnologies Inc. ) used according to 
m a n u f a c t u r e r s ' instructions.
£-£7 S o uthern transfer
DNH in gels uas transferred td n itroceI Iu I ose by Southern 
transfer. The method uas that described by Maniatis T. et a I .
6 8
(136£). N itroceI luíase paper uas obtained from Hmersham.
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3-38 Colony transfer
I'l. xan t h u s  colonies were lysed in situ and trie ONii 
transferred to nitrocellulose using a technique devised for 
E , co I i c G r u n s t e m  H. and Hogness D. 1375). However, it can tie 
simplified for H. xanthus as no lysozyme treatment is 
necessary (O'Connor K. and Zusman D.R. 1303).
Colonies were picked onto DCV plates. 50 per plate. Cells 
were a I lowed to grow for 1-3 days. H circular piece of dry 
n i troceI IuIose paper cut to fit over the agar surface was 
placed over the colonies and left for several hours. The 
nitroceI IuIose was then careful ly removed and immersed in 0 
changes of 0 . 5h N a O H . for 3.5 minutes each. The nitroceI IuIose 
was then immersed in 3 changes of O. 5f"l Tris pH8 for 3.5 
minutes each. The nitroceI IuIose was then given 3 changes of 3 
x 5SC (30 x 5SC is 3M IMaC I . 0. 3M sodium citrate), followed by 
3 changes of 35% ethanol. The nitroceI Iu I ose was then air 
dried. There was no need to oven dry the nitroceI Iuose in this 
case.
3-33 H y b r i d isation conditions
N i troceIIuIose filters, whether from Southern transfer or 
from co l o n y  transfer, were hybridised with radioactive proDe 
labelled by nick translation. 1 he method was based on that of 
Plan i at i s T. et a I . (13B3) for h y b r i d isation in the absence of
formami de. The solution used both for hybridising and
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prehybr idisi ng ,as 5 « SbC, O.Gan Tr.s.CI P H 7 . H . 0.5/. SD5 and 
O.img/mI denatured h e r r ,ng sperm O N * ,  m e  n ,t r o c e ..u .ose uas 
prefiytr i d i sed tor i nour in lOml of this so . ut , on at 67 °C.
|his prehybridisation step was not necessary yhen n y o r .d ,s .ng 
cne colony transfers, m e  probe, labelled by n ,c* translation, 
uss denatured by adding 1/10 volume of 10M Na Q H  and then 
neutralised by adding 1 volume of an Tris.CI P h b . 8. The probe 
was then added to dumI of hybridisation solution. The 
n i troce I I u I ose was hybridised overnight at o/'-'C.. The following 
day. the nitrocellulose was washed in a changes of a x 5 S C . 
0 . 5*/. SDS at 67°C for 30 minutes each followed by a changes of 
O .a  X SSC. O. a*/. SDS at 50°C  for 30 minutes each.
The nitrocellulose was air dried and sealed in a thin 
polythene bag. It was a u t o r a d .ographed with X-ray film
. . -f . , i -7nortogether ui
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3-1 Introduction
Gene -fusions uere prepared by constructing a I ibrary of 
cloned chromosoma I DNA from i~1. x anthus. The I i brary uas 
constructed In a promotei— probe plasmid uhIch could be 
packaged in phage PI and transduced to M. x a n t h u s . In order to 
find developmentally regulated gene fusions, transductants 
uere screened for 0 - g a •actosidase expression under conditions 
permitting vegetative growth and also under starvation 
conditions uhich induce sporulation. Several of the gene 
fusions uere tested further and the gene fusions cloned.
3-2 Cloning of M. xanthus chromosomal DNh
The principIe of the Integrative promotei probe plasmid 
uas described In the Introduction (sections 1-3-H to 1-3-6).
The promotei— probe plasmid, used for cloning, uas pDPH122 
(Fig. 3-1). This contains genes conferring kanamycin and 
amp IcI I I In resistance, a PI i nc region and the E . coI i I 
operon minus Its promoter. Sequencing uork performed in this 
lab. confirms that the IacZ promoter has been deleted but the 
translation Initiation site is unaffected (HcGouan 5. 
unpub I I shed)(FIg. 3-2). Upstream of this are translation 
termination codons in all three reading frames. Any gene 
fusions ul I I therefore be uith the cloned insert DNP and ui I I 
be transcriptIonaI rather than translational fusions. The brpP 
region from E ■ coIi Is a cloning artifact (Casadaban M.J. and
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Fig. 3-1
Plasmid maps pOhHldS and pDhH£83
For clarity, restriction sites are not 
shaun except "for those in the cloning sites f 
the p I asm i d s .
h detailed restrict ion map of pDrlHied if 
shown in Fig. 5-5
The transcript iona I reading frame of the 
lac operon is shown cross —h a t c h e d . The I ecZ 
gene shown i n d u c e s  part of the trph gene which 
is a cl oning artef a c t . The posi tions of 
transcription terminators are indicated by 
stalked circles.
m jj
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F i g .  3 - e
Sequence of the trp- Iac region (McSousn S. 
and Hodgson D.H. , unpub I i s h e d )
The sequence data shoun here indicate that 
the IacZ promoter has been deleted without 
ffecting the ribosome binding site and 
ranslat ion initiation codon of the IacZ gene.
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Cohen S.N. 1300). Further upstream is a unique BamHl site for 
cloning. The 5' staggered ends produced by cleavage with BamHl 
are identical to those produced by 5au3 B I ■ Upstream of the 
cloning site is a transcr i pt i on terminator from E ■ coI i . knoun 
to function heteroIogousIy in H. xanthus (Hodgson D.B. 
unpub I i s h e d ).
Chromosomal DNH uas prepared from a SOOmI stationary phase 
(Fl««o> 1.0) culture of strain DK101. 0 partial digest uas
performed on BOpg of DN0 using 20 units of 5 a u 3BI for 30 
minutes. This uas then size fractionated by agarose gel 
eIectrophoresis (Fig. 3-3). The region c o n t aining fragments 
betueen 3 and 6kb in length uas cut out of the g e l , 
eIectroeIuted and precipitated uith ethanol. This particuIar 
s i ze fract i on uas chosen for cI on i ng as i t has a h i gh 
probability of recomb i nat i on uhen reintroduced into M. xanthus 
(O'Connor K.0. and Zusman D.R. 1386). The fragments uere also 
of sufficient length so that the cloning of a fragment 
internal to an operon uouId be uniikely. Su c h  a fragment, if 
transduced into h. x a n t h u s . uouId result in gene inactivation 
(Fig. 1-4).
The plasmid uas digested uith an excess of BamH l . and the 
resulting 5 ’ ends dephosphoryIated to r e d u c e  the chance of 
plasmid self I igat ion. This uas I (gated to the hyxococcus 
chromosomal fragments. Kanamycin resistant recombinant clones 
uere obtained by transf ormat i on into E . co I i strain FIC1061. 0 
control ligation, using plasmid only, sho w e d  that there uas 
only a minimal background of self I¡gated plasmid (Table
3-1).
Plasmid DN0 uas prepared on a smaI I s a m p l e  of the col o n i e s  
from the recombinant plates. This uas d i g e s t e d  using EcoRV
TPlBLE 3 - 1
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Transformants obtained after ligating chromosomal 
fl, xanthus DNPl to the vector pOPtHlEE
Each plate uas prepared yith E . co I I strain liClOBl 
transformed yith an aliquot of the ligation reaction 
containing HOng of DN8.
p!Ste number of colonies
1 730
e 517
3 684
H 1B3E
5 582
6 7 IB
Tot a 1 HH63
B control I I gation consisting of vector without the 
insert was also transformed. When HOng of this were 
used In transformation 3H colonies were obtained.
TPlBLE 3-E
Express i on of 0—gaI actos i dase by h. xanthus 
containing gene fusions through transduction 
with the promotei probe I Ibrary
Med I a on wh i ch 
expression occurs
number of co 1 on i es
D C Y (vegetative) 
on 1 y
53
CF (sporulation) 
on 1 y
15
both med i a 35
neither medium 77
t o t a  I 1 8 6
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Fig- 3-3
Part isl d i gest i on of n. x a n t h u s  ONPl for 
c l o n i n g  in a promoter— p r o b e  p l a s m i d
ChromosoiTiB I DNri fro m  s t r a i n  D k i O l  c0Ov'Q.' 
uias d i g e s t e d  w i t h  50 u n i t s  of 5 a u 3rl I . R e a c t i o n  
t i me w a s  30 minutes. P r e v i o u s  e x p e r i m e n t s  (.not 
sh o w n ;  h a d  d e m o n s t r a t e d  that t h i s  r a t i o  of 
e n z y m e  to GN h  , p r o d u c e d  a good y i e l d  of 
f r a g m e n t s  of t h e  r e q u i r e d  size.
The r e a c t  i on was s t o p p e d  and th e  r e a c t i o n  
mi x  d i v i d e d  b e t w e e n  s e v e n  t r a c k s  of the gel.
The r e m a i n i n g  t r a c k  c o n t a i n s  an flvaI d i g e s t  of 
X DIMPl as a s i z e  marker. The s i z e s  of t h e  m a r k e r  
f r a g m e n t s  are s h o w n  a l o n g s i d e  t h e  ph o t o g r a p h . 
The vertical a r r o w s  s h o w  the r e g i o n  of t h e 
partial d i g e s t  s u b s e q u e n t l y  cut out of t h e  gel 
an d  p u r i f i e d  b y  electroe l u t i o n .
F i g  . 3 - 3
b u
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a n d  Ba m Hl combined. It was apparent that a range of different 
fragments had been cloned.
3-3 Transductants in ft. xanthus shou differential 
express i on of B_gaIactos i dase
The coI on i es from each pI ate were suspended i n a smaI I 
volume of LB broth using a glass s preader . and an overnight 
culture p r epared of a I I the colonies f r o m  each of the six 
plates, ft sample of this plasmid Iibrary uas stored in 
glycerol at -70°C. From the remaining culture, a dilution uas 
taken, pa c k a g e d  into PI phage and used to transduce ft. xanthus 
strain DK101 to kanamycin resistance. Many thousands of 
colonies uere obtained.
Transductants uere p i eked onto bo t h  DCV (vegetative) and 
CF (sporuI a t i o n ) medium, ftfter 5 days, they uere sprayed uith 
lOmg/ml H-ftUG in Dft50 and examined for blue fIuorescence.
There uere considerabIe differences in expression betueen the 
tuo media (Table 3-2).
ft I th o u g h  there Is cI ear Iy a great difference betueen the 
patterns of gene express i on on r i ch m e d  i um and on cIonaI 
fruiting medium, it is possible that many of these changes a r e  
unrelated to development and sporuI at I on. ft sudden reduction 
i n nutri ent I eve Is is I ikeIy to Iead to a str i ngent r e s p o n s e . 
as in E. coI i (Cashel ft. and Rudd K.E. 1387). This results in 
the shutting doun of expression of m a n y  genes but also leads 
to an increase in expression of others. ftnother source of 
confusion arises from the rapid g r o u t h  of cel Is on complex
medium. By the time sporuI ation had o c c u r r e d . the control
IcoI on i es on ri ch med i um had undergone many rounds of ceI I 
division. The differences in cel I numbers uouId render 
unreI iabIe any visual screen for enzyme act ivity.
To overcome t hese difficult i e s . hi (minimal) medi um uas 
used. The avai Iabi Iity of nutrients is only Just enough to 
support vegetat i ve grouth u i thout sporuI at i on tak i ng pI ace. 
Indeed, it uas observed that strain DK1622 formed raised 
mounds, reminiscent of nascent fruiting bodies, uhen 
transferred from DCV medium to hi medium but these soon 
dispersed to leave a typical vegetative cel I suarm. Cel I 
grouth uas much sIouer on hi medium than on D C Y . DoubIing time 
is 22-36 hours on hi medium compared uith 3-5 hours on comp I ex 
media such as DCY (Rosenberg E. 1904).
h much Iarger number of transductants uere then screened 
by picking them onto hi m e d i u m  and CF medium, hfter 4 —5 days 
they uere sprayed uith 2mg/m I 4 —MUG in DM5CD and examined for 
fIuorescence and uhether t h e r e  uas any increase in activity 
uhen under sporuI ation conditions. The results of this 
screening are shoun in Table 3— 3 in the column "Transduct i on 
1 ” .
The transductants uhich shoued increased expression during 
sporuI at ion uere retested to  confirm the results. This uas 
done by spraying plates ui t h  4 —MUG as before and also by using 
plates containing X —gaI in the medium and observing the blue 
coI our released by 8~gaIactosidase activity. Many of the 
original observations of s^orulat ion regulated expression uere 
not reproducible. H o u e v e r , there uere 5 transductant strains 
uhich shoued interesting pro f i I e s  of expression. Quantitative 
assays of the enzyme uere p e r formed on these. Cel I suspensions 
uere spotted onto CF plates and a I Ioued to sporuI ate. In
8 2
i s d Is 3-3
l laximum numDer of gene 
fusions in phage lysate
Total K n r t r a n s d u c t a n t s  t e s t e d
Transductants expressing 
6-galactosidase during growth
Expression increased during 
deveIopment
1
1ransouct 
£
i on
<►3
HHS3 1307 537 37£
1150 300 1657 >1000
63£ N. R. N. R. N. R.
H3 3 Ill 39
= s c r e e n e d b y  D. H. H o d g s o n
N. R . not r e c o r d e d
u m b e r s  of t r a n s d u c t a n t s  in n. x a n t h u s  o b t a i n e d  by 
r a n s d u c t i o n  w i t h  p r o m o t e r  p r o b e  libraries. T r a n s d u c t i o n  
u s e d  P h a g e  p r e p a r e d  f r o m  t h e  libr a r y  d e s c r i b e d  
n s e c t i o n  3-i. T r a n s d u c t i o n  £ u s e d  P h a g e  p r e p a r e d  
r o m  a p o r t i o n  of t h e  s a m e  l i b r a r y  a n d  is d e s c r i b e d  in 
1-5. T r a n s d u c t i o n s  3 a n d  H w e r e  p r e p a r e d  f r o m  l i b r a r i e s  
. r e pared b y  D.M. H o d g s o n .  The l i b rary u s e d  .h 3 w a s  m a d e  
J S ,ng c h r o m o s o m a l  f r a g m e n t s  g r e a t e r  t h a n  7 k b  m  length.
in length.
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addition, cell culbures u e r e  induced to sporulate by the 
g IyceroI method. In both cases, s amples uere taken at 
intervals and these uere sonicated and then assayed for both 
0—g aIactosidase and prote i n (Figs. 3 —H— 1 to 3 —0—3 and Table 
3-H). The units of s p ecific activity are those described In 
hater i a Is and Methods ( E ~ 1 H ) . Some of the graphs also shou 
results from strains constructed by t r a n s d u c ing the gene 
fusion to another strain (DK1S22 or OKlOl). These results are 
discussed In section 3—5 — £.
Strain UÜJM1 shooed a decay in a c tivity both during 
starvation induced sporulation (Fig. 3— H — 1) and during 
glycerol induced sporulation (Fig. 3 —H — 2 ) . This gene uou I d 
appear to be su i tched off during sporu I at ion. Strain UUJM2 
shooed an increase in expression early in development (Fig. 
3 — 5 — 1). H o o e v e r . there oa s  a different effect in this strain 
ohen sporulation oas induced by g IyceroI (Fig. 3 —5 —2). After 
h i gh I eve Is of express i on ear I y d u r  i ng i nduct i on of 
sporulation, the level of expression later dropped. Strain 
UIÜM3 shooed a sma I I increase In e x p r e s s i o n  ohen induced to 
sporuI ate o i th g IyceroI (3— 6 —2) , but no i ncrease ohen under - 
starvation conditions (3— 6 — 1). Strain UUJMH shooed increased 
expression during the later stages of s t a rvation induced 
sporulation (Fig. 3-7-1). Development and expression oas also 
induced ohen sporulation uas Induced by g IyceroI (Fig. 3— 7 —2). 
ft different pattern ex i s t e d  in UldM5. Fl I th o u g h  there oas a 
spectacular increase af t e r  g IyceroI induction of sporuI ation 
(Figs. 3— 0 — 2 and 3-B-3). there oas no c o m parable response 
during starvation induced sporulation (Fig. 3-0-1).
8 6
addition, cel I cultures uere induced to sporulate by the 
glycerol method. In both cases, samples uere taken at 
intervals and these uere sonicated and then assayed "for both 
0—g a I a c t o s i d a s e  and protein (Figs. 3 — H — 1 to 3-0—3 and Table 
3-H). The u n i t s  of specific activity are those described in 
Materials a n d  Methods (2— 14). Some of the graphs also shou 
results from strains constructed by t r a n s d u c ing the gene 
fusion to a n o t h e r  strain (DK1622 or DK101). These results are 
discussed in section 3 —5—2.
Strain UUJMl shoued a decay in activity both during 
s t a rvation induced sporulation (Fig. 3 — H — 1) and during 
g IyceroI induced sporulation (Fig. 3 — H — 2). This gene uou I d 
appear to be su i tched off during sporulation. Strain UUJM2 
shoued an increase in expression early in development (Fig. 
3 —5 — 1). H o u e v e r , there uas a different effect in this strain 
uhen spo r u l a t i o n  uas induced by g IyceroI (Fig. 3 — 5—2). After, 
h i gh I eve Is of express i on ear I y dur i ng i nduct i on of 
sporulation, the level of e x p r ession later dropped. Strain 
UUM3 shoued a smaI I increase in e x p ression uhen induced to 
sporuI ate u i th g IyceroI (3 — 0 — 2) , but no i ncrease uhen under - 
starvat i on cond i t i ons (3 — 0— 1 ) . Stra i n UUJM'i shoued i ncreased 
e x p ression during the later stages of starvation induced 
s p o r u l a t i o n  (Fig. 3-7-1). Development and expression uas a l s o  
induced uh e n  sporulation uas induced by g IyceroI (Fig. 3— 7 — 2). 
h different pattern existed in UUJM5. A I though there uas a 
s p e c t a c u I a r  i ncrease after g IyceroI i nduct i on of sporuI at i on 
(Figs. 3- 0 - 2  and 3-0-3), there uas no c o m parable response 
during sta r v a t i o n  induced s p o r ulation (Fig. 3 - 0 — 1).
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F i g .  3 —4 - 1
Expression of gene fusion in strain UUJM1 
during starvation induced sporuI ation
The vertical axis shous the activity of 
tJ-gaI actosidase in units per mill ¡gram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods (2-14.).
The horizontal axis shous the time in hours 
follouing plating onto Tt1 medium. The point at 
time=0 uas obtained from a sample taken fr o m 
the broth culture before plating.
Fig. 3-4— 2
Expression of gene fusion in strain UUJM1 
dur i ng gIyceroI i nduced sporuI at i on
The verticaI axis shous the activity of 
£-gaI actosidase in units per mill igram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Hater ia Is and Methods (.2-14,).
The horizontal axis shous the time in hours 
foilou i ng the add i t i on of gIyceroI to a 
log-phase culture.
Fig. 3-4-1
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Fig. 3-5-i
Express i on of gene fusion in strain UUIM2 
during starvation induced sporuI at i on
The vertical axis shows the activity of 
0-gaIactos i dase in units per mill igram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods (.2-1H).
The hor i zontaI ax i s shows the t i me i n hours 
following plating onto TM medium. The point at 
time=0 was obtained from a sample taken from 
the b r o t h  culture before plating.
Fig. 3-5-2
Expression of gene fusion in strain ULJM2 
dur i ng  gIyceroI i nduced sporuI at i on
The verticaI axis shows the activity of 
fj-galactosidase in units per mill ¡gram of 
so I Lib I e protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods (.2-14^.
The horizontal axis shous the time in 
following the addition of glycerol to a 
log-phase culture.
hours
Fic . 3-5-1
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Fig. 3-6-1
Expression of gene fusion in strains UUJM3 
and DK1625C pUU)M3 3 . dur i ng starvation induced 
sporuI at i on
I he vert i c a 1 ax i s shows the act i v i ty of 
0-gaIactosidase in units per mill¡gram of 
so IubIe prote i n. The un i ts are descr i bed i n 
Materials and Methods (2-1H.).
The horizontal axis shows the time in hour 
f o I I oui i ng p I at i ng onto TM med i urn. The po i nts a 
t ime = 0 were obtained from samples taken from 
broth cultures before plating.
Fig. 3-6-2
Expression of gene fusion in strains UUM3 
and OK 101 C plJU!M3 ] dur. i ng glycerol induced 
sporuI at i on
The vertical axis shows the activity of 
0-gaI actosidase in units per mill ¡gram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods (2-1*1).
The horizontal axis shous the time in hours 
fol I oui i ng the addition of glycerol to a 
log-phase culture.
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Fig. 3-7— 1
Expression of gene fusion in strains UWMH 
and DK1655C pUEJMf ] during starvation induced 
sporuI at i on
The verticaI axis shous the activity of 
6~gaIactosidase in units per mill igram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Hater ials and Methods (5-1H).
The horizontal axis shous the time in hours 
fo I Iou i ng plating onto TM medi urn. The po i nts at 
t i me=Q uiere obtained from samples taken from 
broth cultures before plating.
Fig. 3-7-5
Expression of gene fusion in strain UlilMH 
dur i ng gIyceroI i nduced sporuI at i on
The vertical axis shows the activity of 
0-gaIactos i dase in units per mill igram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods (5-iH).
The horizontal axis shous the time in hours 
following the addition of glycerol to log-phase 
cuI tore.
Fig. 3-7-1
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Fig. 3-6-1
Expression of gene fusion in strains UUIM5 
and DK1666C pUUIM5 3 during starvation induced 
sporuI at i on
The vertical axis shows the activity of 
£)-ga I actos i dase in units per mill i gram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
haterials and Methods (6-14).
The horizontal axis shows the time in hours 
foil ow i rig p I at i ng onto Th med i um. The po i nt at 
time=0 was obtained from samples taken from 
the broth culture before plating.
Fig. 3-e-e
Expression of gene fusion in strain UUM5 
dur i ng gIyceroI i nduced sporuI at i on
The vertical axis shows the activity of 
fi-galactosidase in units per milligram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods (6-14). In this case, the 
verticaI axis is on a different scale to that 
in 3-7-1 in order to accommodate the very large 
observed increase in enzyme activity.
(he horizontal axis shows the time in 
following the addition of gIyceroI to a 
log-phase culture.
hours
Fig. 3-8-1
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Fig. 3—0-3
Express i on of gene fusion in strain UUJM5 
and DKlOl C pUUiIi5 3 during glycerol induced 
sporuI at i on
The vertical axis shoos the activity of 
£j-gaIactosidase in units per milligram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods
The horizontal axis shoos the time in hours 
follooing the addition of glycerol to a 
log-phase culture.
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3 — H Rhtempts uere made to isolate additional gene ■fusions 
of* interest
ft second transduction experiment uas carried out using the 
existing promoter probe Iibrary. The recipient strain uas 
DK1622. This resembles a uild type strain in its motility and. 
i n c o n s e q u e n c e . sporuIates more rap idly and reproduc i bIy than 
strain DK101. Transductants uere screened as before on both ftl 
medium and CF medium. Transductants appearing to shou 
increased expression during sporuI a t i o n , uere retested by 
grou i ng suspens i on cuItures i n DCV med i u m , then resuspend i ng 
the cells in Tfl and spotting them onto bo t h  ftl and CF medium 
containing X - G a I . The results are shoun in Table 3—3 in the 
column headed "Transduct i on 2 ” . Five transductant strains uere 
assayed quant I tat i veIy for B~9a Iactos i dase express i on (Tab Ie 
3 —4), and in tuo of these (ftH5 and D32) there uas an increase 
in expression during development. Houever , the observed 
i ncreases couId not be reproduced i n 2 subsequent repeat 
exper i ments.
ft third selection of* gene fusions uas also screened. These 
uere from a promoter probe I i brary p repared by D. ft. Hodgson 
using the vector pDRH283 (Fig. 3— 1). This is si mi Iar to 
PDHH122 except that the size has been re d u c e d  by the removal 
of the IacV and IacR genes and part of th e  P I i nc region 
folloued by adding back part of the P I i nc region. The cloning 
s i te has been augmented by the add i t i on of a poIyI i nker and 
has been brought cIoser to the transcr i pt i on i n i t i at i on s i te 
by the removal of most of the trpft region uithout affecting
the translation initiation site of IacZ (Fig. 3-2).
The p romoter probe I i brary had been transduced into DKlOl
1 0 0
and transductants picked onto both hi and CF medium. In this 
instance, transductants showing evidence of increased 
express i on duri ng deveIopment mere p i eked and groun to a h i gh 
density in DCY medium, h sample of* each culture was kept Tor 
storage at — 70 0C and another samp Ie resuspended i n TM and 
spotted o n t o  hi and CF plates containing X — g a I . Some oT these, 
indeed, sh o o e d  increased expression during development (Table 
3-3 columns 3 and H). h selection of these oere again spotted 
onto TM and hi plates and assayed at intervals using ONPG 
(Table 3 - H ). hi though small increases oere observed by 
comparing cel Is from rich medium (CTTYE) o i th sporuI at i ng 
cel Is, the corresponding assays of cel Is from hi (minimal ) 
medium r e v e a l e d  that these loo nutrient vegetative conditions 
also led to an increase in enzyme activity. The main objective 
is to find genes expressed during sporuI a t i o n , rather than 
those i nd u c e d  under Iow nutr i ent cond i t i ons i n the absence of 
sporuI at ion. Consequently, these gene fusions oere not studied 
f urther.
3-5 CI on i ng of gene fus i ons
3-5-1 CircuIar DNh formed spontaneously in M. xanthus can 
be cIoned i n E . coI i
In the Introduction (1—3 — 6 —2) it oas explained hoo 
superco i Ied c i rcuIar D N h , correspond i ng to the or i g i naI gene 
fusion, c a n  excise from the chromosome and be isolated on a 
caesium chI or i de gradient. In this o a y , the promoter probe
101
containing the gene "fusion can be cloned. Once this has bee n  
achieved, it is then possible to transduce it to o t h e r 
M . x a n t h u s  s t r a i n s  and o b s e r v e  its r e g u l a t i o n  under 
sporuI at i on cond i t i ons.
Supercoi Ied c i rcuIar DNA uas i so Iated on CsGI grad i ents 
made from c I eared I ysates of the f i ve M. xanthus stra i ns UUM1 
to UUM5 inclusive and also AH5 and D3E. The gradient 
f r a c t i o n s , assumed to contain supercoi led D N R , were ethanol 
precipitated and used to transform E . coI i strain MC10G1. 
Plasmid uas prepared from several of the transformant 
colonies. Restriction analysis shoued that they consisted of 
the or i g i naI vector pI us cIoned DNR fused to the IecZ gene 
(Fig. 3-9).
3-5-E The cloned gene fusions could be retransduced intact 
to n. xanthus
The p I asm i ds i so I ated from stra i ns UUM1 , UUME , UUJM3 , UUMH 
and UUM5 and containing the cloned gene fusion are described 
by the initial p foI Ioued by the name of the original fusion 
strain. Hence pUUMH is derived from UUMH. Strains U U M 3 , UUMH, 
and UUM5 had characteristic profiles of expression uhen under 
sporuI ation conditions. Although the gene fusions had been 
c I o n e d , i t uas st i I I not certa i n uhether the cI one conta i ned 
a I I the sequences necessary for the observed regulation of 
gene expression. In order to investigate this, it uas 
necessary to transduce the cIoned pI asm i ds back i nto 
M. xanthus. Plasmids pUUM3 and pUUM5 uere packaged into PI 
and transduced to M. xanthus strain DK101. In each case, the
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Fig. 3-3
Restriction analysis of plasmids formed by 
spont aneous recomb i nat i on w i th i n the If. xanthus 
chromosome
Plasmid DN8 was cloned from strains pUUIIil , 
pUU)(13 . pUUIMH and pUWriS (see text 3-5-1).
Plasmid DIMM uas prepared from several clones 
from each strain and digested with EcoRV and 
X h o l combined.
Two bands visible on every d i g e s t : 5 . 5kb 
and 7kb. are derived from the cloning vector 
pDHHiee. Other fragments are variable in size 
and arise from sites within the cloned 
11. xanthus D N H .
Tracks
1 HindllI digest of 
X DNh
a Hindlll/EcoRI 
d o u b 1e d i gest of 
X DN8
3 . H , 5, 
5 and 7
Clones derived from
u w m
Q . 
11
3 . 10 . 
and IE
Clones derived from 
UWM5
13
16
, if. 15. 
and 17
Clones derived from 
Udt1H
18
£1
. 13. £0. 
and ££
Clones derived from 
UUII13
£3 EcoRI digest of 
X ONH
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pattern of gene expression during gIyceroI induced sporuI ation 
uas investigated (Figs. 3-6-E and 3-0-3). The plasmids pUUMH 
and pUUM5 uere transduced into uiId type strain DK16EE. This 
strain undergoes development more rapidly and reproducibly 
than DKlOl and is therefore likely to alloy a more reaIistic 
measure of developmentally regulated expression. Expression 
uas measured during starvation induced sporuI ation (Figs.
3 -5 -I 3 _ 7 _i and 3—0-1). These results shou that the patterns
of deveIopmentaI Iy regulated expression can be regulated by 
sequences uhich have been cloned in the plasmid. This does not 
exclude the possibility that additional cj_s acting sequences, 
upstream of the cloned region, are required for correct 
regulation. This is because the plasmid a Iuays integrates In 
the same location.
Starvation induced regulation is apparent in the strain 
DK16EEC pUbJMH) (Fig. 3-7-1). G I ycero I induced regulation is 
apparent in strains containing pUWflS. (Figs. 3-0-E and 3-B-3). 
There uas little apparent regulation in the strain 
D K 1 0 1 C  pULJM3 ] (Fig. 3 - B - S ) .
In many of these cases: UUJM3 : UUM4 ; and UWM5 there uere 
considerable dIfferences betueen the original strain and the 
reconstructed strain both before and after sporuI at ion. It is 
possible that these differences arise from differences in the 
genetic background. H o u e v e r , they could equal Iy ueI I be the 
result of subtle variations in the experimental conditions. 
This is apparent from the comparison of tuo separate 
experiments uhere strain UUJIiS is induced to sporulate using
gIyceroI (Figs. 3- 0 —S and 3 —0 3).
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3— 6 The strain UWM5 contains a mutant a I lele affecting 
aggregat i on.
It was observed, during the induction of development and 
sporu I at i on of the fusion strains UUJIil to UUM5 . that UUM5 did 
not form normal fruiting bodies. H o u e v e r . the strain 
DK101C pULIMS ] consisted of the gene fusion transduced to an 
unmutated background. This exhibited normal development for 
DK101 (Fig. 3-10). Furthermore, a Kn* strain, arising 
presumably from recombinatIonaI loss of the integrated 
plasmid, uas isolated by streaking UliJMS in the absence of 
selection. This strain (UUtllOOO) retained the sporu I at I on 
defective phenotype. The mutant must, therefore . be uni inked 
to the gene fusion. The mutant developmental phenotype 
consists of flat patches, apparently of spores, surrounded by 
areas consisting of vegetative cel Is. The patches of spores 
are far smaI Ier than true fruiting bodies and are not raised 
above the agar surface. H o u e v e r , the shape of the vegetative 
colonies resembled DK101 not a totally nonmotIle mutant, such 
as DK306. In other u o r d s . the strain had not lost a I I 
mot I I ity. Such a phenotype has been previously reported in 
both aggregation mutants (Morrison C.E. and Zusman D. R. 1961) 
and moti I ity mutants that have lost only one of the 5 moti I Ity 
systems (Hodgkin J. and Kaiser □. 1979b).
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Fig. 3-10
Photographs of fruiting bodies
Strains Ukltib and DK101C pUliJhS 3 Ce i Is were 
spotted onto Ttl medium and incubated at 33°C 
for 5 days to a I Iou development and sporuI at i on 
to take place. The fruiting bodies were 
photographed under a Wild binocuIar microscope.
Photographs were taken under transmitted 
i I I um i nat i on. I1agn i f i cat i on i s 30x
3-7 Cone IudIng remarks
The promoter probe Iibrary may uelI include most of the 
genome. The relationship between the number of recombinant 
clones, insert size and the probabiIity o f  a gene's occurring 
i n a I i brary can be expressed a s :
N = In[1-P ]
In[1-f ]
where N is the number of recombinant clones.
P is the probabiIity of any one gene occurring in the
I i br a r y .
f is the fractional proportion of the genome In a 
s i ngIe recomb i n a n t .
fls the inserts average 5 k b . the I i br a r y  containing 4300 
recombinants should contain 97% of the genome. Houever , if 
transcriptional fusions to IacZ are c o n s i d e r e d . the fusion 
must occur within each gene and in one of two orientations, in 
order to obtain a transcriptional gene fusion. The proportion 
of transcription units of 0.5Kb, of either orientation, uhich 
are included in the I i b r a r y . uill be 8H%. For 2. Okb 
transcr i pt i on un i ts in e i ther or i entat i on th is f i gure uill be 
67%. Such calculations assume that every part of the genome 
has an equal chance of being cloned. In fact, many clones may 
not appear in a high copy number vector such as pDRH12H 
because the i r express i o n , as a resu11 of the i r oun promoter 
activity, is lethal to E . coI i . For this reason, the 
calculated probabi I ities are I IkeIy to be overestimates.
h total of four gene fusions consistently Increase their
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expression uhen under sporulation conditions. Tuo of these.
UUtIH and LHJM5 , shou I arge i ncreases i n express i on dur I ng 
g I yceroI induced sporulation. The tuo genes, of unknown 
•function, are identifiable as developmentally regulated gene 
fusions. The gene uhose promoter has been characterised in 
pULJriH was named i sg — 1 . and th e  gene uhose promoter has been 
character i sed in pUUJIi5 has been nam'dd i s g —5 . The correspond i ng 
gene fus i ons have been named i sg— 1> IacZ and i sg —B > IacZ.
(Another strain. UUJM3, shows a sma I I er increase in 
expression during g I ycero I induced sporu I at i on than UUIITf or 
UUM5. h fourth. UldliS . shous a sma I I i ncrease in express i on but 
only during starvation induced sporu I at ion. F\ surpr i s i ng 
result uas that the increase in expression during glycerol 
i nduced sporu I at i on i n UUIIi3 and UUJM5 uas not i n ev i dence 
during starvation induced sporuI at ion. This is in spite of the 
fact that the fusion containing strains uere originally 
isolated as a result of a screen for starvation induced 
expression and that the increase in expression in U U M 5 . 
induced by g I y c e r o I . uas very large indeed. One possible 
exp Ij 'on uas that a considerable degree of vegetative
grouth uas sti I I occurring on CF medium. If spores uere only 
partia I ly disrupted during son I c a t i o n , then the assays for 
enzyme and total protein uouId detect an activity more 
characteristic of vegetative cel Is than of spores.
Another potential difficulty uas the experimental 
variation in the recorded enzyme activities. This could 
account for the irreproducibIe results obtained uith certain 
gene fusions, and also the variations observed uhen a gene 
fusion uas transduced to a neu strain. Such a difficulty can 
only be overcome by taking multiple samples at points on the 
timecourse rather than single ones. Even then. It may be
difficult to prove the existence of smaI I changes in gene 
expression during development, as are encountered In some 
fusions such as UWIi3.
Several additional sporuI at I on induced gene fusions were 
Isolated during subsequent experiments. H o u e v e r . these uere of 
no particular Interest In the present context as they shoued 
even higher levels of Induction uhen groun vegetative Iy on 
minimal medium. Such an observation, together ulth those 
summarised In Table 3-5 and Table 3-3 suggest that there Is a 
much greater dIfference In global transcrIptIonaI activity 
uhen cells on rich medium are compared ulth sporuI ating cells 
than uhen cel Is on minimal medium are compared uith 
sporuI at Ing cells. The latter comparison Is the more 
significant. If the mechanism of sporuI at I on is being
i nvest i gated.

4 — 1 Introduction
In the previous chapter it uas demonstrated hou a fusion 
to the plasmid based promotei— probe could be cloned from the 
transductant in uhich it had been characterised. Such a 
plasmid could then be transduced to another strain. In the 
Introduction it uas described hou transposon generated gene 
fusions have been introduced into previously isolated 
sporuI ation defective mutants (Kroos L. et a I . 13B6). (Kuspa 
(=1. et a I . 13B6). This has a I I oued an epistasis map to be 
constructed shouing the dependence of the promoter in each 
gene fusion upon the expression of a second gene of uhich a 
mutant allele Is avai I able.
This chapter deals uith simi Iar experiments involving the 
gene fusions obtained using the promotei— probe. The recipient 
strains are described more fully in Materials and Methods 
(S— 1 — 3). Four different sporuI ation defective mutants uere 
used: DK5057 and DK4727 from the Msg g r o u p . DK3621 from the 
Dsg group and L5E02 from the Csg group. The first three are 
apparently blocked at early stages of the developmental eye I e . 
uhi le the fourth one Is bIocked at a much later stage. In 
addition a nonmotile strain DK30B uas used as a transduction 
recipient. This carries a mutant a I lele of the mg I locus and 
is consequently defective in both moti Iity systems. Such a 
mutation renders the cel Is completely nonmotI le and. 
consequently, unable to form fruiting bodies. This defect does 
not necessarIly affect sporulatlon.
4—6 Transduction of gene fusions into mutant strains
The cIoned pro m o t e r - probe p 1 asm id in E . coI i uas packaged 
in PI and used to transduce different strains of il. xanthus to 
kanamycin resistance. The ftsg and Dsg strains were already 
kanamycin resistant ouing to the presence of Tn5. Consequently 
the kanamycin resistance gene of TnS first had to be exchanged 
for the gene for oxytetracycIine resistance by transduction 
with P 1::Tn5— 136 and selecting for tetracycIine resistant, 
kanamycin sensitive transductants arising through double 
recombination. It uas then possible to transduce these mutant 
strains uith promotei— probe plasmids packaged uith PI phage.
4-3 Pssay condi t i ons
Cel Is uere groun in DCY medium then spun doun and 
resuspended in TM before being spotted onto TM and R1 plates. 
For sporuI a t i o n . TM uas used in preference to CF medium as 
development proceeds more rapidly on this medium. To provide 
vegetative conditions as a c o n t r o l . (41 medium uas used for
reasons described in the prev i ous chapter. Samples uere taken 
of the cell s u s pension used for spotting onto plates in order 
to determine the specific enzyme activity at zero time.
Samples uere taken from both plates over several days. Several 
(usually four) samples uere taken at a time from each plate.
UJith previous uo r k  on gene fusions (Kroos et a I . 1386) it 
had been found that the expression of 0-gaIactosidase uas 
confined to spores. This pass Ibi I ity had therefore to be
considered here. Where samples contained spores the enzyme
activity in spores was measured separately -from that in the 
remaIn i ng vegetatIve ceIts. The d i st i net i on uas possi bIe 
because of* the d i fferent son i cat i on resistances of the tuo 
cel I types (see Materials and Methods 2-14).
4 —4 Expression of i s g —2 > IacZ in different genetic 
backgrounds
Assays for 0-gaIactosidase expression uere carried out on 
mutant strains carrying the plasmid pUWMS uh i ch contains the 
gene fusion i s g - 2 > IacZ. The results are shoun In Figs. 4-1 — 1 
to 4-1-7 Inclusive. In the mild type background
(DK1S22CpUWMS]) shoun in Fig. 4-1-1. expression uas actually 
si ightIy reduced from the level of expression In I iquid 
culture, at least In the early stages of development. R 
simi Iar reduct i on occured In the control sample on R1 medium. 
H o u e v e r , there uas an increase in expression uithin the 
spores, although this uas less than tuice the level of 
expression at the start of the e x p e r I m e n t .
The situation uas strikingly different uhen the gene 
fusion uas present In the nonmotile strain DK306 (Fig. 4— 1— 2). 
Here the enzyme activity hardly changed at all In cel Is groun 
on minimal medium. There uas. as before, a drop in expression 
i n the rema i n i ng vegetat i ve c e 1 Is on the sporuI at i on pI ate. 
Houever, a large number of spores uere formed In spite of the 
absence of fru i t i n g  bodies. Within the spores there uas a 
fifteenfold Increase in 0—gaIactosIdase activity, although 
sti I I not as great as that in glycerol induced spores (around
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Fig. f-1-1
Expression of i sg ~ £ > I acZ during the 
development of DK165ECpUWM53
The vertical axis shoos the activity of 
0-gaI actos Idase in units per mill igram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods (£-14.).
The horizontal axis shoos the time in hours 
foI Ioo i ng pI at i ng onto TM med i urn. The po i nt at 
time=0 (shown as a solid circle) oas obtained 
from a sample taken from the broth culture 
before plating.
I he vert icaI bars represent the range of 
variation betoeen the several (usually H ) 
samples taken at each point on the timecourse. 
The point on each bar indicates the average 
read i ng.
Solid triangles represent activity measured 
oithin rod shaped (vegetative) cel Is ohen under 
sporuI ating conditions (TM medium).
Sol id diamonds represent activity measured 
oithin spores. This activity oas only released 
by prolonged sonication in the presence of 
0-10-0.11mm glass beads.
□ pen tr i angIes represent act i v i ty measured 
oithin control cel Is grooing under vegetative 
conditions (on Ml medium).
1 1 6
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Enzyne activity
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Fig. 4-l-£
Express i on of i sg-£.>IacZ dur i ng the 
development of DK306( Mg I ) [ pUUIt15 3
The verticaI axis shows the activity of 
0-gaIactosidase in units per mill igram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods (.£-14).
The horizontal axis shows the time in hours 
following plating onto TM medium. The point at 
t i me=Q ( shown as a so lid c i rc I e ) was obta i ned 
from a sample taken from the broth cuIture 
before plating.
The vertical bars represent the range of 
variation between the several (usually 4) 
samples taken at each point on the timecourse. 
The point on each bar indicates the average 
read i n g .
Solid triangles represent activity measured 
within rod shaped (vegetative) cells when under 
sporuI at Ing conditions (TM medium).
Solid diamonds represent activity measured 
within spores. This activity was only released 
by prolonged sonication in the presence of 
O . 10-0.11mm glass beads.
Open triangles represent activity measured 
within control cells growing under vegetative 
condItions (on hi medium).
25 50
Tine in hours
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Fig. 4-1-3
Expression of i sg~£> IacZ during the 
development of DK5057 ( flsg ) [ pUUM5 ]
The verticaI axis shous the activity of 
B-gaIactosidase in units per milligram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods (£-14).
The horizontal axis shous the time in hours 
foilou i ng pI at i ng onto TM med i um. The po i nt at 
t i me=0 (shoun as a so lid circle) uas obta i ned 
from a sample taken from the broth culture 
before plating.
The vertical bars represent the range of 
variation betueen the several (usually 4) 
samples taken at each point on the timecourse. 
The point on each bar indicates the average 
read i n g .
Sol id triangles represent activity measured 
uithin rod shaped (vegetative) cells uhen under 
sporulating conditions (TM medium).
Fig. 4-1-4
Expression of i sg-£> IacZ during the 
development of DK.3E61 ( Dsg ) [ pUldMS )
The vertical axis shous the activity of 
B~gaIactosidase in units per milligram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods (£-14).
The horizontal axis shous the time in hours 
f oI Iou i ng plating ont o TM medium. The po int at 
t i me=0 (shoun as a sol id circIe) uas obtained 
from a sample taken from the broth culture 
before plating.
The vertical bars represent the range of 
variation betueen the several (usually 4) 
samples taken at each point on the timecourse. 
The point on each bar indicates the average 
read i n g .
Solid triangles represent activity measured 
uithin rod shaped (vegetative) cel Is uhen under 
sporulating conditions (TM medium).
Open triangles represent activity measured 
uithin control cells grouing under vegetative 
conditions (on Ml medium).
Enzyne activity 
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1Fig. 4-1-5
Expression of i sg-E > IacZ during the 
development of LSEQE ( Csg ) [ pUUIMS : : Tn5( — 1300 ) 3
The verticaI axis shows the activity of 
g-galactosidase in units per mill¡gram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
hateriaIs an d  Methods (E— 14).
The horizontal axis shows the time in hours 
foI Iow i ng pI at i ng onto Th med i urn. The po i nt at 
t i me = 0 (.shown as a solid circle) was obtained 
from a sample taken from the broth culture 
before plating.
The verticaI bars represent the range of 
variation b etween the several (usually 4) 
samples taken at each point on the timecourse. 
The point on each bar indicates the average 
read i n g .
Solid triangles represent activity measured 
within rod shaped (vegetative) cells when under 
sporuI at i ng conditions (Th medium).
Fig. 4-1-6
Expression of i sg ~ E > IacZ during the 
development of DK101 [ pUUIMS 3
The vertical axis shows the activity of 
fcj-gaIactosidase in units per milligram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials a n d  Methods (£-14).
The horizontal axis shows the time in hours 
foilow i ng pI at i ng onto TM med i u m . The po i nt at 
t i me=0 (sh o w n  as a so lid c i r c I e ) was obta i ned 
from a sample taken from the broth culture 
before pI at i ng.
Ihe verticaI bars represent the range of 
variation b etween the several (usual ly 4) 
samples ta k e n  at each point on the timecourse.
I he point on each bar indicates the average 
read i n g .
Solid triangles represent activity measured 
within rod shaped (vegetative) cel Is when under 
sporuI ating conditions (TM medium).
Sol id diamonds represent activity measured 
within spores. This activity was only released 
by prolonged sonication in the presence of 
O. 10-0. 1 1mm gI ass beads.
Enzyne activity
280-
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F i g . 4 - 1 - 6
Expression of i sg~c? > I acZ during the 
development of strain UldMS
The vertical axis shoos the activity of 
0-gaIactosidase in units per milligram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods (S-lf).
The horizontal axis shoos the time In hours 
foI Iooing plating onto TM medium. The point at 
t i ma=0 (shoon as a so lid c i rcIe ) oas obta i ned 
from a sample taken from the broth culture 
before plating.
The vertical bars represent the range of 
variation betoeen the several (usually H ) 
samples taken at each point on the timecourse. 
The point on each bar indicates the average 
r ead i n g .
Sol id triangles represent activity measured 
oithin rod shaped (vegetative) cel Is ohen under 
sporuI ating conditions (TM medium).
Sol id diamonds represent activity measured 
oithin spores. This activity oas only released 
by prolonged sonication in the presence of 
0 . 10~0.11mm glass beads.
Enzyne activity 
480-' UWM5
Tine in hours
spores
rods
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eig h t y f o I d )(F i g . 3-0-2).
Enzyme activity uas investigated in sporulation defective 
backgrounds pI aced under cond i t i ons uh i ch uoui d norma I Iy 
i nduce sporut at i on. In a Psg group background there uas a 
sI i ght i ncrease i n act i v i t y , but on Iy dur i ng days 2 and 3 
(Pig. H— 1—3). In a Dsg group background the enzyme activity 
uas significantly greater that In the other strains tested 
(Fig. H-l-H). This uas true at the outset of the experiment 
and expression increased stI I I further in cel Is placed under 
sporuI at i on condIt i ons. There u a s ( houever a mass i ve drop i n 
express i on on day 5. UJhere the p I asm i d uas p I aced i n a stra i n 
in the Csg group, observed expression remained virtually level 
(Fig. M--1-5). Houever. in this experiment, no  samples uere 
taken betueen days 1 and H so the existence of an early peak 
j n express i on as u i th Dsg cannot be ruIed o u t .
The gene fus i on uas a I so tested i n the f o r m  of i ts 
qi— j g j na I i so I ate UUri5 uh i ch has an add 11 i ona I defect uh i ch 
prevents fruiting bodies from forming proper I y. It uas also 
tested in a DKlOl background uhere sporulation Is delayed 
ouing to the reduced functioning of the S motiI ity system.
NeIther stra i n underuent deveIopment on TM m e d  i um but both d i d 
on TUP. fls for expression of the fusion gene, the DK101C pUldM5 3 
strain expressed the gene at an elevated level in spores (Fig. 
H — 1-6) although not at as high a level as DK306C pUldllS 3. The 
strain LHiiMS. the original isolate containing the fusion shoued 
scarcely any increase (Fig. 1-1-7).
fill these findings are summarised as bar charts (Figs. 
H-l-B and H-l-9). The initial surprise uas that gene 
express i on uas hard Iy i ncreased at all dur i n g  sporuI at i on i n 
yiid type cells (DK1B22) and confirms the findings described
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Fig. H-l-B
Bar chart summarising i s g - B > IacZ expression 
in different genetic backgrounds
The vertical axis represents enzyme 
act i v i ty i n un i ts per m i I I i gram of so IubIe 
protein. Act i v i t i es are shown for a variety of 
strains carrying the gene fusion, both when in 
the vegetative state and when under sporulat ion 
conditions. The reading for vegetative 
expression (VE; is the average reading for 
cel Is harvested from rich medium in I iquid 
culture. The reading for sporuI ation (SP) is 
the average reading for the day on which 
expression reached a maximum.
The average readings incorporate data shown 
in previous graphs and also other data not 
previously shown. The range of variation and 
the number of readings taken for each strain is 
shown in Fig. H - 1 ~9.
Fig. H-i-3
Bar chart summarising i s g ~ B > IacZ expression 
in d i fferent genet i c backgrounds
This graph iIlustrates the range of 
variation encountered.
The vertical axis represents enzyme 
act i v i ty i n un i ts per m i I I i gram of so IubIe 
protein. Act iv i ties are shown for a variety of 
strains carrying the gene fusion, both when in 
the vegetative state and when under sporuI ation 
conditions. The maximum and minimum readings 
are shown for vegetative expression (V) and 
were obtained from cel Is harvested from rich 
medium in Iiquid culture. The maximum readings 
are shown as c r o s s — hatched bars. The readings 
for sporuI at ion (S) are the maximum and minimum 
readings for the day on which expression 
reached a maximum. Maximum readings are shown 
as unshaded bars. Minimum readings for both 
vegetative and sporuI ating conditions are shown 
dark Iy shaded. Data are incorporated both from 
previous graphs and from other data not 
previously shown. The number of readings taken 
for each strain (.under both conditions; is 
shown above the bar for each maximum reading.
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This contrasts with the eightyfoldin the previous chapter, 
i ncrease i n express i on uhen sporu i at i on i s i nduced in I i qu i d 
culture using g I ycero I or DMSO. The fact that gene expression 
uas i ncreased dur i ng sporuI at i on i n a nonmot i Ie stra i n 
suggests that the gene in question is not expressed during 
normal sporuI at i on but may have a function uhen spores are 
forced to form in the absence of fruiting bodies. The 
difference in expression has been demonstrated in a repeat of 
the experiment (Fig. H— 1—9).
In strain D K 1 0 1 . one of the two motiIity systems is 
r e d u c e d , although fruiting bodies can sti I I form. Here the 
pattern of expression is intermediate betueen that of a fu I ly 
mot i i e stra i n and that of a nonmotI i e stra i n. H o u e v e r , the 
gene fusion shous little if a n y  increase in expression in the 
original isolate uhich is a DK101 background plus an 
add i t i onaI mutant a I IeIe uh i c h  Ieads to aberrant fru i t i ng 
bodies (see Chapter 3). The pattern of expression in a Asg 
background can be read!ly explained. The mutant is blocked 
early In sporuI ation and there is no significant increase in 
expression. The results for the Dsg mutant are different. 
Express i on is si gn i f i cant Iy i ncreased i n th i s stra i n and the 
peak of express i on Is reached much ear I i er than uouId be 
reached in a sporuI ating strain (Fig. 1—H). It may be that 
the block in the sporuI ation process results In a gene 
norma I Iy expressed i n spores be i ng expressed In vegetat i ve 
cells. It is knoun that the Dsg phenotype arises from a leaky 
mutation in an otheruise essential gene (Kaiser D. 
(unpublished results)). Houever, another possibility uhich 
cannot be excIuded i s that the pI asm i d Integrat i on uas 
multi meric. This could have arisen if the plasmid packaged in
PI for transduct i on had been multi meric. This would account 
for the observat i on of* i ncreased express i on under both 
vegetative and starvation conditions. The level of expression 
of i sg-S> IacZ observed in a Csg background decreased during 
the course of starvation. The C s g  phenotype is blocked ah a 
relatively late stage in sporuI at i on (Kroos L. and Kaiser D. 
1907). This suggests that the i s g - S  gene is a gene expressed 
at a late stage of development. This correIahes ueI I with the 
observed time of expression in D K 3 0 6  uhere the increase in 
express i on i s not apparent unt i I 72 hours after the onset of 
starvation (Fig. 4-1 —2).
H-5 Expression of Isg-l> IacZ i n different genetic 
backgrounds
The plasmid pUUM4 containing the gene fusion i sg-1 > I acZ 
uas transduced to several different strains of M. x a n t h u s .
Samp Ies of vegetat i ve and sporuI ah i ng ceI Is were harvested at 
intervals as described in the p r e v  i ous section and assayed for 
g-gaIactosidase and total protein. The data are shoun In Figs, 
if-g— i to 4-2-4 inclusive. They a r e  also summarised in a bar 
chart in Fig. 4-2-5. It is apparent that this gene fusion 
shous strong I y i ncreased express i on not on I y dur'l ng 
sporuI at ion but also when gr o w i n g  vegetativeIy on 01 medium.
Th i s i ncreased express I on was f ou n d  even in wild type ceI Is 
grown In I Iquid fll med i urn (Fig. 4-2-5). 01 though deveIopment
cannot hake place in Iiquid medium, the gene fusion increased 
{ts express I on f i vefoId. Th i s w a s  comparabIe to the i ncrease
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Fig. H-e-1
Expression of i sg-1> IacZ during the 
development of DK16SEC pUUIMH 3
The vertical axis shoos the activity of 
tl-galactosidase in units per mill i gram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
hater I a Is and Methods (E-IH).
The horizontal axis shoos the time in hours 
foilooIng pI at i ng onto Th med i um. The po i nt at 
t ime=0 (shoun as a sol Id circle) oas obtained 
from a sample taken from the broth culture 
before plating.
The verticaI bars represent the range of 
variation betoeen the several (usually f ) 
samples taken at each point on the ti (recourse. 
The point on each bar indicates the average 
read i ng.
Solid triangles represent activity measured 
oithin rod shaped (vegetative) cel Is ohen under 
sporuI ating conditions (Th medium).
5oI id diamonds represent activity measured 
oithin spores. This activity oas only released 
by prolonged sonication in the presence of 
O . 10-0.11mm glass beads.
□pen triangles represent activity measured 
oithin control cells grooing under vegetative 
conditions (on hi medium).
Fig. H-e-e
Expression of i sg~l> IacZ during the 
development of DK306( hg I ) [ pUWMH ]
The vertical axis shoos the activity of 
0-galactDsidasE in units Fer mill¡gram of 
soluble protein. The units are described In 
Materials and Methods (E-1H).
The horizontal axis shoos the time in hours 
folIooing plating onto TM medium. The point at 
t i me=0 (shoon as a solid circle) oas obt a i ned 
from a sample taken from the broth culture 
before plating.
The verticaI bars represent the range of 
variation betoeen the several (usually H ) 
samples taken at each point on the timecourse. 
The point on each bar indicates the average 
r e a d i n g .
Sol id triangles represent activity measured 
oithin rod shaped (vegetative) cel Is ohen under 
sporuI at ing conditions (TM medium).
□pen triangles represent activity measured 
oithin control cells grooing under vegetative 
conditions (on hi medium).
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Fig. H-e-3
Expression of i sg— 1> IacZ during the 
development of DK5057 ( flsg ) [ pUUJMH 3
The vertical axis shows the activity of 
g-galactosidase in units per mill I gram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods (E-IH).
The horizontal axis shows the time in hours 
foilou i ng pI at i ng onto TM med i urn. The po i nt at 
tIme=0 (shown as a solid circle) was obtained 
from a sample taken from the broth culture 
before plating.
The verticaI bars represent the range of 
variation between the several (usually H ) 
samples taken at each point on the timecourse. 
The point on each bar indicates the average 
read i n g .
Sol id triangles represent activity measured 
within rod shaped (vegetative) cel Is when under 
sporuI ating conditions (TM medium).
Open triangles represent activity measured 
within control cel Is growing under vegetative 
conditions (on Ml medium).
F i g .  H —E  —H
Expression of i sg - 1 > IacZ dur i ng the 
development of DK 3 E 6 1 (D s g )[p U U M H 3
The vertical axis shows the activity of 
B~gaIactosidase in units per milligram of 
soluble protein. The units are described in 
Materials and Methods (E~14).
The horizontal axis shows the time in hours 
foilow i ng pI at i ng onto TM med i um. The po i nt at 
time=0 (shown as a sol id circle) was obtained 
from a sample taken from the broth culture 
before plating.
The vert i caI bars represent the range of 
variation between the several (usually H) 
samples taken at each point on the timecourse. 
The point on each bar indicates the average 
r e a d i n g .
Solid triangles represent activity measured 
within rod shaped (vegetative) cel Is when under 
sporulating conditions ( TM medium).
Open triangles represent activity measured 
w i tTi i n cont rol cells grow i ng under veget at i ve 
conditions (on Ml medium).
Fig. 4-2-3
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tig. H-£2-5
Bar chart summarising i s g - 1 > IacZ expression 
in different genetic backgrounds
The vertical axis represents enzyme 
act i v i ty i n un i ts per m i I I i gram of so IubIe 
protein. Retivities are shown for a variety of 
strains, both when in the vegetative state and 
when under sporuI ation conditions. The reading 
for vegetative expression (.VE.) is the average 
reading for cel Is harvested from rich medium in 
liquid culture. The reading for sporuI ation 
(,SP) is t h e  average reading for the day on 
which expression reached a maximum.
The average readings incorporate data shown 
in previous graphs and also other data not 
previously shown.
Eor comparison, two extra bars are shown. 
One (hi.) shows the expression in I i qu i d minimal 
medium. The other (GLY) shows the level of 
expression obtained in spares induced by the 
add i t i on of gIyceroI to ceI Is grow i ng 
exponent i a I I y i. n r i ch I i qu i d med i um ( CTTYE ) .
observed uith sporuI at i ng cel Is. However there is a I so
evidence the gene is Involved in sporu I at iD n  as Lje 1 1 as dun 1 n 9 
nutritional downshift. Induction of s p o r b I ation m  rich 
medium, using glycerol, resulted in a fifteenfold increase in 
expression. Furthermore . in the case of strain D K 16EE C  pULJn4 ] 
(Fig. 4-E-l). the gene was expressed preferentia I ly in spores 
while undifferentiated cells in the same sample did not 
undergo an increase In expression.
The gene fusion was tested in the sporuI ation mutants 
DK5057 (Rsg group) (Fig. H-2-3) and DK3S21 (Dsg group) (Fig.
4 - 5 -4 ). It was also tested in a n o n m o t 1le background (DK30E) 
(Fig. H-E-5). In the case of DK30SC pUUrH 3■ spores were not 
obtained in sufficient quantity for assay- A 11 strains showed 
an increase in expression over that in • I <quid CTTYE medium, on 
both HI and TM medium. In the ftsg and DS9 strains however, the 
peak levels of expression on TM were reached earl ier than in 
the wild type and nonmotI le strains. Expression of gene 'sg— 1 
does not require the expression of the Hs g H  and Dsg 
phenotypes. It would appear, therefore, that the gene is 
switched on early during development. However, it is also 
required later In development. The evidence for this would be 
the induction of the gene in glycerol induced spores. Here the 
requirement for Rsg and Dsg is bypassed-
4 —6 Express i on of pULJME In d i fferent genet i c backgrounds
This gene fusion is expressed at ah earl Ier stage of 
development than the other two. Comparisons were made of gene 
express 1 on during the first 2H hours o'f development. The
o p  i g i na I i so I ate uas comparBd ui i th both Flsg stra i ns and the 
Dsg strain. The results are displayed in Fig. 4— 3. Samples 
uere spotted onto TM medium only. FIs the observed i ncrease in 
express i on i s re I ah i veIy smaII. it uas n e c e s s a r y , i n some 
c a s e s , to repeat the experiments ho obtain further readings.
The S t u d e n t ’s T test uas used to determine uhether observed 
changes uere statistical ly significant (Table 4 — 1). Fin 
increase in expression uas shoun to occur both in the original 
UUII45 isolate and also in the sporu I at i ng strain DK101 
containing the gene fusion. The Dsg sporuI ation mutant uas 
able to regulate expression of the gene fusion. H o u e v e r . in 
both Flsg mutants, the rise in expression of the gene fusion 
uas apparently blocked. Fl I though in one of the strains 
(DK47B7(asgEO C p U U M 2 ]) there uas a barely significant increase 
in expression during the course of sporuI a t i o n , this uas due 
to the unusually Iou levels of expression at time zero as 
compared uith ui Id type strains. The sporuI ahion level of 
expression did not differ from the vegetative levels measured 
i n other mutant backgrounds or those measured in u i Id type 
backgrounds. The avai IabIe data indicated that the vegetative 
level of expression in DK4737 (a s g B ) [ pULJFig ] uas I ouer than the 
correspond i ng level in strain UUJM3 (Fig. 4-3). Houever, a 
T—test indicated that this difference uas not statistical ly 
significant (95/< probabi I ity) (Table 4 — 1).
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4-7 Cone Iud i ng remarks
The large numbers of spores formed in the nonmotile strain 
DK306C pUUII45 7 uas a surpr i s I ng discovery. In a recent study
SporuI ati an 
£~Qa I actosi dase
p u u n e
regulated expression of 
'n xant:hus strains carrying
H_ri=l[he . Vert ical axis shows the activity of
................................................... J
M a t e r i a l s  and r i i t h o d s " ^ - ^
shown as a crn i in rf ^ * aC h o u r s isthe line a I rear 'arn°Md. The line for UUIME is line already shown in Fig. 3 -4 - 1
h. . statistical analysis of the datais graph is shown in Table 4 - 1 shown i n
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Induction of 0-ga I actos i base expression In strain UUFIB 
and in mutant strains containing the integrative plasmid 
pDUJhe (See also Fig. H-3). Houever , additional data uere 
used in this analysis. Data uere avaiIabIe from a 
variety of experiments both of expression at zero time ( i e . 
vegetative expression) and also during the early stages 
(30-H8 hours) of sporulation. Pairuise testing uas 
carr i ed out us i ng the Student ’s T test (Bailey N.T.J. 1301) 
to determine uhether there uas a significant difference in 
expression levels betueen vegetative and sporulation 
conditions. Data for UUTIB (isolated in a DKlOl 
background) and DKlOl [ pUliinS 3 uere combined in the 
columns headed "UUiriS". Data obtained from DKlOl [ pUUJnB 3 are 
marked uith asterisks.
In the case of DKH7£7(hsg) [ p U U h S 3. the sporulation 
levels resembled the vegetative levels of other strains 
uh i Ie the veget ative levels uere unusuaI I y I o u . For this 
reason, additional pairuise testing uas performed both sets 
this time against vegetative data for UUM5.
For the T test to be meaningful thé tuo sets of data 
must be assumed to have similar standard deviations and 
both must be a normal distribution. The data for some gene 
fusions uere gleaned from a variety of experiments
performed on separate occasions. Their distribution cannot 
automatical I y be assumed to be normal.
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(Kroos et a I . 1900) , a nonmot i I e mg I sbra i n uas 'found to 
convert at most , 1% of" its cel Is to spores when s patted onto 
TMP agar. RI though the experiment d e scribed In this chapter 
did not include the counting of spores. It uas cI ear from the 
turbidity of the suspension after s o n icat I on in a cup horn 
son i cator . together uIth the o b servat i on of many phase br i ght 
spores under the microscope, that th e  proportion of spores uas 
much greater than this. The same h i g h  levels of sporuI ation 
uere observed In the parent nonmoti le strain DK306. In both 
cases viable, heat resistant s p o r e s  uere produced. T h e r e f o r e , 
the Integrated plasmid uas not r e s p o n s i b l e  for the high levels 
of sporuI at ion.
The observat ion that e x p r ession of i sg — 5 uas increased 
enormously during development In so m e  strains but not others, 
is evidence that alternative p a t h u a y s  are aval IabIe during 
deve I opment i n li. x a n t h u s . UJIthin ui Id-type fruiting bodies 
the gene is not suitched on. H o u e v e r , the gene is suitched on 
if sporuI ation is forced to occur in the absence of fruiting 
bodies, fln unexpected result uas obtained In a DKlOl 
background uhIch produces nearly normal fruiting bodies yet 
there is some activation of the g e n e  fusion. 0y c o n t r a s t . the 
original UUiliS strain (ulth a mut a n t  UUMIOOO background) 
produced hIghIy aberrant fru i t i ng bod i e s , yet the gene uas not 
suitched on uithin the spores. It Is possible that the 
conditions determining uhether or not the gene is suitched on 
are more comp I icated than simply the presence or absence of 
fruiting bodies. RI though sporuI a t i o n  in the a bsence of 
fruiting bodies is not regarded as  a normal part of M ■ xanthus 
development it is frequently e n c o u n t e r e d  in the related 
St i gmateI I a aurant i aca (Stephens K . and White D. 1930). In
this spec i es fru i t i ng bod i es on I y f"orm i f star 
stimulated either- by light or by 5t i gmate I I a | 
nei then are present no frui t i ng bod i es appear 
appear in the undifferentiated cel I swarm insl 
It can be speculated upon, why there shou1 1 
pathways for sporulation. In the natural envi 
sporuI ation is a response to conditions unfav 
growth. F u r t h e r m o r e . the type of nutrient de 
considerably as may its severity. Pi variety o 
pathways could, therefore, have evolved to co 
poss i bI I 11 ies.
The gene fusion cloned In pUUliH ( i sg~ 1 ) w 
always expressed In spores. However, the gene 
expressed in vegetative cel Is grown on minims 
gene i s expressed even i n mutants known to be 
early stage in development. There is indeed s 
between growth on mini maI med i um and the ear I 
sporulation. Both are accompanied by an Incrs 
levels (lianoi I C. and Kaiser D. 1300). This I 
characteristic of the prokaryote stringent rt 
would appear to be expressed during the late 
sporuI at i on as we II. GIyceroI , whIch c i rcumvi 
requirements for the early stages in sporuI at 
induces a high level of expression of this gi 
conclusion, the gene i sg-1 appears to be expi 
stages of development. Its Induction cannot I 
either by an early block in sporulation. suci 
mutation or by preventing sporulation by mai 
semi starved cel Is in I iquid 01 medium.
The gene c I oned i n pUUJriE I s not i nduc i bIe
is therefore perhaps, not surprising that it is "found to be 
induced at an early stage in sporulation. Glycerol appears to 
induce late sporuI ation genes only. It would not appear to be
one of the very early genes either. Both the Rsg mutants 
tested for epistatic effects upon this gene fusion, fail 
shou conv i nc i ng ev i dence of deveIopmentaI reguI at i on of
ed to 
this
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5-1 Introduction
ft gene fusion conteins only part of the transcr i pt i o n  unit 
of interest. It uas therefore desirable to clone the intact 
copy of the gene. To faci Iitate further studies on both the 
gene fusions and the intact genes. their restriction sites 
were mapped. Southern analysis uas used to obtain a partial 
restriction map of the uncloned regions surrounding the fusion 
po i nt i n UUhi5.
5-5 Cloning the chromosomaI regions extending past the 
g e n e  fus i ons
The almost entire sequence of the promoter probe pl a s m i d  
is already known (Hodgson D.ft. unpub I I shed) and nearly a I I Its 
restriction sites could be predicted. In order to clone the 
chromosomal copy of the gene identified by the gene fusion, it 
uas necessary to use a restriction enzyme which cut w i t h i n  the 
vector but not within the insert (see Introduction Fig. l-*t). 
ft selection of enzymes known to cut in the P I i nc region were 
tested on the plasmids pUldMH , pUUIi5 . ft45 and 035. None 
contained a site for EcoRV in the insert. ChromosomaI DNft 
samples were prepared from fl. xanthus containing the fusions 
and these were digested with this enzyme. The digests w e r e  
size fractionated by agarose gel eIectrophoresis foI lowed by 
electroelution of the region containing fragments g r e a t e r  than 
llkb in length. This was necessary in order to exclude from
the cloning, fragments toosmalI to contain both a p lasmid 
origin and chromosoma I sequences of greater length than those 
already cloned In the gene fusion (.see Fig. 1'5 ; . Recombinant 
clones uere obtained in E . co i i as described in h a terlals and 
Methods. Plasmid prepared from these uas compared, by 
restriction analysis, with the corresponding gene fusion. One 
clone derived from the chromosoma I DNh of fusion strain UWM5 
uas found uhere restriction sites matched those found in the 
cloned Insert of the plasmid pUUlMS. This uas assumed to 
contain sequences cloned in the fusion plus additional 
material dounstream and uas named pUUIMS ’ (Fig. 5-5-2).
Houever. uith strains UUIMH and D 3 5 . clones could not be 
obtained from an E c o RV digest of chromosomal DNFl even after a 
second attempt. H clone uas later successfully obt a i n e d  from a 
Pst I digest of chromosoma I DNA of strain UUlill. Ms a Pst I site 
lies uithin the ampic i I I in resistance gene of the plasmid, the 
neu clone pUliJMH 1 contains no PI i nc sequences and does not 
confer ampic i I I i n resistance (Fig 5-1-2). SImi I a r I y . a cl one 
corresponding to pD32 uas obtained from a Pst I digest of 
chromosomal DNfl containing the plasmid pD32. This c o ntained 
additional chromosomal sequences in place of the IacZ gene.
This uas named p D 3 2 ' (Fig. 5— 3—2). In the case of fusion 
strain R f 5: after initial failure, no further attempts uere 
made to clone from chromosoma I DNM.
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5-3 napping of the cloned genes pULJhH . pUlilhf ‘ . pUUr-15 . 
pUldt15 ’ . pD32 and pCi32 ’ .
h range of restriction enzymes uas used to digest
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Fi S 5-1-1
Restriction map of pUUiriH
The i nsert of cIoned H. xanthus DNH i s 
shown as a I inear map together uith its point 
of insertion in the vector pQHHl££ (.represented 
as a circle). Vector and insert are not to 
scale. 1 he Ikb scale refers to the I inear map 
of the insert. For clarity, restriction sites 
have not been shouin on the vector in this 
diagram. The restriction sites in pDHHl££ are 
shown in fig. 5-5.
Restriction sites are abbreviated: 
K K p n l = ftsp71B
r i n  i u i
St S t u I
X Xho I
sites were found not to 
H i nd l l l . Pv u l . PvuI I . Sail.
Smal sites were very numerous and mapping was not attempted.
the following restriction 
occur in the insert:
BamHI. C Ial . Dral . EcoR V . 
S e a l . BgI II . Pst I
F i g .  5 - 1 - 1
1 kb
K M_l--------- i_
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Fig 5-1-e
Restriction map of pUldflf ’
The insert of cloned n. xanthus DIMh is 
shown as a I inear map together uith its point 
of insertion in the remainder of the plasmid 
(represented as a circle). Vector and insert 
are not to scale. The Ikb scale refers to the 
I inear map of the insert.
The Iine on the I inear map represents the
point uhere the 
In this pi asm i d 
extends past th
I acZ gene uas fused in pUldtlH. 
. h o u e v e r , M. xanthus DNfi 
i s po i n t .
Pestr ict i on sites are abbreviated:
Bg Bg I II
H H i ndl11
K Kpnl = Ptsp718
n n I ul
p Pst I
Sc Seal
St StuI
X Xhol
The fol I oui i ng restriction sites uere found 
not to occur in the insert:
BarnHI . C I al . 
P v u l I . Sa I I .
Oral . tcof!V , H i ndl 11 . Pvul .
^>ma 1 sites uere very numerous and mapping 
uas not attempted.
pUWM4
Restriction map of pUUltlS
The insert of cloned t*l. xanthus DNH is 
shown as a I inear map together with its point 
of insertion in the vector püHHXBd (represented 
as a c i rc I e .) . Vector and insert are not to 
scale. The Xkb scale refers to the I inear map 
of the insert. For clarity, restriction sites 
have not been shown on the vector. The 
restriction sites in pOhHIBB are shown in Fig. 
5-5.
Restriction sites are abbreviated:
K Kpnl = Hsp718
P PvuII
Ps Pst I
Sa Sac I
S Srnal
St StuI
X Xhol
The following restriction sites were found not to 
occur in the insert:
BamH I . BgI I X . Oral. 
Clal. EcoRV
HindIII. h i u l . S a i l.
F i g .  5 - 2 - 1
lkb
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F. X s s s
F s  K S a  St
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F ig  5 - e - e
Restr i ct i on map of pUtiHS '
The i nsert of c I oned li. xanthus DNfl i s 
shoun as a Iinear map together yith its point 
of insertion in the remainder of the plasmid 
|represented as a circle). Vector and insert 
are not to scale. The lkb scale refers to the 
I inear map of the insert.
The I m e  on the I inear map represents the' 
point where the I acZ gene was fused in pUUJIfS. 
In th is pi asm i d . however , ff. xanthus DNR was 
first thought to extend past this point. In 
fact the sect ion of insert downstream of the 
fusion point was found to be part of the I acz. 
g e n e .
Rest rictiion sites are abbreviated
c ClaI — BscI
E EcoRV
H HindlII
k Kpnl = hsp718
P PvuII
Ps Pst I
5 a SacI
s Smal
St StuI
X xho I
The following restriction sites were found 
not to occur in the insert:
BamH 1 , Eg I 11 . O r a l , HindIII, Il IuI , Sa I I .
hn Ecofil star site was found to occur just 
upstream 0 1  the fusion point.
Fig - 2-2
Fig 5-3-1
Restriction map of pD3c!
The insert of cloned t'l. xanthus ONh is 
shown as a I inear map together with its point 
of insertion in the vector pDHHlcIc? (represented 
as a circle.). Vector and insert are not to 
scale. The lkb scale refers to the I inear map 
of the insert. For clarity, restriction sites 
have not been shown on the vector. The 
restriction sites in pDFlHIBB are shown in Fig.
5-5.
Restriction sites are abbreviated:
M M 1 ul
P Pvul I
R EcoRI
St 5tu I
5 Smal
X A h o l
The foI lowing restriction sites were found not to 
occur in the insert:
BamH I . CIal . Dral . E c o R V . Hind i I I ■ Kp n l . 
Pst I
5a I I ,
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Restri ct i on map of pD3E
The insert of cloned tl. xanthus DNrl is 
shown as a I inear map together with its point 
of insertion in the remainder of the plasmid 
(represented as a circle). Vector and insert 
are not to scale. The lkb scale refers to the 
I i near map of the i n s e r t .
The I ine on the I inear map represents the 
point where the IacZ gene was fused in pD33. In 
this plasmid, however. M. xanthus DNh extends 
past this point.
Fig 5-3-S
!
f
Restr ie t ion sites are
H HindlII
11 M I ul
P Pvul 1
Ps Pst I
R EcoRI
St StuI
5 Smal
X Xhol
abbrev i ated :
The following restriction sites were found 
not to occur in the insert:
BamHI . CI a 1. O r a l . EcoRV . H i ndl11 . K p n l .
Sa I I .
I
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Fig. 5-3-2
X
plasmids: p U W M H ; pUWMH ' ; pUWMS; p U W M S ’: pD32 and pD32 * . Where 
a r e s t riction site occurred both in the vector and in the 
insert the site in the insert could be mapped. Where a site 
oc c u r r e d  in the insert but not in the vector it uas necessary 
to p e r f o r m  a double digest uith a second enzyme uhich uas 
known t o  cut within the vector but not in the insert. Digests 
were s e p a r a t e d  on 0.5— 0.6/* agarose gels. A digest of a gene 
fusion such as pUWMS would be run alongside the same digest of 
its chromosomal homo Iogue (pUWM5'). The fragment sizes 
ap p e a r i n g  on gels are shown in Tables 5— 1— 1. 5-1-2. 5-2-1,
5 —2 —2 . 5-3-1 and 5-3-2. Certain sites proved difficult to map.
The P v u l I fragments in UWM5 ’ were very similar in size and 
m apping was not possible ah first. Only later after Tn5 
m u t a genesis of the plasmid was performed and the inserts 
mapped by restriction analysis (see Chapter 5) did it become 
pos s i b l e  to locate P v u II sites in the plasmid. The S m a I sites 
were al s o  difficult to map. In this case it was due to their 
ext r a o r d i n a r y  abundance in some M . xanthus DNH. For example 
one S m a l fragment in p U W M S ’ was too smaI I to visual ise on a 
gel (about 200bp). However, it was assumed to exist on the 
basis of the size of the other fragments and also from the 
dis c o v e r y  of a Tn5 insertion (see Chapter 6) which did not 
alter the size of any of the other S m a l fragments obtainable 
from the plasmid. In the case of pUWMH and p U W M H ’ there were 
so m a n y  S m a l fragments that their mapping was not possible. 
Maps of the plasmids p U W M H ’. p U W M S ’ and p D 3 2 ' are shown In 
Figs. 5-1-2, 5-2-2 and 5-3-2 r e s p e c t i v e I y . For c o m p a r i s o n .
maps of the gene fusion plasmids pUWMH and pUWM 5 are shown in 
Figs. 5-1-1 and 5-1-2 and 5-1-3 r e s p e c t i v e I y .
S u b sequent work (see Chapter 6) revealed that the
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Tab Ie 5-l_ l
S i zes are in k i Iobase pa i rs
(,d) denotes an assumed doublet band uith the tuo 
bands indistinguishable on the gel.
i ) is a band assumed to be the. result of an 
incompIete digestion.
(,-> is a small fragment not discernible on the
gel but whose existence is assumed from the sequence
of the vector plasmid.
Fragment s i zes re I eased by dIgest i on of pI asm i d
pUUIflH using a variety of restriction enzymes and
pairs of restriction enzymes
Enzyme :
Hsp710/ BscI B g 111/ EcoRV Pvul
H i ndl11 Hi ndlII
11.3 13 13 13 7. 1
3. S. 6. 6 7. a 7. a 5. 5
a. i 1. 7 4.8
-
a. i
Enzyme :
Smal StuI/ Xhol Xhol / Xhol /
H i ndl11 Sa 1 I EcoPV
1H 3.5td; 15 15 7.3
H. CK i ) a. a B. 6 B. 6 6. 9
a. a 5. H
1.3 a. i
The f o 1 1 ou i ng enzymes uere tested . and found
1 eave a s in g 1e fragment corresponding to t he
1 inear i sed P 1 a s m i d :
BglII . H i n d l 1 1 . Pst I . S e a l .
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TabIe 5-1-5
Sizes are in kiIobase pairs
m Digestion with Sm a l produced a banding pattern 
characteristic of a partial digest. Bands apparently 
resulting from partial digestion are not shown here. 
However , their sizes suggest that there are two more 
extremely small S m a l fragments not visible on the gel.
Fragment sizes released by digestion of plasmid pUlilMH
using a variety of restriction enzymes and pairs of
restriction enzymes:
Enzyme :
Hsp710/ B g 111/ Mlul/ Seal /
Hindl11 HindlII Hindlll H i ndl11
5. 3 6. 1 S. 1 6. H
a. l 1.3 3. 1
3. a a. eO. 4
Enzyme :
StuI/ Xhol /
Smal * H i ndl11 Xhol Sa 1 1
8 7. 7 6. 0 6. 6
a. a
1.3
a. i 3. 1 3. 0
The fol I o u ing enzymes and pairs of enzymes uere tested, 
and found to leave a single fragment corresponding to the 
I inear i sed pI asm i d :
Clal. Dral . H i n d l l l . P v u l . H i n d l 11/P v u I I . H i n d lll/E c o R I . 
B s c I . Pst I
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Table 5-5-1
Fragment s i zes re I eased by d i gest i on of pI asm i d pUUJIf 5 
using a variety of restriction enzymes and pairs of 
restriction enzymes:
Sizes are in k iIobase pairs.
E n z y m e:
EcoRI/
rtsp71B Bsc I H i ndl11 EcoRV PvuII Pst I Sac I
15. 7 11. 7 15 14 5. 6 15 13. 3
5. 3 5. 3 B. 5 7. 1 3.3 4. 3 4. 3
1. 1 1.6 3 . a
1.0 a. 5 
a. l
E n z y m e:
Seal 7 Smal StuI/ Xhol Xhol/ Xhol If 1 ul
H i ndl11 H i ndl11 5a  1 I EcoRV
15 13. 3 10 14. 6 15 7.3 ie. a
5. 3 3. 1 7.0 3.0 3. O 5. 4 5. O
1.6 4. 6 5. 14. O
E n z y m e:
Pvul
6. 4
5. 3
4. 8
The fol 1 ou i ng enzymes and pairs of enzymes were
t e s t e d . and found to leave a s i n g 1e fragment
correspond i ng to the 1 i near ised p 1 asm i d :
Bolli. BamHI/Hindlll H i n d l 11
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Tab Ie 5-£-£
Fragment sizes released by d i gesti on of
P 1 asm i cJ pUWfi5 ’ us i ng a variety of restriction
enzymes and pairs of restriction enzymes:
5 i zes are in k i 1obase- pairs.
Enzyme :
Bsp718 BscI Pvul PvuII Pst I
B. B 5.3 6 . 6 4. 3 3. £
5.3 5.7 4. 0 4. 3 4. 3
1.6 e.  i 3. 5
Enzyme :
Seal / Smal StuI Xhol xhol /
H i ndl11 Sa 1 X
i o 7.3 3. 1 lO. O lO
£. 3 3. 1 4. £ 3. Û 3. 0
1.7
The foil oui i ng enzymes and pa i rs of
enzymes were tested. and found to leave a single
fragment corresponding to the 1 i neari sed p 1 asmid
BamHI/Hr ndl 11 . tllul. H i n d l 1 1 . Sac I
a
 i
t
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Fragment sizes released by digestion of plasmid p03c! 
using a variety of restriction enzymes and pairs of 
restriction enzymes:
Sizes are in k i I o b a s e  pairs.
TabIe 5— 3— 1
(.-) is a small fragment not d i scern i b I e on the gel 
but whose existence is assumed from the sequence of
the vector plasmid.
Enzyme :
Hsp710/ BscI H i ndl11/ Pvull E c d RV
H i n d l 11 EcoRI
16 1H 1H 5. 3 15
3. 3 6. 5 5. 3 5. e 7. 1
1.0 - *f. 1 e. s1.7
Enzyme :
Seal / Smal StuI/ Xhol Xhol/
H i ndl11 H i ndl11 Sal I
13 IB lO. 0 16 15
e. h 3. 5 3. O 5. 3 5. 3
4. £ 1.5 1.6
The fol lowing enzymes and pai rs of enzymes were 
tested, and found to leave a single fragment 
correspond i ng to the I I near i sed pI asm i d :
BgI I I . Hind i 1 1 . Pst I
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Table 5-3— 5
Cd; denotes an assumed doublet band uith the tuo 
bands indistinguishable on the gel.
Fragment sizes released by digestion of plasmid pD35
using a variety of restriction enzymes and pairs of
restriction enzymes:
Sizes are in kiIobase pairs.
Enzyme :
HindiII/ Pv u II/
Hindlll
5. 5 
5. 3 
1. 3
Ec o Rl
5. 3 
H. 5
n I u l /
H i nd l 11
0 . 5
1. 1
Smal
4. O 
3.5Cd)
Enzyme :
StuI/ Xhol Xhol /
Hindlll Sa 1 I
4.5 5. 3 5. 3
3. 7 3. 3 3. 3
5. 4 1.4 1.4
The fo I I o u ing enzymes and pairs of enzymes uere tested, 
and found to leave a single fragment corresponding to 
the I inearised plasmid:
B s p 7 1 0 ■ Hind l 1 1 . H i n dlII/Bg III. Oral. P v u l .
BscI Hindlll/Scal
of the fusion point could notsequences i n pUhJh5 * dounstream 
possibly be cloned h. xanthus DNR. Rn examination of the 
restrict ion sites revealed that the region u a s . in fact, part 
of the IacZ gene extending up to its EcoRV site. In view of 
this, several more attempts were made to clone the chromosoma I
homo Iogue of the gene fusion. Chromosoma I DNR from tt__xanthus
strain UUIM5 uas digested using S e a l . Bg I 11 and M l u l then 
circularised by ligation and used to transform E . c o I i ■ These 
attempts uere without success. In no case could the 
chromosomal extension of the gene already cloned as a gene 
fusion be cloned.
5-4 Southern analysis of the i sg-B region
The gene fusion obtained in strain UUJIT5 (gene fusion 
i s g - 5 ) is of particular interest due to its Increased 
expression during gIyceroI induced sporuI ation an d  also, under 
certa in c i r c u m s t a n c e s , dur i ng  deveIopmentaI sporuI at i on. The 
on Iy restri ct i on mappIng so f ar carr i ed out had been on the 
4.3kb upstream of the fusion point, the region w h i c h  had 
a I ready been c I oned I n pLIUlhS. The chromosoma I h o m o  I ogue of the 
gene, which would Include additional sequences downstream of 
the fusion point had not b e e n  successfully cloned. For this 
reason i t was dec i ded to c a r r y  out further mapp i ng of the 
region by Southern analysis. Once a map of r e s t rIction sites 
i n the chromosoma I reg i on fIanki ng the cIoned s e quences i s 
available, cloning the r e g i o n  becomes technIcaI Iy simpler. It 
also becomes easier to map the positions of any transposon
obtained by s i t e  directed mutagenesis of the genei nsert I arts
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(Chapters 6 and 7).
Chromosoma I DNFl from the yi Id type strain D K 1 6 E 8  uas 
digested with a variety of restriction enzymes kn o w n  to cut 
the cloned insert in pUUI15. Southern analysis us i n g  the cloned 
insert as a probe should reveal a pair of bands in each track. 
Both bands will represent fragments with one end at a known 
site in the cloned region and the other end in one of the 
flanking regions. There were several restriction enzymes which 
did not have sites in the cloned insert but did have sites in 
Tn5. By this stage, h, xanthus strains had been created 
containing this transposon in the cloned region (Chapter B). 
DNPl was prepared from a strain derived from D K 1 B B H  containing 
Tn5 inserted at a point BOObp upstream of the point where the 
fusion exists in the gene fusion pUtilMS' . The DNfl was digested 
w i t h  a range of enzymes. These digests, together with the 
digests of DK16BS DNFl were run on an agarose gel. fl Southern 
blot was made of the gel. The nitroceI IuIose was probed with 
p U U M 5 ’. From the positions of the bands on this and the 
calculated fragment sizes (Table 5-H and Fig. 5 — H — 1), it was 
possible to determine the approximate positions of restriction 
sites outside of the cloned region (Fig. 5-H-B).
In the Instances where a restriction site was known to be 
close to the end of the cloned region, the bands on the 
Southern differed considerabIy in intensity (Fig. 5- H — 1). The 
transfer efficiency of DNfi fragments did not ap p e a r  to be 
dependent upon size (Fig. 5 —H — 1). This enabled the two bands 
to be correct Iy identified with the two fr a g m e n t s  containing 
sequences from the cloned region. The P v u lI si t e s  could be 
identified in this way. In the case of the H i n dIII digests.
one band was extremely faint. The position of the site was.
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Sizes of DNH fragments revealed on a Southern O I ot toy 
hybridisation with pULIM5 ’ :
Sizes are in kiIobase pairs.
TadIe 5-H
(. f } denotes an extermely faint band presumably due to 
poor d i gestion.
Chromosomal ONh from ÜKISBB:
Enzyme :
H s p 7 18 PvuII Pst I Xho I
3. 3 H. 'I H. 6 6. 6
5. 0 3. *1 1 . H 1. H
Chromosomai 1 DNH from DKi6ee[s?5-aoo j :
Enzyme :
BamHI Bgl 11 H i n d l 11 EcoRV/ n lui/ 
Ncol MindlI I
10. 3
H. 7
1H . 7 ee. 6 
S. U f )
13.5 17.0
3.5 8.1
Ncol Seal /
BamHI
13.7 10. 8
3. 5 0. 1
H . 7
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F i g .  S - H - 1
Southern analysis of the isg~c? region
The Southern blot uas probed uhth pUliitlS '
The posItions of Iambda si ze markers are 
shoun as calculated from their position on the
o r i g i n a 1 g e 1 (.not s h o u n ) .
Track : Enzyme: D N H :
1
a
3
PvuII 0K16EE 
Kpnl ”
Pst I
Xhol "
5
6
7
a
3
10
Bg 1 II DhlSaetSiS-BOO]
Ncol
BamHI
Hindlll
Scal/BamHl
niuI/Hindlll
EcoRV/NcoI
K 1 6 e [ S i5 - S 0 0  J
Fig. 5-4-5
flap of the i sq-5 region obtained by 
Southern analysis
The insert of Tn5 is shown as it has 
integrated in strain DK1655C Si5-800 ] .
Hn arrow beneath the map indicates the 
extent of tl. xanthus DNB already cloned in 
pUUJnS.
The smaI I arrow above the map indicates the 
direction of transcription of the i sg~5 
promoter already characterised as a fusion to 
I acZ
The identification of restriction sites 
outside of the cloned region is inevitably 
incomplete. Only those restriction fragments 
hybridising to the cloned region can be 
i dent i f i ed by Southern ana Iys i s. Not more than 
two sites from outside of the cloned region can 
ever be identified.
Restriction sites are abbreviated:
B
Bg
H
K
n
t‘4
P
hs
S
s a
st
x
B a m HI
Bg I II
H i ndl11
Kpn I = risp7 16
M I u l
Ncol
P v u II
P s t .I
Sa i I
Sac.t
StuI
;iho I
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Fi« 5-5
E c o f íl
muí
muí
J0,c
h o w e v e r , corroborated by exper i ments descri bed i n Chapter 7 
(Figs. 7-7 and 7-9). The BgI 11 site was very hard to define. 
Only one band was visible on the Southern blot. From 
comparison with band intensities of bands on other tracks . it 
is more likely to represent a SOObp hybridising region than a 
3SOObp hybridising region. In other instances the fragments 
cow I d be correct Iy i dent i f i ed on the bas i s of the i r si ze 
alone. For example, the smaI Ier BamHl fragment revealed on the 
Southern blot was about 5.5kb in length. In this instance, a 
BamHl site was present in a TnS insert within the cloned 
region. It is known that neither the cloned region nor TnS 
contain any other B a m Hl sites. Therefore the 5.5kb fragment 
must extend in a rightwards direction from the B a m Hl site in 
the transposon.
5-5 Cone Iud i ng remarks
Attempts were made to clone the chromosoma I regions,
C O n t 9 L n C * a  t h e  c l o n e d  s e g m e n t s  . Of four gene fus i o n s .
two were successfully cloned. R third clone p U U H 5 ’ was 
initial ly thought to contain the chromosomal homo Iogue of the 
gene in pLUdflS. However, subsequent findings revealed that the 
clone was simply the gene fusion cloned in the p romoter probe 
(pUldhS) which had subsequently undergone an Internal deletion. 
In fact pLJUMS ’ is a recircularised form of the I arger of the 
two EcoRV fragments derived from pUUJIiS. This fact has
subsequently been confirmed by I¡gating in an EcoRV fragment 
from the promoter probe plasmid pDRHIBS to regenerate a 
complete IacZ gene (Chapter 7). Presumably, when the clone was
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obtained from chromosoma I DNB of strain UUM5 . c l o s e d  circular 
DNfl uas present as ue I I . When the DNf=l uas digested w i t h  Ecc-FV . 
sice fractionated and ligated, a portion of the p l a s m i d  uas 
cloned instead of a chromosoma I fragment as intended.
Subsequent attempts to clone the chromosoma I h o m o  Iogue 
were not successful. This may be because there were no nearby 
sites in the chromosome for the enzymes used. For example 
although M I u l uas used in an attempt to clone the ge n e  it is 
clear, from the results obtained by Southern blotting, that 
the nearest downstream s i te uas near Iy EOkb in d i st a n c e  from 
the site in the intact gene corresponding to the fu s i o n  point. 
There Is no theoret i caI limit to the s i ze of a pI a s m  i d 
obtainable through recircuIarisation of chromosomal DNfl 
fragments. It is true that very large plasmids tra n s f o r m 
E. coIi with lower efficiency. However, the d i f f e r e n c e  in 
transformation efficiency is at most fivefold ( Hanahan D.
1303). Another possible explanation might be that the gene
cannot be cloned because its expression is lethal to  E_.__co I i .
This can a problem when cloning certain prokaryote genes in 
E. c o I i . These include genes for surface structuraI proteins 
such as ompA in E. coIi (Beck E. and Bremer E. 1380) and genes 
for enzymes important in cel I metaboI ism such as poI ft in 
E. coIi (Murray N.E. and Kelley U.S. 1373).
The restriction mapping of the i sg~l and isg~c? regions 
showed that these were different DNR sequences. Consequently, 
they can be given separate gene abbreviations as ue I I as 
separate allele numbers. In subsequent chapters . t h e  genes 
will be referred to as i s g A 1 and i sgBB respective I y .
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CHAPTER €>
Targeted mutagenesis <z> f:
the 1bkAI and issBei seines and
t h e i r  surround i n s  reg i  on b
6-1 Introduction
Gene fusions In M. xanthus have been Isolated uhIch are 
Induced In vivo during sporuI at I on (Chapters 3 and H ). In some 
cases, adjacent sequences have been cloned from the fusion 
containing strains (Chapter 5). In the case of the gene fusion 
Isolated as pUUflS ( I s g B 2 ) . the adjacent regions have been 
mapped by Southern analysis. The function of the genes, for 
uh i ch deveIopmentaI Iy regulated gene fusions have been 
isolated, remains unknown. In Chapter 1 it uas descrI bed hou 
an integrative promotei— probe plasmid integrates into the 
chromosome to produce a gene fusion, and that an a d d i t i o n a l . 
complete copy of the same gene remains in the chromosome (Fig.
For this reason, the creation of the gene fusion should 
not be expected to be mutagenic. This. Indeed, appeared to be 
the case. Only one of the gene fusions character Ised. shoued 
any obvious mutant phenotype. In this case (pUUHS) It uas 
found to be the result of a second, unlinked mutation.
Houever , the creation of a mutant a I tele ulth an altered 
phenotype can help to elucidate the function of a gene. 
Consequently, the cloned genes already obtained uere used in 
the site directed mutagenesis of M. xanthus. Inserts of 
transposon Tn5 uere obtained in the plasmids pUUMH * and 
pUUJMS • . Such constructs could then be used to create mutants 
I n DK101 or DK1622 by gene rep Iacement.
6 - 2  The principle of Tn5 mutagenesis
The transposon Tn5 Is a broad host range transposon. It 
contains a kanamycIn resistance marker. It also has genes for 
streptomycin and bleomycin resistance, although streptomycin 
resistance Is only expressed In certain host species. The 
transposon can replicate by inserting neu copies of Itself at 
other sites in the genome. There is. apparently, a nearly 
random choice of sites In the genome for Insertion. Insertions 
can equal ly ueI I occur in the chromosome or In a plasmid. 
Transposon TnS can transpose In IT. xanthus and has been used 
extensively in the study of this species (Chapter 1). However, 
for the site-directed mutagenesis described In this chapter, 
the mutagenesis was carrIed out in E. c o l l , u s i n g  as a target 
the cloned M. xanthus DNR. In this way. transposon insertions 
are obtained solely in the region of interest in the 
IT. xanthus chromosome. Kanamyc I n res i stance In E . co I I Is 
dependent upon gene dosage. Using sufficiently high levels of 
kanamycin. It is possible to select for insertions in a high 
copy number pI asm i d as opposed to InsertIons In the 
chromosome. Restriction mapping of the plasmids with inserts, 
should reveal which inserts occur within cloned M. xanthus 
DNH. Such Inserts can be used In marker exchange procedures to 
generate Tn5 Insert i on mutants. To achieve this, the mut at ed 
PIesmid is packaged In PI phage and used to transduce 
M. xanthus (Chapter 3).
There are several possible outcomes for homologous 
sequences containing T n5 , once t r ansduced I nt o II. xanthus
181
6 -1
Possible outcomes of the introduction by 
transduction of 1*1. xanthus DNR containing TnS 
sequences :
The cloned 1*1. xanthus DNR and its homologue 
in the chromosome is shown as a plain area.
The transposon Tn5 is shown as a 
cross-hatched area
a. H single recombination event between 
plasmid and chromosome results in the 
integration of the entire plasmid.
b. ft double recombination results in the 
integration of Tn5 without the 
accompanying plasmid. The site of 
integration is homologous to the site 
formerly occupied within the plasmid.
c. The Tn5 transposes and becomes 
integrated in the chromosome without 
homologous recombination taking place. 
The s i te of i nsert i on will be at 
another point on the chromosome.
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(Fig. 6-1). In the first case, there Is a single recomb InatI on 
event which brings about the integration of the entire plasmid 
Into the chromosome. Fin Intact copy of the gene remains. In 
the second Instance, two recombinations occur, one on either 
side of the transposon. This leads to a mutant derived from 
the wild type, containing a transposon at a known location.
The third possibility is that a transposition occurs and the 
plasmid fails to undergo homologous recombination and is 
degraded. In this instance, the TnS wilt appear at a random 
location In the chromosome. This is unlikely to be near to the 
region of the gene fusion. In order to distinguish the three 
possible outcomes among the transductants. further screening 
is required. The plasmid insertions, resulting from a single 
recombination, can be readily distinguished If the plasmid 
contains a selectable marker in addition to the marker on the 
transposon. If there Is no such m a r k e r . the presence or 
absence of plasmid sequences can be determined by colony 
hybridisation. The absence of plasmid sequences in a 
transductant is a strong indication that a gene rep Iacement 
has been farmed through double recombination. This does not 
exclude the possibility that a random transposition event has 
occurred instead. It is. t h erefore. necessary to confirm, by 
Southern analysis, that the the transposon is in the predicted
Iocat i o n .
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Fig. 6-2
Method for obtaining deletions in the 
kanamycin resistance gene
The sequence of reactions is shoyn uhich 
was successful in obtaining an internal 
deletion of the kanamycin resistance gene of 
PUUIM5 • .
The H i ndlI I site was preserved, H possible 
explanation for this is that only one of the 
cut ends of the DNR was affected. Such a 
situation is shown here.
a. The HindlII site with an HT pair a short 
d i st ance away
b. The enzyme digests to leave a 5' 
overhang.
c. Exonuclease III is used to digest the 
strand with the 5' overhang. In this 
instance, one 5' overhang remains 
und i gested.
d. 51 nuclease is used to digest single 
stranded regions. It cannot cleave the 
last remaining unpaired nucleotide. In 
this instance, only one of the two 
single stranded regions is digested.
e. TH DNH polymerase is used to produce 
blunt ended DNR from any
remaining single stranded regions. When 
this is I igated, a H i ndl11 site is 
f ormed.
_ J _________
A A G C T T  
T T C G A  A
♦
^ T C G  Al
l A G C
________ . 1A Q C T T
T T C G  Al lA
ia  o  e r r
TlCIGIAlA.
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6-3 Preparation of targets for mutagenesis
The plasmids chosen for mutagenesis uere pullin'-» and pUUI"l5
«.Figs. 5-1-e and 5 -E-S). These c o n t a m ^ t h e  * 1sgHl and ' sgBP
Part or g|| of
genes respectively. Both of these genes shou a considerable 
Increase in expression during sporulation. Both plasmids, 
therefore, are likely to contain genes which are of importance 
during sporulation. In the case of pUUM* * . sequences have been 
cloned additional to those cloned in the gene fusion pUUiM4.
The additional sequences extend downstream from the site in 
the wild type gene which corresponds to the fusion point in 
pUliiMH. It is possible that pUUIMf * includes the entire * sgRl 
gene. B similar situation was initially believed to be the 
case with pUlilMS ‘ . which was derived from pUUIM5. Only later, 
during the course of these mutagenesis experiments, was pLIWMS 1 
found to be derived from an internal deletion of plasmid
pUUlhS. The plasmid did not contain any additional M.__xanthus
sequences.
The plasmids pUUiriH • and pUbJMS * both contain a functional 
kanamycin resistance gene from the promoter probe vector 
(originally derived from Tn3 0 3 ) (Oka B. et a I . 1381). Bs
kanamycin has to be used to select for Tn5 integration in 
E, c o I i . the kanamycin resistance gene in the plasmid had
first to be inactivated.
In the instance of p U U M 5 ' . there was an ampici I I in
resistance gene in the plasmid, which could be used as a
marker foI Iow i ng i nact i vat i on of the kanamyc i n res i stance
I
gene. The first attempt to destroy the gene function involved 
cutt ing the pI asm i d at its un i que H i n dl11 site wh i ch lies 
within the kanamycin resistance gene. The 5 ’ staggered ends
produced by this enzyme uere fI I led using the DNft pol y m e r a s e 
reaction catalysed by the KI enou fragment of E . co I i DNPl 
polymerase I. The molecule uas recIrcuIarIsed by blunt end 
I igat I on. The I igat I on products uere used to transform E . c o  I I 
to ampicI I I In resistance. Transformants uere tested for 
kanamycln sensitivity. H o u e v e r . the kanamycIn sensitive 
transductants uhIch uere obtained, all shoued high levels of 
spontaneous reversion to kanamycln resistance, presumably due 
to frameshlft mutations uhIch restore the correct reading 
frame of the kanamycin resistance gene. Such reversI on wo u l d  
interfere ulth selection for Tn5 insertion on the plasmid.
This strategy for gene inactivation uas not pursued further.
The next attempt to inactivate the kanamycin resistance 
gene, uas to construct plasmids containing large deletions in 
the gene (Fig. 6-2). Such deletions uouId not be able to 
revert. The plasmid uas digested uith H i ndl11 and then 
digested using Exonuclease III uhich progressively dig e s t s  the 
3 ’ strand at the cut end of the DNf=\. This left a long, single 
stranded region u h i c h , in turn, uas removed by digestion with 
SI nuclease. Digestion uith SI nuclease, although rem o v i n g  
most single stranded ONfl. tends to leave behind short 3 ’ or 5 ’ 
staggered ends. In order to produce blunt ended DNH for 
ligation, the DNfl polymerase reaction uas used to fill in the 
missing nucleotides. This uas achieved using TH DNft polymerase 
in the presence of all four nucIeot i d e s . The pI asm id uas t hen 
recircuIarised by Iigation. and used to transform E ■ coI i to 
ampici I I in resistance. Restriction analysis of the ONH 
prepared from the transformants . revealed many plasmids 
derived from pUUIMS ’ but reduced in size to only a feu
ki lobases and lacking most of the 1*1. xanthus ONH. Houever. one
transformant was found (pUUMS'Oea) uhose deletion around the 
Hindi11 site was too sma I I to be apparent on the gel . but 
uhose phenotype did not revert to kanamycin resistance, ft 
Hindlll site was present in this plasmid and had presumably 
arisen at the point of the deletion.
^ d i fferent approach had to be made in order to remove 
kanamycin resistance in pULIMH * . The procedure is shoun in Fig. 
g _ 3 . The plasmid has no alternative antibiotic resistance 
mar~l<er-s -for selection, once kanamycin resistance is destroyed. 
Consequently, the gene had to be inactivated by the insertion 
of another antibiotic resistance gene. This has the effect of 
exchanging one type of resistance for another. The gene used 
uas one conferring tetracycline resistance derived originally 
from TnlO. The gene uas obtained from the plasmid 
Co I El : :Tn5-135 (Berg D.E. et a I ■ 1301). The gene uas cut out
as a HindiII fragment and eluted from a gel. The fragment uas 
ligated to the plasmid pUUJM4 ' . uh i ch had previously been 
linearised using Hindlll. ft transformant uas obtained uhich 
uas kanamycin sensitive and tetracycIine resistant.
Restriction analysis revealed the orientation of the inserted 
sequence. The construct uas named pUUMH'tc.
6-4 Mutagenesis of plasmids pUUMH'tc and p U U M S ’DB3 in 
E . coIi
Mutagenesis of plasmids, using Tn5. uas carried out by 
transduction uith a X phage containing the transposon. The 
method is described in Materials and Methods (5-7). 
Transductants uere selected for grouth on high concentrations
F i g. 6-3
llethod for replacing plasmid borne 
kanamycin resistance with tetracycl i ne 
res i stance
H H i ndl11 fragment containing a gene for 
tetracycl ine resistance is inserted into the 
unique H i ndl 11 site of pUUlhf ' . This inactivates 
the gene for kanamycin resistance whi le 
simultaneously enabI i ng the plasmid to confer 
tetracycline resistance.
Sequences from transposon TnS are shown 
dark Iy shaded.
H i ndl11 sites in the resulting plasmid 
construct are shown as diamond symbols.
-4  —
F i g  6 - 3
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D i g e s t  v : i t h  
Find III» the
of kanamyc i n (300vig/ml). In this uay . it uas hoped to select 
for transposon insertions on the plasmid, as opposed to 
transposon insertions on the chromosome. Multiple gene dosage 
of the kanamyc i n resistance gene a I Ious the cel I to grow under 
higher con c e n t r â t ions of kanamycin than uouId be possible with 
only a single copy. H o u e v e r , when plasmid ONfl ua s  prepared 
from the smaI I number of transductants obtained, and 
restriction analysis carried out. only a small proportion of 
the plasmids were shoun to contain a Tn5 insert. (The results 
are shoun in Table 6-1 experiments 1 and 2.) The other 
transductants had presumably acquired an insert in the 
chromosome.
In order to avoid time-consuming screening of hundreds of 
transductants, attempts uere made to Improve the selection for 
inserts in the plasmid. One approach uas to grou sma I I patches 
of each transductant strain on a LB plate + k a n a m y c in and then 
combine ten for each smaI I scale plasmid preparation. Each 
pooled p r é p a r â t ion uas then used to transform E - coI i to 
k a n a m y c in resistance. Ms only plasmid DNB can transform 
E. co I i with any efficiency, the only transformant colonies 
are those containing a plasmid uith a Tn5 insert.
This method uas much more rapid as it uas not necessary to 
screen every plasmid for Tn5 inserts by restriction analysis.
Houever, even the improved method for obtaining transposon 
inserts uas time consuming. Indeed, the frequency of plasmid 
inserts among the transductants. corresponded to  the 
proportion of DNfl in the multicopy plasmid compared to DNR in 
the chromosome. This suggested that selection for plasmid 
insertion, using high levels of kanamycin. uas not uorking. It 
uas suspected that high levels of selection in a single step
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T abIe 6-1
Tn5 m u t a g e n e s i s  of pUUM5
number of t r a n s d u c t a n t s
transdu c t a n t s  w i t h  Tn5 in the
tested: plasmid:
1.SeIection on
Kn*°° 00 9 •
e. Se I e c t i o n  o n  
Kn* ° °
Ctra n s d u c t a n t s  
tes t e d  m  b a t c h e s )
3. S e l ection o n  
Kn* 0 0 ;
DNfl from p o o l e d  
tr a n s d u c t a n t s  used 
in t r a n s f o r m a t  ion.
16^ 1
600 11
T able 6-5
Tn5 m u tagenesis of p U U M H . t c
Transductants 
resistant to
K n * 0 0 :
T ot a I
T r ansductants 
with Tn5 in 
PI a s m i d :
1. T r a n s d u c t a n t s  
selected on K n ‘ ° 
then pieked 
ont o Kn* °°
5. T r a n s d u c t a n t s  
plated onto Kn* ° 
then o v e r l a i d  to
Kn» 00
H3
D53
t r a n s d u c t a n t s
uiith Tn5 in thi 
i n s e r t :
0
0
T r a n s d u c t a n t s  
uith T n5 in 
insert :
5
15103 96
could not select -for plasmid borne kanamye i n resistance. The 
sma I I numbers of transductants obtained, may have contained 
"promoter up" mutations, a I I ou Ing greater than normal 
resistance to kanamycin. For this reason, transductions uere 
carried out uith selection at the more usual concentrât ion of 
50pg/ml. Needless to say. transductants uere o b tained at far 
greater frequency than before. The transductant c o lonies uere 
then picked onto LB plates containing kanamycin at 300pg/ml. ft 
small proportion of transductants greu vigorously under these 
conditions. The remainder greu only slowly. The vigorously 
grouing colonies uere picked for DNft p r é p a r â t ion and 
restri et i on mapp i n g . Near I y all uere f ound to cont a i n TnS 
inserts in the plasmid, ft slightly different ap p r o a c h  uas 
tried, uhere the tuo step selection uas carried out on a 
single plate. Here, the transductants uere plated out on LB 
containing kanamycin at 50pg/ml. The plates uere incubated for 
B hours, ftt this stage, minute, barely visible col o n i e s  had 
appeared in large numbers. The c o n c e n t r â t ion of ka n a m y c i n  In 
the agar uas then raised to B O O p g / m I . by overlaying uith LB 
soft agar containing the kanamycin. The plates uere incubated 
overnight, ftgain. nearly all the transductants te s t e d  uere 
found to contain an insert in the plasmid (Table 6 —S).
6-5 hlapp i ng the positions of Tn5 inserts
The sequence of the transposon Tn5 in knoun , and so the 
position of any restriction site can be predicted. The 
transposon consists of a centra I . unique region carrying 
antibiotic resistance genes. This is surrounded by a pair of
1550 sequences which are Inverted repeats. Their restriction
sites are therefore mIrror images of one a n o t h e r .
Restriction analysis was earn 1ed out upon the plasmids 
containing Tn5 inserts. Restriction digests we r e  carried out 
using a variety of enzymes, known to cut both in the 
transposon and in the surrounding plasmid. Certain enzymes cut 
within the 1550 regions: BgI I I . Hind i 1 1 . Pst I . P v u II and X h o l . 
These could be used to map the position of a transposon insert 
without regard to the orientation of the transposon. 
Determining the orientation of the transposon was more of a 
problem. It was necessary to use an enzyme which cut the 
transposon only within the unique region, for example. Ba m Hl . 
SaI I or S m a I. In the case of p U W M H ’tc. sites cut by S m a l were 
too numerous to be mapped i n the pI asm i d , and couId not . as a 
consequence, be used to map Tn5 inserts. Furthermore, the 
three restriction sites used were close to the centre of the 
transposon. Therefore, differences in orientation were not 
always apparent as differences in fragment size. However , it 
was not always considered necessary to determine the 
orientation of an inserted transposon. The main reason for 
mapping Tn5 inserts was to investigate any mutagenic effect. 
This is unlikely to be affected by orientation.
The positions of the Tn5 sequences in pUUriH'tc are shown 
in Fig. 6 -H and those in pUUMS'DBB are shown in Fig. 6-5.
6 - 6  Preparat i on of Tn5 Inserts in ti. xanthus using gene 
rep Iacement by plasmid borne Tn5 inserts.
Plasmids, with transposon inserts of interest, were
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Fig. 6-H
Tn5 inserts in pUUtlf'tc
This shows plasmid pUUih'-t'tc with the 
n, xanthus DNh shown as a I inear map. This 
I inear map is the same as that shown in Fig.
5-1-2. The kanamycin resistance gene is shown 
inactivated by the insertion of a fragment 
containing the tetracycline resistance gene.
The positions of inserts obtained in the 
t“l. xanthus ONR are shown. Those used in 
subsequent experiments are shown as open 
triangles and are described in Table 6-3. Other 
inserts were obtained which were not used 
subsequently. These are shown as open diamonds.
p U W M 4 ' t c  
11.7kb
TnS i nserts i n pUL)M5 ’ DS3
This shows plasmid pLHi)M5'D23 with the 
(1, xanthus DNR shown as a I inear map. This 
I i near map i s the same as that shown in Fig.
5-e-e. The kanamycin resistance gene is shown 
as inactivated.
The positions of inserts obtained in the 
n. xanthus DNR are shown as roen triangles and 
in Table 6-3.are described
packaged in PI phage and used to transduce M. xanthus strain 
DK1622 to kanamycin resistance. The three possible outcomes of 
such a transduction are shoun in Fig. 6-1. In order to 
distinguish a gene rep Iacement event from the integration of 
the entire plasmid, it uas necessary to screen for the 
presence or absence of the plasmid sequences. In the case of 
p U U M H ’tc derivatives, the plasmid contained a functional gene 
for tetracycI ine resistance. Transductants uere p i eked onto 
oxytetracycIine plates and kanamycIn plates. Oxytetracycl ine 
is preferred to tetracycline as it has a greater yindou for 
selection in M, x anthus. Colonies which had acquired 
oxytetracycl ine resistance, in addition to kanamycin 
P0 sj s t a n c e . were assumed to conta i n an ent i re i ntegrated 
plasmid. However, a minority of the transductants (Table 6-3) 
were resistant only to kanamycin. These were possible gene 
replacements and were retained for further analysis.
Transductants from TnS inserts in pUUtiS 023 could not be 
screened in the same way; there was no tetracycIine resistance 
gene on the plasmid. The plasmid contained a gene for 
ampicillin resistance, ft I though M. xanthus is naturally 
resistant to ampici I I in. It is reported that the gene for 
ampicillin resistance can confer cephap i r i n resistance in 
M. xanthus ( O ’Connor K. and Zusman D.R. 1306). However, when 
O K 1622 was tested on DCY medium with lOOyg/mI of c e p h a p I r I n . 
the ceiIs grew regardless. In view of this high level of 
natural resistance, it was decided to screen for the presence 
of integrated plasmid by hybridisation to radioactive I y 
labelled plasmid. Transductants were picked onto plates, and 
allowed to grow for 2-3 days. The colonies were transferred to 
nitrocellulose, then lysed In situ and the DN 0  bound to the
200
nitrocellulose (see Materials and Methods 3-30). The 
nitrocellulose uas hybridised using the plasmid p D A H 1 3 3 . uh I ch 
had been rad IoactiveIy labelled. The areas to which labelled 
plasmid had bound were visualised by autoradiography. There 
uas a clear distinction between colonies containing integrated 
plasmid, which were represented by dark spots, and the smaI Ier 
number of colonies without integrated plasmid, wh i c h  were 
represented as gaps In the array of dark spots. It was these 
colonies, without Integrated plasmid, which were possibly the 
result of gene rep Iacements. These results are summarised in 
T abIe 6—H .
It was then necessary to establish that transposon Tn5 had 
become inserted in the region homologous to the point of 
Insertion in the plasmid. A number of colonies Identified as 
lacking integrated plasmid, were grown as broth culture. 
Chromosomal DNM was prepared from these. The DNA was digested, 
using Sail, and run on a 0. B‘4 agarose gel. The DNA on the gel 
was blotted onto nItroceI IuIose. The nitrocellulose was then 
hybridised using p U U M H * or p U U M S • as appropriate. Under these 
c i rcu m s t a n c e s . the reg i on of the M. xanthus chromosome 
homologous to the probe (if uninterrupted) should be revealed 
as a single band, as neither sequence contains any Sa I I 
sites. However. TnS contains a SaI I site. Its presence will 
t>e revealed as two bands instead of one, and Its position may 
be deduced from the sizes of the two bands. The band sizes 
revealed on Southern blots of the mutants, derived from pUUIMS ' 
Insertion strains, are shown in Table 6 —6. Some of the strains 
i ndeed conta i ned a TnS Insert at the predi cted Iocat i on.
Others contained no insert within the region of homology. The
results are summarised in Table 6-H.
TaDte  6 - 3
5trai n :
pUUNH * : : 
pUUJMH ’ : : 
PUUM^* : :
puujn^ ’
pUUMH * : 
pLiyMH ' : 
pUüJfl't ' 
pUUlflH ‘
5 t r a  I n :
p U U M 5 ' 
puuri5 ' 
pUWM5 * 
pUUJM5 '
3C ra I
plJUMS
puun5
PÜUJM5
PUÜH5
Mutagenesis of 0 k 1655 us 
containing Tn5 inserts
ing p U W M H •tc
no. of transductants 
kn v tc* / total
transductants tested.
no. of gene replacements 
confirmee b y  Southern 
analysis / total 
tr a n s d u c t a n t s  tested 
by Southern analysis:
T n 5 < - H 0 0 0 ) 0 /7H -
T n 5 1 — 3600) 1 / 69 0/1
T n 5 < — 1300} 5/55 0/1
Tn5(- 1 1 0 0 j H/10 —
: T n 5 i -1 0 5 0  I 1 '55 0/1
: TnSi. - 350 » 3 50 ■
: Tn5< *fO0i S/'tOO 0/ x
: T n 5 ( ♦500) 0 66 -
T ao t e 6 — vt
nutagen«*.* of OK 1622 using p UUIMS ' 02 3 
containing Tno inserts
no. o f t r a n s d u c t a n t s  
I a cking P I a s m i d  
s e q u e n c e s  / total 
t r a n s d u c t a n t s  t e s t e d :
: Tn5(-500) 
: : Tn5 ( -800 )
: :Tn5("1300 >
: :Tn5v-5000 ;
6 '3 0 0
5/50 
10/^5 
3'3H
no. of g e n e  r e p l a c e m e n t s  
c o n f  i r m e d  b y  
S o u t h e r n  a n a i y s * s 
a n a l y s i s  / total 
t r a n s d u c t  a n t s  t e s t e d  
t>y S o u t h e r n  a n a l y s i s :
3/0
3/3
5/3
1 /  1
Tab 1e 6~5
Of DK 305 using PUUJM3'023
no. of  g e n e  r e p l a c e m e n t s  
c o n f I r m e a  b y  
S o u t h e r n  a n a •y s •s 
a n a l y s i s  / total 
t r a n s d u c t a n t s  t e s t e d  
b y  S o u t h e r n  a n a l y s i s :
* : : Tn5(-500)
* s : T n 5 ( -000 )
* : : T n 5 ( -1300)
* : : Tn5< -5000)
N. ft N . h
5/50 0/0
3/50 0/0
11/50 0/0
containing Tna inserts
no. of t r a n s d u c t  a n t s  
i a c k i n g  p i a s m i d  
s e q u e n c e s  / total 
t r a n s d u c C a n t s  t e s t e d :
M H .  * not a t t e m p t e d
TabIe 6~6
Southern analysis of strains carrying p o s s i b l e  Tn5 
inserts
The probe used was p U U H S '. The sizes of t h e  bands are 
shoun to the nearest 0 . lkb.
Stra i n :
0K1688C pUlilMS • : : Tn5( -8000) ] 
T r a n s d u c t a n t :
1.
9. 7 
5. 7
OK1655C p U U M S • : : T n 5 ( - 1 3 0 0 ) ]
T r a n s d u c t a n t :
1. 8. 3.
10. 8 10. 0 9 1
H. 9 >t. 3
0K1655C p U U M 5 * : :Tn5(-600) ]
T r a n s d u c t a n t :
1. 8. 3.
15. 1 18. 1 15. 1
3. 9 3. 3 3. 9
DK1655[pUUM5 * : :TnS(-eOO) ]
T r a n s d u c t a n t :
1 . 8. 3.
9. 1 11.8 11.5
7. 0.
9. 1 9. 1
6
9
O K 1655
9. 1
203
The mutants der i ved from p U U M H ’ were harder to Interpret 
from Southern analysis (Table 6-7). H o w e v e r , the positions of
bands on the Southerns would Indicate that gene rep Iacement 
had not occurred. Firstly, the band sizes were not the 
expected sizes. The sum of the band sizes should be the same 
for every strain containing TnS In the UUhH region. The sum of 
the sizes should also be equal to the band size in an 
unmutated strain, plus 5.0kb (the length of Tn5) . The band 
sizes should be predictable from the position of the 
transposon in the plasmid. The bands on the Southern did not 
shou any of these characteristics. Secondly, the intensities 
of the bands uere the same for any one track. This Is in spite 
of the fact that many of the inserts in the plasmid uere near 
to one end of the cloned region. If these gave rise to inserts 
in the chromosome, the Intensities of the tuo bands wouId be 
very different. This uas Indeed the case uhen gene 
replacements uere achieved in the i sgB£ region. ThirdIy . the 
b I ot uas reprobed us i ng pUUJIiHD. Th is i s a der i vat i ve o p I asm i d 
pUUMH carrying a large internal deletion and is described In 
Chapter 7 (Fig. 7-2). When this probe uas used, exactly the 
same bands uere revealed. If the transductant strains uere the 
result of gene rep Iacement. certain bands uouId not reappear 
u i th this probe. This is because the plasmid pUUJUH ’ : : Tn5( + H O O ) 
contains an insert in a region of pUUfiH uh i ch is not present 
in pUUIMHD (Fig. B-'f). Any gene replacement strain, derived 
from either of these plasmids, uouId shou only one of the tuo 
pUUMH ’ specific bands uhen probed uith pUUM'+D.
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TaDIe 6-7
Southern a n a l y s i s  of stra i n s  carrying p o s sible Tn5 
inserts
Chromo SO n] q i D A^ IvfiS digested Us,"J ?
The probe u s e d  was pUliiMH ’ . The sizes of the bands are 
shoun to the nearest 0 . lkb or to the nearest lkb wh e r e  the 
gel could not be read with sufficient accuracy.
S t r a i n :
DK1655C pUyriH
55 
l^ t. 3
::T n 5 ( - 3 6 0 0 )3
DK1588C pUlilMH ::T n 5 ( - 1 3 0 0 ) 3
11.0 
8. 1
0K1655C puurw : : T n 5 < - 1 0 5 0 ) ]
IH. 0
II. 0 
11.3
0 K 1 6 5 5 C  p u w m h : : T n 5 (  ■♦■‘+ 0 0  ) 3
1H . H 
10. 5
D K 1655
13. 5
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6-7 Phenotypic analysis of mutants
Transductants containing inserts In the IsgB2 re g i o n  were 
examined for any mutant phenotype, particuIarIy for defects in 
sporulation. Strains uith possible inserts in the i sgfll region 
(in spite of the confusing results results of Southern 
analysis) uere also examined for any mutant phenotype. Strains 
uere tested for their abi Iity to form spores in Iiquid culture 
folloulng the addition of gIyceroI. The same strains uere also 
tested for their ability to undergo developmental sporulation 
uhen placed under starvation conditions. Cel I suspensions uere 
spotted onto TM medium, ftfter 5-7 days, cel Is uere scraped off 
and examined for the presence of sph e r i c a I . phase-bright 
spores. The viabiIity of these spares uas also tested as 
described in Materials and Methods (2—3). In a I I the possible 
mutant strains, there uere normal fruiting bodies containing 
v i abIe spores.
In addition, the transposon inserts: pUWM5 ’ [ i?5-2000 ] , 
pUUJMS’CiiS-iaOO]. pUUM5 • CftS-BOO) and PUUJMS • [ «5—200 ) , uere 
transduced into a nonmoti le DK306 background Table (6-5). In 
Chapter H it uas described hou the gene fusion is activated to 
a far greater degree during sporuI ation in a nonmot i le 
background than during sporu I at i on in a wild type background. 
This suggests that there is a separate mechanism required for 
sporulation in the absence of motility, to that requ i red in 
ui Id-type strains, ft TnS insert in the i sgB2 region might be 
expected to have a strong effect upon sporuI ation in a 
nonmotile background. H o u e v e r , the results obtained, shoued
that gene replacements In the i sgB2 region did not prevent
sporuI at i on from taking place, even In a nonmotI le background.
6-0 Concluding remarks
ft large number of transposon inserts were obtained in 
plasmids pUUJMS ' 003 and pUUIMH'tc. The inserts lying uithin th e  
cloned h. xanthus DNft could be used for site directed 
mutagenesis of tl. xanthus. Insertion mutants were successful ly 
obtained uithin the i sgB£ region. The position of these 
inserts uas confirmed by Southern analysis. No mutant 
phenotype uas discernible In any of these strains. This ua s  in 
spite of the fact that the region shoued a large increase in 
transcription during sporuI at ion. There are several p o ssible 
reasons for this apparent paradox. Firstly, the four 
transposon insertions may all lie outside of the transcri be d  
region of the gene. Secondly, an insert might Iie uithin the 
transcribed region of the fl. xanthus gene but be dou n s t r e a m  of 
the translational termination signal (Fig. 6-6). Houever , 
neither reason is particularly convincing. The four Inserts 
are evenly distributed along the genome (Fig. 6-5). It uou I d 
be probabIe that at least one of these uouId disrupt gene 
function, ft third possibility is that the promoter of the 
i sgBS gene is uithin 200bp of the fusion point. Under these 
circumstances. gene replacement uou I d not disrupt the gene 
(Fig. 6-6). In Chapter 7. evidence is presented that the 
sporuI ation induced promoter I ies dounstream of the insert at 
-1300bp. Other evidence appears to define the promoter re g i o n  
to a 700bp region dounstream of the St u I site (Fig.5*2-2)- ft 
fourth possibility should be considered. Gene function m a y
Diagram show i ng two possible ways in uih i ch 
the i sgB6 gene could escape inactivation by the 
Tn5 inserts already obtained C^'Q- 6 — 5).
In a. the promoter and translation stop 
site both I ie between the -000 and -000 
inserts. The transcription terminator lies 
beyond the fusion point, enabI ing the promoter 
to direct expression of IacZ when the gene 
exists as a gene fusion.
In b. the promoter Iies within 0OObp of the 
fusion point. This would explain the propertles 
of the gene fusion and also account for the 
lack of a mutant phenotype when Tn5 was present 
at -eOObp.
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have been inactivated by transposon insertion, but without any 
effect upon sporulatfon. This uas the finding of Kroos l_. 
et al. (1906). Here, a global analysis of gene e x p ression 
using TnS Iac insertions, revealed that insertion of the 
transposon into the transcription unit rare Iy had any effect 
upon sporuI at i o n . The hypothesis of alternative sporuI ation 
pathways uas discussed in Chapter 4 (4-7). with particuIar
relevance to the i sgBS region. The absence of motility appears 
to activate the i sgBg promoter during sporulation. Wi t h  this 
in mind, the Tn5 inserts in the UUiriS region were tested in a 
nonmotile background (This chapter 6-7). Even under these 
circumstances, viable spores uere sti I I able to form. However, 
the tests used to detect viable spores were pure I y 
qualitative. It is conceivable that quantitative comparI sons 
of spore numbers and comparisons of the t ime taken for 
sporuI ation to o c c u r . might reveal differences b etween mutated 
strains and the original wild type strain.
Attempts were made to obtain TnS insertion mutants in the 
i sgftl region. In spite of a large number of plasmid based 
inserts being obtained, no transposon inserts could be 
obtained from these. Southern analysis of transductants 
suspected of being gene replacements, revealed pat t e r n s  of 
bands which could not be Interpreted but which were not gene 
rep Iacements. Such an outcome may have arisen due to the lack 
of PIinc sequences in the plasmid. Plasmids without such 
sequences cannot readily form concatamers with the ph a g e  
genome. Instead, plasmid mu 11imers are packaged ( O ’Con n o r  K. 
and Zusman 0. R. 1963). Although gene replacement thr o u g h 
recomb i nat i on can st i I I o c c u r , the pI asm i d can a I so i ntegrate 
at other sites in the chromosome. Separate ISSO regions, from
cj j ff erent copies of* Tn5 in the concatamer . can "function 
together as a giant transposon. A mixture of plasmid and
*
transposon sequences can then transpose to random Iocat ions in 
the chromosome (Oounard J. 1980). 0 further possible
comp I I c a t i o n . uouId be internal recombination within t h e  
plasmid. The tetracycline resistance gene in the p l a s m i d  has a 
300bp section of an IS5 Q L region (Fig. 6-3). This is because 
the fragment was obtained from Tn5::132. The IS50L r e g i o n  
might recombine with its homo Iogue in the TnS insert. In some 
cases, this could lead to the partial loss of the integrated 
plasmid. This would account for the loss of tetracycline 
resistance in the transductants tested. Such a p h e n o t y p e  would 
normally be associated with a gene rep Iacement. r e s u l t i n g  from 
doubIe recomb i nat i o n .
The inabiIity to obtain genuine gene replacements in the 
i sgft1 reg i on may be due to the fact that such a mutat i on i s 
lethal. Indeed, this inability to obtain gene rep Iacements . 
contrasts with the ease at which they were obtained for the 
i S gB2 region (Tables 6-3 to 6-5 inclusive). For this reason, 
it is possible that the isgftl region is essential to t h e  cell.
If so, this would prove the usefulness of the plasmid based 
promotei— probe. Such a gene fusion, involving an essential 
gene, could not be isolated as a transposon-based gene fusion. 
Such a technique is almost certain to inactivate the gene. 
However, the hypothesis that the i sgRl gene is essential, is 
sti I I far from proven. It would be necessary to s c r e e n  a far 
larger number of transductants for possible gene rep I a c ements. 
Presumably, the entire UUIIH clone is not part of a single, 
essenti a I operon. Otheryi s e , the i ntegrat i on of the pI asmid 
would have been a lethal event, and the gene fusion c o u l d  not
21 C
have been obtained In the first place.
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7-1 Introduct I on
In the previous chapter. It uas described hou transposon 
|nsef-ts uere obtained in cloned M, xanthus DNfl local i sed to 
the regions of the gene IsgB£ and possibly also in gene Isgfl 1 ■ 
In the case of i sgfll . Southern analysis gave confusing 
results. H o w e v e r , in neither case uas there any discernible 
phenotypic effect. This chapter describes hou site directed 
mutagenesis uas used, not upon uiId type M . x a n t h u s . but upon 
cloned gene fusions, uhich uere then reintroduced Into 
tl. xanthus (Table 7-1). In this uay . the effect upon 
transcription of the reporter gene. IacZ. could be observed.
The aim of this study uas to map the sites required for 
developmentally regulated transcription. Three forms of 
site-directed mutagenesis uere used. In one of these, the 
transposon gamma—de11a (T n 1O O P ) uas used to obtain inserts in 
plasmids. It is easy to obtain mutants using this t r a n s p a s o n ; 
qamma-deIta inserts In a plasmid can be obtained by an 
E. col i x E ■ coI i conjugation. Uni ike most forms of 
transposon mutagenes i s . ant i b i ot i c seIectI on i s not requI red. 
T h e refore. it uas not necessary to Inactivate the existing 
kanamycin resistance gene (as is necessary for Tn5 
mutagenes is).
For the second form of site directed mutagenesis, 
transposon Tn5 uas used. In this instance, use uas made of the 
four inserts already obtained in pULJI'15 * (see Chapter 6). These 
already contain the original gene fusion together uith part of 
the IacZ gene. A functional IacZ gene can be reconstructed in
2t 3
these plasmids, and so restore the gene fusion.
The third type of mutagenesis used, uas the Insertion of 
the omega fragment in a plasmid containing a promoter fusion. 
The omega fragment Is a cassette gene, custom designed for 
in v itro mutagenesis.
7 - 5  Transduction of mutated gene fusions into ft. x a n t h u s ; 
the p r ineipI es involved
The gene fusions described in this chapter uere used to 
transduce fl, xanthus to kanamyc i n resistance. The plasmids 
selected for this, are listed in Table 7-1. The recipient 
strain uas DK306. This strain had been found to sporulate more 
efficiently than uild type, upon addition o f  g IyceroI . This 
uas probably because its cells, unlike those of ulId type 
strains, shou no tendency to agglutinate u h e n  groun in Iiquid 
culture. It had already been observed that the insides of cel I 
clumps contained large numbers of vegetative cells even after 
the induction of sporulation by g IyceroI . ft promoter probe 
plasmid, containing a transposon insert, c a n  r e c o m b ine Into 
the chromosome in either of tuo uays (Fig. 7 — 1). Only one of 
the possible outcomes leads to a mutation in the gene fused to 
|acZ. The other leads to a mutation in the copy of the gene 
a I ready present In the chromosome. In the instance of 
pUUM5: :Tn5(-1300) . the only functional kanamyc I n resistance 
gene is uI thin the transposon. ft third outcome Is possible 
under these cIrc u m s t a n c e s . namely gene rep Iacement through 
double recomb InatI on (Fig. 6 — 1). H o u e v e r . these double 
recombinants could be distinguished by picking transductants
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Tab Ie 7-1
Plasmids used in transduction experi 
chapter
Plasmid name: Method of construction :
pUUMHO : :y 6(.-5000) gamma-de I ta 
pUUIMHD : : y 6 C -31°°> mutagenesis of 
pUUMHD : :r<5(.-1200) plasmid pUWMHD 
pUUIMfD : : V<5 ( -S00 )
p U W M S ::Tn5C-1300> Sene fusionreconstructed from 
PI asm i d
pUUIM5 ' : : Tn5(. — 13 0 0 )
pUU)M5D::S2 Insertion of theomega fragment into 
the StuI site of pUUM5D
ments in this
See text :
Sect ion 7 — 3— 1 
and Fig. 7-3
Section 7—4 — 1 
and Fig. 7—5
section 7—5 — 1 
and Fig.7—7
2 i 5
Fig. 7-1
Possible outcomes of the transduction of a 
gene fusion containing a transposon
In a. the transposon is located uithin the 
gene fusion.
In b. the transposon is located instead in 
the formerly intact copy of the gene.
The intact gene and gene fusion to IacZ are 
both shoun as unshaded boxes.
The transposon Tn5 is shoun darkly shaded.
R heavy I ine indicates other plasmid 
sequences.
R thin Iine indicates flanking n. xanthus 
chromosoma I sequences.
onto DCY medium containing X - g a I . About half of the 
transductants shoued no discernibIe p-galactosidase 
expression. It uas assumed that these had no IacZ gene and 
uere double recombinants. These uould be identical to the gene 
replacements obtained already, using pULJliS ’ : : Tn5(-1300)
(Chapter 6). Previous experience of screening large numbers of 
promoter probe fusions in the li. xanthus genome (Chapter 3) , 
uould indicate that, regard I ess of its position, there is 
nearly a Iuays some detectable expression from a promoter I ess 
lacZ gene. Consequently, the blue coIoured colonies uere 
assumed to represent both of the possible outcomes of a single 
recombination event (Fig. 7-1). The transducing phage, 
obtained by packaging plasmid p U U M S ::Tn5(-1300). uas also used 
to transduce LS50B. This strain is a sporuI ation mutant in the 
csg class. This a I Ioued the activity of the gene fusion 
i sgB8> IacZ to be tested in this part IcuIar class of 
sporuI ahion mutant.
Several transductants. derived from each of the mutated 
plasmids, uere picked from plates for further analysis. In the 
case of pUWM5::Tn5(-1300) (described in the previous 
paragraph), only blue colonies uere chosen. Broth cultures of 
OCY uere prepared of each transductant. These uere Induced to 
sporu I ate by adding g I ycero I . (Assays uere made for 
3 —gaIactosIdase activity in vegetative cel Is and I spores. The 
transductants tested this uay uould be expected to contain 
both forms of transductant shoun in Fig. 7-1. For this reason. 
Southern analysis uas performed upon the same clones. This 
uould allou the tuo types of transductant to be distinguished.
It uas anticipated that this uould provide an Internal contro I 
for the experiment. UJhere the mutation uas present in the
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•fusion gene, this might alter the induciti I ity of the gene 
during sporulation. H o w e v e r . if the mutant uas In the 
alternative location (In the chromosomal copy of the gene) 
the inducibility of the gene fusion would be unaffected.
The findings of these experiments are described in the 
rema i nder of th i s chapter.
7-3 Use of transposon gamma-deIta
7 - 3 - 1  gamma-deIta mutagenesis of gene fusions Isgftl> IacZ 
and i sgB8 > IacZ
This method for mutagenesis, targeted to a plasmid, uas 
described by Guyer ft. S. (1383). It is described in Materials 
and Methods (8-0). The plasmid to be mutagenised is introduced 
Into the conjugation proficient strain RB308. The donor strain 
is then crossed with a recipient strain, with selection for 
the plasmid to be mutagenised. The F plasmid is transferred 
from donor to recipient strain by conjugation. Under these 
circumstances. the plasmid under mutagenesis can only be 
cotransferred to the recipient strain if it has formed a 
cointegrate with the F plasmid. The formation of coi nt egrat es 
is an essential step in t h e  transposition of gamma-deIta. The 
cointegrate is then resolved leaving the original copy of the 
transposon unchanged, and a neu copy at the s i te where the 
co i ntegrate had been formed. Consequent Iy, PIesm i ds re I eased 
from the cointegrate should a I I have acquired a ga m m a —deIta 
i ns e r t .
Plasmids pUUMH and pUUIMS were conjugated from RB308 to
2 1  9
MC1061. TransconJugant coI onies were obtained, and plasmid 
min I preps were made of these. Restriction analysis yas carried 
out upon the plasmids. It yas clear that most consisted of a 
P 1 asm id pi us an i n s e r t . Ho w e v e r . many of the c 1 ones appeared 
to consist of a mu 1 1 imeric plasmid with one transposon insert. 
(This mu 1 1 imerisation has previously been observed with 
plasmids In a recfl+strain (Berg C.M. et a I . 1989).) These
would be unsuitable for transcr i pt i onaI analysis. If 
transduced into h, x a n t h u s . clones would be produced with 
several . tandem Iy repeated gene fusions. Only one gene fusion 
would be interrupted by a transposon. There were, however, 
many monomeric plasmids. However, the insert was usually 
outside of the M. xanthus DNH. Furthermore, even In the few 
cases where there was an insert in the M. xanthus D N H . it was 
a long distance from the gene fusion and therefore uniikeIy to 
influence transcription.
In order to increase the proport I on of usable inserts In 
the cloned li. xanthus DNfl . several changes were made in the 
procedure. The plasmid was reduced In size by digesting with 
Oral, then re I (gating (Fig 7-2). This has the effect of 
removing the IacV and Iacft genes, together with the ampici I I in 
resistance gene and P 1 i nc region. The resulting plasmids were 
named pUUMHD and pUlilUSD. By removing part of the target 
a I asmid . the cloned M. xanthus ONH^a more likely site for
-------------  became
gamma-deIta insertion. The second change was to add X-gaI to 
the selection plates used to obtain transconJugants. In the 
initial experiments, it had been found that the only 
gamma-deIta inserts which ever completely eliminated 
expression of B'galactosidase, were inserts within the IacZ
gene, fin initial screen, using X - g a I . made it possible to
Fig- 7 - e
Size reduction of plasmids containing gene 
fus i ons
Plasmid pULlMH is shoun with Deal sites 
m a r k e d .
Plasmid pUUdHD is shoun. This uas produced 
by digesting pUWriH u i th Dr^I then ligating to 
produce a greatly reduced plasmid, this plasmid 
still contains a functional < gene, a
plasmid origin and a kanamycin resistance g e n e . 
together uith the cloned fl. xanthus DNh. The 
direction of transcription in the gene fusion 
is indicated by an arrow. The _lac transcription 
unit is shown cross-hatched.
P I asm » d pUbJM5 was reduced 
same method.
in size by the
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eliminate Inserts uI th i n  the IacZ gene, from further 
investigation. Thirdly, a recfl- strain (HB101 or CSHS6) was 
used as recipient in conjugation. This might be expected to 
reduce the problem of multimers. H o w e v e r , this uo u I d  not 
prevent multimers forming within the donor strain RB3O0. Using 
these three changes in the method, 
obtained (Table 7-1) (Fig. 7— 3).
additional inserts uere
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7 - 3 - 5  Transduction of l“t, xanthus using plasmid pUUMHD 
containing gamma-deIta insertions
Four plasmids, containing gamma-deIta and derived from 
pUUriHD . uere used to transduce t*l ■ xanthus (Table 7-1). Four 
colonies uere selected from each transduction. These 16 
resulting strains are Iisted in Table 7-2. The table also 
shows the B“9 3 1actosidase activity before and after induction 
of sporulat ion. Only in one clone, was there any appreciable 
increase in expression of the gene fusion.
Southern analysis was also carried out upon DNB from a I I 
16 clones (Table 7-3). Chromosomal DNfl samples uere digested 
with Bs c I (an i sosch i zomer of C I a l ). The strain UUhH 
containing the gene fusion but no gam m a - d e I t a . was run 
alongside for comparison. The probe used, was pUUIT-t ’ . It was 
clear that the transductants had acquired one and sometimes 
two extra bands. This was surprising. The enzyme B s c I cuts 
once within g a m m a - d e I t a . It would therefore be expected that 
the clones, containing the transposon, would have lost one of 
the bands produced in UbJITH and gained two new bands. The sum 
of the lengths of the new bands would equal the length of the 
missing band, plus the length of gamma—deIta. Th i s was
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T abIe 7-2
Transductant II. xanthus strains containing gamma-de 11 a ; 
the effect upon expression of the gene fusion isgBl
The original strain is s h o u n , folIoued by the name of 
the plasmid in square brackets. The figure in round 
brackets refers to an individual clone obtained from the 
transduct ion.
The name of each strain describes the plasmid used in 
transduct i on. It does not necessar i ly indicate that the 
strain contains an entire integrated plasmid.
# denotes a strain found by Southern analysis to 
contain gamma-deIta sequences
* denotes a strain found by Southern analysis to 
contain more than one copy of the gene fusion
The units of B~gaIactosidase activity are expressed 
per mi I I i gram of so IubIe protei n. The def i n i t i on of the 
units is described in Materials and Methods (2-1H).
y
St ra i n :
T Ó C - 5 0 0 0 ) 3(1) 
r ó ( - S O O O ) 3(23« 
Y6(-5000)3(3)* 
Y ó ( - 5 0 0 0 ) 3(H)
DK306 [pUUMHO
OK 306 t pUUIMHD
0K306 [ pUUMHO
DK306 t pUUMHO
DK306 [ pütiIMHO :
DK306 t P U U M H O :
OK 306 C PUUJMHD :
DK306 [p U U M H O :
DK306 C p U U M H O :
OK 306 [p U U M H D :
DK306 [p U U M H D :
DK306 [p U U M H O :
0K306 [p U U M H D :
OK 306 [p U U M H O :
DK306 C P U U M H O :
DK306 [p U U M H D :
DK306 [pUUMH )
: y < 5 ( - 3 1 0 0 )  3(1 ) 
: Y<5( - 3 1 0 0 )  3 ( 5 )
: Y < S ( - i e 0 0 )  3(1) 
:Yó ( - 1 5 0 0 ) 3(5) 
:Y Ó(- 12 0 0 )3(3) 
: Y ó ( - 1 2 0 0 ) 3 ( 4 )
:Y 6 ( -200)3(1)
'• Y ó (  - 2 0 0 )  3 ( 2 ) #  
: Y 6 ( - 2 0 0 )  3(3)* '
: Y 6 ( - 2 0 0 ) 3( H)
0-gaIactosi dase 
veget at ive
23. 0
23. H
53. 2
13. 1
60. 1 
51.3 
23. 0 
27. 6
2. 3 
H3. 0 
112. 0 
27.6
13. 1 
106. 5 
153. 3 
23. 0
HO. H
e x p r e s s  i o n : 
sporuI at i on
2 3 .  H
H 2 .6
3 5 .  0
1 7 . 0
7 5 .  6  
9 5 .  8  
1 0 6 .  5  
5 1 . 2
5 0 6 .  3  
H 6 .  0  
H Q . 9  
H I .  7
5 1 . 1  
1 4 0 .  5  
1 2 7 .  0 
HQ .  9
9 2 2 .  2
: Y 6 ( - 3 1 0 0 ) 3 ( 3 ) *  
: YÓ ( — 3 1 0 0 ) 3 ( 4 )
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Fig. 7-3
Positions of gamma-delta inserts obtained 
in pUWIT+D.
Plasmid pUWMHD is shown. The direction of 
transcription in the gene fusion is indicated 
by an arrow. The lac transcription unit is 
shown cross-hatched.
Positions of the inserts obtained of 
transposon gamma-delta are shown as open 
tr i angIes
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evidently not the case.
In an attempt to clarify the form of plasmid which had 
integrated, the nitrocelluiose uas stripped of probe and then 
reprobed using pUUJM'+ (Table 7-3). The same bands were revealed 
as before plus one extra (a fragment from the IacZ region). In 
order to reveal whether the transposon had In fact become 
integrated, the nitrocelluiose uas again stripped of probe, ft 
Xh o l digest uas performed upon a plasmid containing 
gamma-deIta (obtained from D. Gill). The internal fragment, 
some 3. 3kb in length uas gel purified. This uas us e d  to probe 
the nitrocel luiose f 1 Iter. This uouId be expected to reveal 
tuo bands from a chromosomal digest. The result is shoun in 
Table 7-3. In fact, only tuo clones appear to contain any 
gamma-deIta sequences at all. It is clear that the other 
clones must have integrated the plasmid pUUinHD . uithout any 
gamma-deIta insert. The InterpretatIon of the bands is shoun 
in Fig. 7-*t. Eleven of the strains can be explained as 
containing an integrated plasmid. pUUMHD. Three of the strains 
contain the same bands as uouId be produced from an integrated 
plasmid, but uith one extra band. These can be explained as 
integrated dimer of the plasmid: The extra band is the 
equivalent of a I inearised monomeric plasmid. Final ly. there 
are tuo tracks uith bands hybridising to gamma-deIta 
sequences. These represent an integrated plasmid pUbjriHD. The 
plasmid, in turn contains an integrated copy of g a m m a - d e I t a . 
The transposon Iies about EOO bp upstream of the fusion point.
□oes the presence or absence of gamma-deIta i nserts have 
any effect upon the regulation of the gene fusion? The tuo 
clones containing a gamma-deIta insert, shou significantly 
higher levels of vegetative expression than do the remaining
Interpretation of Southern analysis upon 
M. xanthus strains transduced by pUUItlf carry i ng 
gamma~deIta i nsert i ons
a. shows the gamma— deIta insert within an 
integrated plasmid monomer (within the gene
fusi o n ) .
b. shows an integrated plasmid dimer 
containing a  gene fusion with no i n s e r t
The intact gene and gene fusion to IacZ are 
both shown as unshaded boxes.
The transposon gamma— deIta is shown darkly 
shaded.
Open diamond symbols represent B s c I sites. =
The arrows below a. indicate the fragments 
hybridising to a gamma-deIta specific probe.
The arrows above each map indicate the 
fragments hybridising to plasmid pUUih^t and 
also to plasmid pUUIMH.
Table 7-3
Southern analysis of st 
O K 306 using pUUriSD der i vat • v
r a m s  ob t a i n e d  b y  transduction 
es containing gamma-delta
of
Table 7-3-1
The probe used was pULIMS. 
b a nds are shown to the nearest 
w h ere the gel could not be read
The sizes of the 
O. lkb. . or to the
with sufficient
nearest
accuracy.
lkb
P 1 asmid used in transduction: p U U M S D::Y6C-SOOO)
T r a n s d u c t a n t:
U) C2) C 3) CS)
es es es es
le. 6 le. 6 l e. 6 le. 6
7.0 7.0
3. 6 3. 6 3. 6 3. 6
i. a i. a l. a 1.0
P 1 asmid used in transduction: pUUnsD ::y 6 C"3100)
T r a n s d u c t a n t:
d) C£) C 3 ) cs>
es es es es
le. 6 le 6 ie.6 ie.6
7.0
3. 6 3. 6 3. 6 3. 6
1.6 1.6 i. a 1.6
P 1 asmid used ,n tranaduction: p U U m O  : : V 6 t-1200 >
Transductant
CD iS) C 3 ) CS)
es es es es
le. 6 le. 6 le. 6 le. 6
3. 6 3. 6 3. 6 3. 6
1.6 i . a i. a 1.6
P I asm i d used .n  t r a n a O u c t ,o n : pUUtlHD : : Y61 '200 >
T r a n s d u c t a n t :
C D C2) C 3 ) CS)
es es es es
le. 6 le. 6 IDni le. 6
3. 6 3. 6 3. 6 3. 6
1.0 i.a l. a l. a
P 1 asmid used in transduction: pUUfiS
es
le. 6» 
1. a
assumed to be a double band
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Table 7-3-2
The Southern blot described In table 7-3-1 was rehybridised 
with a probe specific to gamma-deIta. The tracks with 
hybridising bands are shown, no other tracks contained any 
hybr i d i sIng b a n d s .
The sizes of the bands are shown to the nearest O . l k b . . or 
the nearest lkb where the gel could not be read with 
sufficient accuracy.
Plasmid used in transduct I on : pUUriHD : : y6 C -200 >
Transductant :
<.e> (3)
24 24
3. 4 3. 4
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14 clones (Table 7-S). Therefore . there Is some outward 
directed promoter activity from g a m m a-deIta. This activity is 
maintained after induction of speculation. Indeed, outward 
reading promoters have previously been Identified In 
gamma-de I ta within an E. co I i host (Lers A. et a I . 1303). Of
all IS clones, only one (pUbJMHO : : r<51200( 1)) showed any clear 
cut Increase in expression of th e  gene fusion. This clone 
contains a single insert of pUUJHHD. Sma I I er increases In 
activity were discernible in other clones. The low levels, or 
total absence, of gIyceroI I nduction In 13 clones, containing 
no gamm a - d e I t a . requi res an exp Ianat i on. One possi b i I Ity Is 
that the conditions for glycerol Induction could not be 
reproduced with every clone. However, a I I cultures were 
examined under the phase-contrast microscope, at least 16 
hours after the add i t i on of g I y c e r o I . All were found to 
contain spherical spores. Another possibility would be that 
the integrated plasmid had undergone internal deletions. In 
this way, some of the M. xanthus sequences, upstream of the 
gene fusion might have been lost. Such changes would normally 
be visible as changes in band position In the Southern. Small 
deIet i ons m i g h t . h o w e v e r , go unnot i ced. The band represent i ng 
M. xanthus DNA Is extremely large (Table 7-3). and the loss of 
1-Skb would go unnoticed. However there is no a pr i or i 
evidence to suggest that deletions of this kind occur during
recomb Inat i o n .
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7—H Mutagenesis of the i sgB5> IacZ gene fusion using a 
plasmid containing Tn5
7 - 4 - 1  Tn5 inserts uithln pUUMS
Os described in Chapter 5. the plasmid p U U M 5 ’ uas 
apparently generated by removing an EcoRV fragment from pUUM5. 
Consequently, it should be possible to reconstruct a gene 
fusion by adding back the missing fragment. This uas 
attempted using the four Tn5 containing derivatives of UUM5 ' 
described in Chapter 6 . The plasmids p U U M 5 1 : :Tn5(-EOOO ) . 
pUUMS • : :Tn5<-1300). pUUMS Tn5(-800) and p U U M S ’ : :Tn5<-500)
were digested with EcoR V . uhich cuts each plasmid at a single 
site. The cut ends of the I inearised plasmids uere then 
dephosphoryI ated using E . coI i a IkaI ine phosphatase. This 
enzyme uas used in preference to calf intestine a Ika I i ne 
phosphatase, as it can dephosphoryI ate the blunt ended DNft 
produced by digestion with EcoRV. The plasmid pD0H15E uas 
digested uith EcoRV. This produced tuo fragments, the smaller 
of uhich uas cut out as a band on a g e l . and extracted by 
electroelution. Samples of this, fragment uere then ligated to 
each of the linearised, dephosphoryIated plasmids (Fig. 7-5). 
The ligation mix uas used to transform E. coI i to kanamycin 
resistance. The plates uith transformants uere sprayed uIth 
lOmg/ml H-MUG in DM50 and examined under UV illumination. This 
enabled the rapid identification of colonies uhere a 
functional IacZ gene had been regenerated. The result could 
then be confIrmed by restriction analysis using E c o RV. M gene 
fusion uas obtained from pUlilMS ’ : :TnS(— 1300) but not from the
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Fig. 7-5
Construction of pUldtT5 derivatives 
containing TnS
The reconstruction of Tn5 insertion mutants
in pUUri5 from TnS i 
obtained in pUU)f15 ' .
nsertion mutants already
Sequences from 
darkly shaded.
transposon TnS are shoun
The Iac transcriptional region is shoun 
cross-hatched.
The direction of transcription into the 
I acZ gene is shoun by a smaI I arrou.
EcoRV sites in the resulting plasmid 
construct are shoun as diamond symbols.
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other three plasmids containing Tn5 inserts.
7-H-S Transduction of M. xanthus using p U U M 5 : : T n 5 ( -1300)
Pin insertion of transposon Tn5 had been obtained in the 
gene fusion pULJMS. Only one site of insertion had been 
obtained; at -1300bp relative to the fusion endpoint. 
Transductants had been picked and screened for B-galactosidase 
(see section 7-3). Ten transductants expressing
0—gaIactosidase uere assayed for 0—gaI actosidase activity both 
before and after induction of sporulation. SporuI ation uas 
induced in liquid culture by the addition of g I ycero I or DliSO. 
hi I clones showed strongly increased expression during 
sporulation. The results are shown in Table 7—H. Samples of 
the ten clones were used to prepare chromosomal DNh for 
Southern analysis. The chromosomal DNh was digested with B a m HI 
and separated on an agarose ge l . The Southern blot was probed 
with p U U M 5 ’ and the radioactivity visualised by 
autoradiography. The probe was then stripped of hybridized 
probe and hybridised to a different probe, pDhH12£. This was 
specific for plasmid sequences but not for any M. xanthus 
sequences. In order to confirm the presence of Tn5 sequences, 
a probe was p r e p a r e d , spec i f i c to the transposon. h pI asm i d , 
containing Tn5 was digested with H i ndl11. This released a 
3.Hkb fragment, internal to the transposon. The fragment was 
eIectroeIuted from the geI , then IabeI Ied by n i ck transI at i on. 
The Southern filter was stripped of the previous probe and 
then probed with this fragment. The bands produced from the 
three hybr i d i sat I on exper i ments are summar i sed i n Tab Ie 7 — 5.
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Table 7-4
3 —gaI actosibase expression of strains carrying 
p U U M 5 ::Tn5(— 1300)
The units of 0 -gaIactosidase activity are expressed per 
m i II i gram of so IubIe protei n. The def i n i t i on of the un i ts 
is described in Materials and Methods (2-14).
The original strain is s h o w n . followed by the name of 
the plasmid in square brackets. The figure in round 
brackets refers to an individual clone obtained from the 
transduct i on.
Mn asterisk * denotes a strain where Southern analysis 
has shoun that the transposon lies within the normally 
intact copy of the gene and not within the gene fusion.
Stra i n : £ - g a 1 actosidase activity vegetat i ve s p o r u 1 ation
OK306[ pUUIMS : :T n5( ~ 1300 ) 3(1) 80. 8 353
DK306C pUliiMS : :T n5(-1300)](£) 03. O 2513
* DK.306C pUUIM5 : :T n5(-1300)3(3) 80. 7 052
DK306C pUUiMS : : Tn5(-1300)3(4) 33. 7 1360
D K 3 0 6 [pUUM5:: Tn5(-1300)3(5) 03 1176
LseoetpuuiMS: : T n5( — 1300)3(1) 108. 6 3103
LS202[pUL)MS: :Tn5(— 1300)3(2) 53. a 4384
* LSeOeCpULJMS: : Tn5(-1300)3(3) 161.0 1410
LS202[pUUM5: : Tn5( — 1 3 0 0 ) 3(H) 16H. O 4056
LS202[pUliJM5 ::Tn5(-1300)3(5) 304.5 4558
DK306[pUWM53 57.3 4326
Tats le 7-5
Southern analysis of s t r a i n s  o b t ained by t r a n s d u c t i o n  of 
D K 306 and L5B0B using pUliinS : : Tn5l- 1 3 0 0 )
The probe used uas pUUIMS ’ . The same bands uere r e v a  I ed by 
hybridisation to a probe s p e c i f i c  to TnS. The si z e s  of the 
bands are shoun to the nearest 0. 1 kb. . or to the nearest 
lkb. uhere the gel could not be read with sufficient 
accuracy, fin asterisk * d e n o t e s  the bands uhich a l s o  
hybridised to the plasmid pUldl15.
fi BamHI digest chromosomal DNB from strain U W M 5  uas run 
on the gel as a control. However, no bands a p p e a r e d  on the 
Southern blot. This uas a s s u m e d  to be due to poor t r a nsfer of 
the DNH.
DK306C p U U M 5 : :
Transductant :
CD
: Tn5(-1300)
( . S ) C3) O J
B n* B n * B n *
3 .  E 9. e
9. 7
9 .  B
L 5 £ 0 e [ p U U M 5 : 
Transductant 
CD
: T n S C - 1 3 0 0 ) ]
137 c h ; tS)
S'«» B n * e n * B n *
3. e a. e 9 .  e 9.  e
n .  7
The Interpretation of these results Is shown In Fig. 7-6.
Seven of the clones contain a Tn5 insert at a point 1.3kb 
upstream of the gene fusion. The remaining two contain the Tn5 
insert in the intact copy of the i sgB5 gene. Furthermore . 
neither class of insertion has any effect upon the normal 
regulation of the gene during sporuI at i o n . at least not during 
chemically induced sporuI ation. The existence of sporuI ati on 
regulated expression in the seven clones with an insert in the 
fused gene suggests that the developmental regulation of the 
gene fusion in pUUIM5 . is confined to the region 1.3kb upstream 
of the site of the fusion. It is Just possible, however, that 
the expression of the fused gene has arisen from copies of the 
gene fusion which have lost Tn5. This might happen if the 
homologous regions, on either side of the gene fusion were to 
recombine (Fig. 6-1). Under these circumstances, the plasmid 
could excise, then reintegrate in the alternative 
configuration. The transposon would, instead, lie within the 
complete copy of the gene, rather than within the gene fusion 
(Fig. 6-1). However, there is no evidence of this 
rearrangement occurring on a large scale, as this would be 
apparent on the Southern. A low level of rearrangement would 
be a very unlikely reason for the high levels of expression 
observed during sporu I at i on (Table 7—*+).
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Fig. 7-6
Interpretation of Southern analysis of 
strains transduced by Tn5 derivatives of pUUJt15
a. shows the Tn5 insert within the gene 
fus i on.
b. shows the TnS insert within the formerly 
intact copy of the gene
The intact gene and gene fusion to IacZ are 
both shown as unshaded boxes.
The transposon Tn5 is shown darkly shaded.
B heavy Iine indicates other plasmid 
s e q u e n c e s .
B thin I ine indicates flanking M. xanthus 
chromosoma I sequences.
□ p e n  diamond symbols represent BamHI sites.
The arrows below each map indicate the 
fragments hybridising to plasmid pDBHISB.
The arrows above each map indicate the 
fragments hybridising to plasmid pUUJMS ' and 
also t o  a Tn5 specific probe.
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7-5 Mutagenesis of the gene fusion IsgB5> IacZ
7 - 5 -I Insertion of the omega fragment upstream of the gene 
fus i on i sg S 5 > IacZ
The omega fragment Is a construct designed for in v Itro 
mutagenesis (Prentki P. and Krisch H.M. 130H). It consists of 
a selectable marker <spectInomycIn resistance) flanked by a 
pair of translation termination signals and a pair of 
transcriptI on termination signals. (Fig. 7-7). It uas obtained 
as a plasmid pHPHStt. In which the omega fragment is surrounded 
on either side by a paly I Inker. The omega fragment uas 
purified on a geI as a 5 m a l fragment, then eIectroeIuted.
The plasmid used for in vitro mutagenesis uas pUUI”l5D. 
descrI bed in the prev i ous section. This has the advantage over 
plasmid pUliJt15 In having a unique 5 t u l site 700bp upstream of 
the fusion point. (The plasmid pUliiMS has a second site near 
the Iacfl region). The plasmid pUWMSD uas digested with S t u I . 
This enzyme leaves blunt ends uhen it cuts DN0. These can be 
ligated to similar blunt ends produced by S m a l ■ Recombinant 
plasmids were obtained by selecting for spectinomycin 
res I s t a n c e .
7 -5 - 2  Transduction of 1*1. xanthus using pUUti5D::ft.
The plasmid pUUM5D::ii uas packaged in PI. then used to
Construct ion of pULjn5D : :ii
Sequences from the omega fragment (other 
than the spectinomycin resistance gene) are 
shoun stippled.
The Iac transcript ional region is shoun 
cross-hatched.
The direction of transcript ion into the 
IacZ gene is shoun by a smaI I arrou.
Transcription terminators uithin the omega 
fragment are shoun as stalked circles.
2 4 5
F i g .  7 - 7
s m / s p c
T h e  o m e g a  f r a g m e n t  i s  
i n s e r t e d  i n  t h e  u n i q u e  
S t u I  s i t e  o f  p U W M 5 D
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transduce 1*1. xanthus to kanamycln resistance, Rs there uere 
tuio possible outcomes of the plasmid recomb i n i ng into the 
genome (Fig 7-1). it uas anticipated that the tuo classes of 
transductant might express the IacZ gene at different levels. 
However, there uere no discernibIe differences between the 
tran s d u c t a n t s , when picked onto X— g a I . Four transductants were 
Pieked for further analysis. These were grown in I¡quid 
culture to log phase, and then induced to sporulate by the 
addition of g I y c e r o I . Samples were taken both before and 
after induction of sporuI a t i o n . and assayed for protein and 
for 0 - g a I a c tosidase. The specific activity of B_gaIactosidase 
could then be calculated. The results are shown in Table 7-6.
The configuration of the integrated O N R . could not be 
ascertained from these results. For this reason it was 
necessary to carry out Southern analysis of chromosoma I DNR. 
Chromosomal DNR was prepared from the four transductant clones • 
and digested with BamHI and H i ndlX X combined. R gel was run of 
these digests and transferred to nitrocellulose. The 
nltrocel lulose w a s  probed using pLIUnS ' . The results are 
summarised in Table 7—7. R surpr i s i ngly large number of bands 
was revealed In each track. The filter was then stripped of 
probe, and reprobed using pDRHISB. This was specific for 
plasmid sequences but not for fl. xanthus sequences. The 
pattern of bands revealed was identical. Rt a later date, when 
the radioactIvIty had almost entirely decayed, a different 
probe was used. R BamHI fragment containing almost the entire 
omega fragment, uas gel purified. This was nick-translated and 
used to probe th e  nitrocellulose. The results of this are 
shown in Table 7-7.
The Southern analysis suggests that there is an
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Tab I e 7-6
ti>-ga I actos i dase expression of
pUUIM5D : :SÍ
stra i ns carry i ng
The units of 
m i I I igram of 
is descri bed
0-galactosidase activity 
soluble protein. The def 
in Materials and Methods
are expressed per 
nition of the units
The original strain is s h o u n . fo 
the plasmid in square brackets, 
brackets refers to an individual 
transduct ion.
I Ioued by the name of 
The figure in round 
clone obtained from the
Mn asterisk * denotes the strain 
has shoun that there are no omega 
transduced plasmid.
uhere Southern analysis 
sequences ui t h i n  the
S t r a in :
0K306[ pUWMSD : : « H D  
DK306C pUUIMSD : :«](.£) 
DK306C pUUIMSD :
* DK306C PUUIMSD : :Si](4,)
^-gaI actos i dase activity 
vegetative sporulstion
1 1 9 . e  1 0 1 0
1£9.9 701
£40.6 743
7 £ . 4 iee.3
7£.4 1790.3DK306C pUUIMS J
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Table 7-7
Southern analysis of
DK306 using pUUif15D::ft
str a ns obtained by transduction of
. |. ,M(= ■ The sizes of the bands are The probe used u m  JJJ  ^ ^  tQ tne nearest lkb uhere the
'Tel - u l d  not be r.eaJ “ |¡J7ona1 f b a n d ^  uih" ch' T y b r  , d . sed to a 
'robe' spec i f T c ^ o T h e  onega fragnent. Bands of high intensity 
3re indicated by underlining.
H  B a rn H  I  / H _i_n d  1 1 1  double * ’ ‘- o n o s  ^ DNB from strain
Transductant :
(.11 (.31
<.H)
11 .6
i l .  e l i .  e
IS. 5
i l .  e
6. 6 6. 7 6. 7
5. 9 5. 9 5. 9
6. 0
‘i .  6 H. 6 H- 6
a .  0* o * £. 0*
integrated, multimer i c plasmid. The presence of multi mers 
uould explain the large number of bands in the Southern 
analysis. It uould also explain the differences betueen bands 
in intensity. Autoradiographs of the Southern blot are shown 
in Fig. 7-0. An Interpretation of the Southern analysis Is 
shown in Fig. 7—9. In the four transductant clones tested, 
three of the clones contain the plasmid pUldMSD: : ft. The 
remaining clone appears to contain an integrated mu 11imer of 
PUUIT5D. This contains no sequences from the omega fragment.
The three clones containing the omega fragment exhibit high 
levels of B~gaIactosidase activity during sporuI ation as 
compared to 0-gaIactosidase activity during vegetative growth, 
ft smaI Ier rise is apparent in the fourth clone 
DK306C pUliHTSD : : ft ] < H ) (Table 7—6). It is conceivable that the 
clone lacking omega sequences has lost them as a result of an 
internal deletion event. This could have deleted some of the 
M. xanthus sequences required for developmentally regulated 
expression. Such a deletion. If small, would not be apparent 
on the Southern blot. However, the one assay of a single clone 
is hardly convincing evidence for the loss of sporuI ation 
dependent regulation. There Is norma I Iy cons IderabIe variation 
in the degree of g I ycero I induction in strains carry i ng pUUIMS. 
Even s o , the absence of omega sequences i n one cI one i s not 
easy to account for In any way other than the spontaneous 
deletion of omega. One of the four transductants 
(DK306C pUbJflSO : :ft) ( 1 ) ) appeared to be a mixed population of 
plasmids with omega and plasmid without omega. Excluding the 
possibility of accidental contamination, all four transductant 
strains were derived from a single E . co I I clone (pLJUMSD: : ft).
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The omega sequences may we I I have been Iost eIther dur i ng or
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Fig. 7-0
Southern analysis of M. xanthus strains 
obtained by transduction uith pUUflSD : :Çi.
Track :
1 DK306C pLHdM5D : :S Ï3 ( .1 >
0  D K 3 0 6 I  pUUIMSD : : ft 3 C 2  )
3  D K 306[pU LIM 5D : : f t 3 C 3 )
H DK306C p u u i n s o  : : « 3 C H  )
5 Hindi11 digested lambda DNfi
a.
Probe : pUUITS ’ + XDNR
b.
P r o b e : pOHHlSi
c .
Probe : pur i f i ed omega fragment
In hybridisation c. the nitrace I IuIose uas 
not stripped of probe after hybridisation b. 
but the radioactivity had decayed over three 
months. Consequently, faint bands are sti I I 
visible from hybridisation b. .
The sizes are indicated for the marker 
fragments of lambda DNH digested with H i ndl11 
and EcoR I . The track of the EcoRI digest uas in 
another part of the Southern blot not shoun 
he r e .
The band sizes from this Southern blot are 
presented in Table 7-7.
F
ig
.
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Fig. 7-9
Interpretation of Southern analysis of 
strains transduced by pUU)f15D : :Si
a. shows the omega insert within the gene 
fus i on.
b. shows the gene fusion with no omega 
i n s e r t .
In both cases the plasmids have integrated 
as multimers (here shown as dimers).
The intact gene and gene fusion to IacZ are 
both shown as unshaded boxes.
The omega fragment is shown darkly shaded.
□pen triangle symbols represent BamHI 
s i tes.
Open diamond symbols represent H i ndl11 
s i t e s .
The arrows above each map indicate the 
fragments hybridising to plasmid pUUinS' and 
also to pOBHIBB. The exception is the S.Okb 
fragment hybridising of the omega fragment.
This hybridises instead to an omega specific 
p r o b e .
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after t r a n s d u c t i o n .
The fact that the inducibility of the gene fusion uas 
unaffected by an omega insert Just 700bp upstream of the 
fusion point suggests that the sequences required for glycerol 
inducibiIity lie within a 700bp region. In two of the 
transdwctant stra i ns there was no s i gn on the Southerns of any 
gene fusion without an omega insert. However, the integrated 
plasmid is multimer i c and so it is Just possible that a single 
copy sequence lacking an omega sequence might escape detection 
by Southern analysis. However, this is unlikely in view of the 
magnitude of response in the two transductant strains.
7-6 Cone IudIng remarks
The attempts to map gene promoters using site directed 
mutagenesis of the promoter probe plasmid were partially 
successful. One problem encountered was spontaneous loss of 
the Insert used for mutagenesis. This was the case where no 
selection for the insert was possible in fl. x anthus. The other 
problem was the tendency for a promoter probe plasmid to 
integrate as a mu I timer. This was correIated with the lack of 
P 1 i nc sequences in the plasmid and a I so wii/i the size of the 
plasmid. For example, the plasmid pUUJHS ' : :Tn5(— 1300) contains 
P I i nc sequences, and always integrated as a monomer. By 
contrast, the plasmid pUUriSD : : ft . which lacks PI i nc sequences 
appeared to integrate as a high copy multi mer. The pUUihHD'V"<5 
plasmids integrated mostly as monomers, although in a minority 
of cases, dimers were formed. These plasmids contain no PI Inc 
sequences and yet sti I I Integrated as monomers. The size of
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the plasmids (16kb) Is ye I I below the packaging limit of PI 
(H5kb). The existence only of monomers could be due to the 
Internal resoI vase encoded by gamma-deIta. This couId prevent 
multlmers from forming in the first place. This would also 
explain why most transductants contained no g a m m a —de I t a . If a 
small population of plasmids contained no g a m m a — deIta . these 
alone would have been able to form multlmers. The only stable 
multlmers would be those containing either no gamma-deIta or 
one copy only. Such plasmids would appear preferentially among 
the transductants. However, this is not a who I ly sufficient 
explanation. Even where a transductant lacked any gamma-deIta 
sequences, the plasmid was present In one or. at most, two 
copies. This contrasts with the large multlmers of plasmids 
observed when pUldM5D::ft became integrated Into the M. xanthus 
chromosome. One possible reason for the lack of  large 
multlmers after transduct I on with pl_IUM5D:.-ft w o u l d  be If 
multiple copies of the gene were harmful to t h e  cell. Any 
intact gene In the i sgfll region Is likely to b e  overexpressed 
under these cIrcumstances. Overexpress I on could, conceivably, 
also occur through insertion of gamma-deIta w i t h  Its outwardly 
directed promoters. This would explain why on e  clone 
containing an insert of gamma-deIta could be transduced into 
M. xanthus whIle three others could not be t r a n sduced without 
loss of the gamma—deIta sequences. In any c I rcumstances . the 
existence of outward reading promoters In gamma-deIta makes It 
unsuitable for mutagenesis of gene fusions.
Attempts to locate promoter sequences by mutagenesis of 
the gene fusion IsgBE> IacZ were much more s u c c e s s f u I . P Tn5 
Insert 1.3kb upstream of the fusion point had no effect upon 
the express I on of the gene during glycerol Inducible
ft si mi Iar experiment where the omega fragment wassporuIet i on.
used for InsertionaI mutagenesis, was harder to interpret. 
Here, the plasmid integrated as a multi m e r . This made the 
Southern analysis of transductants harder to interpret. 
Furthermore, no selection uas attempted for the omega 
fragment once it had been transduced into ft. x anthus. In spite 
of these limitations, there uas a strong indication that the 
developmental regulation of the promoter uas unaffected by an 
insert only 0.7kb upstream of the fusion point. Both 
experiments uith i sgBS> IacZ indicate the limits of a region 
containing the promoter together uith any other sequences 
uhIch may be involved In developmental regulation. It is 
extremely unlikely that sequences further upstream could 
direct transcription into i sgBB> IacZ. Both TnS and the omega 
fragment are of considerable length and both contain 
transcription terminators. The results do not rule out the 
possibility that reguIatory sequences might be able to act 
over a distance, for example by altering the degree of 
supercoi I ing. In this uay . upstream or dounstream sequences 
couId act upon gene express i on even after i nsert i onaI
mutagenes i s.
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8-1 The promoter— probe I ibrary of 1*1■ xanthus 
chromosome I DNP
Gene I ib r a r ies uere constructed in promotei probe 
plasmids uhlch could be cloned in E. coI i ■ The gene 
I ib r a r ies uere then successful I y transduced into 
tiyxococcus x anthus. The level of variation betueen 
transductant strains in the expression of 0—gsIactos i dase 
uas c o n s iderabIe. Over 6000 independent clones uere 
obtained in E. coIi (Table 3-3). From these, over HOOO 
transductant clones uere obtained in fl. x a n t h u s . The 
pr é p a r â t ion of gene fusions in a tuo—step process such as 
this, might be expected to be inefficient compared to a 
one—step process such a Tn5 mutagenesis. In a large 
number of transductants obtained from bulk transduction 
uith a plasmid I Ibrary packaged uith PI. some plasmids 
are likely to be represented more frequently than others. 
This could be a random statistical process. It I s a I so 
possible that the bias could be increased If certain 
plasmid inserts affected the grouth rate or viability of 
the host E . coll or host 1*1. xanthus. For this reason, for 
every 1000 recombinant clones obtained in E . coI i . a much 
I arger number of 1*1. xanthus transductants ui I I need to be 
tested in order to ensure that most of the gene fusions 
are screened. No attempt uas made to find hou 
représentât i ve the II. xanthus transductsfits uere of 
either the I ibrary initial I y obtained In E . coI i or hou 
repr esent at I ve the gene fusions uere of the 1*1. xanthus 
chromosome. Possible future uork could make use of colony 
hybridisation using knoun M13 clones of M. xanthus DNP as
probes. The frequency of occurrence of the hybridising 
sequence could be compared with that predicted from the 
size of the genome.
The advantages of using the plasmid based 
promoter-probe maty outueigh the possible shortcomings 
described in the previous paragraph. It is possible using 
this method, to prepare gene fusions to essential genes.
Such gene fusions uouId be expected to be largely absent 
from a I Ibrary of TnS generated gene fusions unless the 
transposon uas situated between the translation and 
transcription termination sites. Indeed, evidence is 
presented in Chapter 6 that the i sgAl gene is an 
essential gene. Although screening for gene fusions of 
interest may take slightly longer due to the 
inevitability of duplicate strains appearing in the 
transductants. there is a compensating advantage in the 
ease at which chromosoma I gene fusions can be cloned.
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8 -S The screen i ng procedures empIoyed
Transductants were tested for B"9aIactosIdase 
expression under both vegetative and sporulation 
conditions. The fIuorogenic indicator H —MUG was used as 
an alternative to X-gaI. This provides an Indication of 
8_gaIactosidase activity at a p a r t ieu Iar instant as 
opposed to the cumulative indication obtained as a blue 
coI our on X-gaI plates. Compared with the results of 
Kroos L. et a I (1386) the number of strains showing large
increases in expression uas. perhaps, disappointingly
small. In those experiments, S37H transductants were 
tested and 36 transductant strains were found which
showed a greater than threefold Increase in
6-galatosidase express I on during spcrulatIon. By
c o n t r a s t . in our experiments only two strains: UUMH and
UUM5 . uere found to exhibit large Increases in
expression. This uas In spite of th e  fact that the number
of gene fusions screened uas comparabIe to that In the
experiments of Kroos L. et a I (19B6). One possible reason
might be that the number of gene fusions uas smaI Ier than
It appeared to be. ouIng to overrepresentation of certain
clones among the transductants. This potential problem
uas descrI bed In the previous section. H o u e v e r . another
I ikeIy possibi I Ity uas that the screening procedure uas
more rigorous. Expression in cel Is groun on minimal
med i urn uas compared uIth express i o n  i n ceI Is groun on Tn
medium. By contrast. Kroos et a I . compared the expression
of cel Is groun on Casitone medium with cel Is groun on
starvation (TMP) medium. The latter method may have
induced changes in gene expression uhich uere strictly
nutritional and of no direct- relevance to sporulation.
Houever. It should be mentioned t h a t A their experiments.
i n
the strains uhich shoued the greatest increase in 
activity uere those uhere activity uas confined to 
spores. This uouId suggest that these uere fusions to 
genes involved in sporulation.
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0 — 3 Expression of gene •fusions in different 
backgrounds
The ease at which the gene fusions could be cloned as 
a result of plasmid looping out of the chromosome proved 
very useful. The plasmid obtained carried the gene fusion 
to I a c Z . together with P I i nc sequences. This enabled the 
gene fusion to be repackaged in PI and transduced into 
any chosen strain. The results were described in Chapter 
4. Pin unexpected but highly significant result was 
obtained when gene fusion i sgB5 > I acZ ( In plasmid pUUJIiS) 
was transduced Into a nonmoti le mg I background. 
Expression of 0-gaIactosidase in this strain increased 
enormous Iy dur i ng deveIopmentaI sporuI at i on. By c o n t r a s t , 
a strain with wild type motiIity Into which the gene 
fusion had been t r a n s d u c e d . showed hardly any increase. 
The results are best explained by assuming that 
h. xanthus has two different types of spore: one which 
forms outside of fruiting bodies, and another which forms 
within fruiting bodies. Brother interpretation is that 
ge n e  i sgBB is part of an auxi I iary pathway in 
sporuI at i on. It i s not requ i red i n a fuI Iy mot i Ie 
background but is required in a nonmotile background. In 
the absence of fruiting bodies, the cel I s ’
m i croenv i ronment may be quite different than that within 
fru i tIng bod i es.
lilh i chever of the two i nterpretat i ons is correct , they 
would be evidence for alternative developmental pathways 
in h, x a n t h u s . This would be a simiIar case to that in 
Bacillus subtil is. Here, there is a clearly defined
V
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mother cell and prespore. Experiments ulth gene fusions 
have revealed that some genes activated during 
development shou activity In the prespore o n l y  and others 
in the mother cell only (Loslck R. et a I . 1309). The
difference yith h, xanthus is that here, th e r e  are tuo 
spore types rather than one spore and one mother ceI I. 
Possible future work might include a detai led structuraI 
analysis and electrophoretic analysis of spores formed 
outside of fruiting bodies in order to c ompare them with 
spores formed ulthin fruiting bodies. The gene fusion 
i sgB8> IacZ is also suitched on In gIyceroI Induced 
spares. It might be expected, therefore, that spores 
formed outside of fruiting bodies might sh a r e  some of the 
unusual characteristics of gIyceroI induced spores such 
as the thin spore coat or the detectable levels of 
respiration In the dormant spore.
Spores forming in the absence of the differentiation 
stages ulth uhich they are normally associated is a 
phenomenon encountered in other prokaryotes as ue I I. In 
the case of the myxobacteriurn 5t i gmateI I a auranti aca 
spores form In the undifferentiated cel I su a r m  if 
fruiting bodies are prevented from forming (Stephens K. . 
White D. 1980). In Streptomyces coe I icoI or spores can be 
formed in the substrate myceIiurn rather t h a n  in the usual 
position borne upon aerial myceI I urn. This occurs in 
strains overexpressing a sporuI ation specific sigma 
factor (Mendaz C. and Chater K.F. 1987). In one strain of 
Streptomyces g rIseus. spores can be obtained In I Iquld 
cultures in the absence of a sol Id surface (Ochl K.
1987).
The specificity of gene i sgB5 Tor spores outside of 
Truiting bodies is not. h o w e v e r , complete. Strain DKlOl 
was used as a background and Tound to support high levels 
of expression during sporuI at I o n , although not as high as 
those encountered in the mg I ~ strain 0K306. It should be 
noted that DKlOl contains a motility mutation sgIftl uhich 
decreases soc i a I mot I I i ty u i thout aboI i sh i ng i t . Th is is 
a significant Tinding as this Is the strain in uhich many 
sporuI ation mutants were first isolated (Hagen et a I.
197B). Such spores, t h e r e f o r e . may not be typical of 
spores in uiId type (DK16SS) M. x a n t h u s . Possible future 
experiments might include examination of expression of 
the gene fus I on in c i rcumstances uhere sporuI at I on uas 
h i ndered and perhaps d e I a y e d , u i thout be i ng bIocked 
altogether. SporuI ation could be delayed either by 
genetic bac k g r o u n d , for example a fr i zzy mutation, or by 
external physical or chemical means such as the addition 
of Congo Red or EGTH (Ethylyene glycol tetracetic acid).
The fusion i sg B 5 > IacZ uas tested in sporuI ation 
blocked mutants. Some Increase uas observed here, 
although the increase uas much less than in a DK306 
background. These Increases uere quite smaI I . about 
tuofold. Consequently, the experiments uouId need to be 
repeated in order to confirm the significance of these 
results. Nevertheless, in the Dsg strain DK36S1 there Is 
a quite convincing Increase in express I on uhen under 
starvation conditions (Fig. H-l-H). It Is possible that 
there is a partial dependence upon expression of the dsg 
ge n e .
The gene fus i on Isgftl> IacZ shous i ncreased express i on
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during starvation conditions regard I ess of genetic 
background. The gene fusion is also strongly expressed In 
vegetat i ve ceI Is grou i ng in mini maI med i um. It i s 
possible that this gene has a biosynthetic function for a 
nutrient present In Casitone medium but not in minimal 
medium. Further experiments might be able to identify 
this nutrient. The expression of the gene is probably 
also associated u i th sporulation. This is revealed by the 
extremely high levels of expression in spores i nduced not 
by starvation but by addition of gIyceroI. There may. 
therefore. be an increased demand for the nutrient during 
sporuI at i on.
The gene fusion from strain LiUhS uas also tested in a 
variety of backgrounds. It uas more difficult to obtain 
convincing results uith this gene fusion because the 
i ncrease i n express i on dur i ng sporuI at i on uas re I at i veIy 
Iou (tuo to threefold). H o u e v e r . it appeared that 
neither of the tuo flsg strains (DK5057 and DKH727) could 
correct Iy regulate expression of the gene fusion. The 
latter strain shoued remarkabIy Iou levels of vegetative 
expression. It uouId be uorth repeating the experiment to 
confirm that finding. Pis for the one other sporu I at I on 
mutant tested, a Dsg strain (DK3621) did shou a 
starvation induced Increase in expression of the gene.
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g-H Use of site directed mutagenesis In determining 
the functional regions of genes and the position of gene 
promoters
Mutagenesis experiments upon the i sgAl and i sgBg 
regions uere carried out using transposon Tn5. No mutants 
could be obtained targeted to the i sgftl region. By 
c o ntrast. mutants uere read I ly obtained from the i sgBB 
region. This may be because i sgAl Is an essential gene.
There are other possible explanations. For example, the 
plasmid pUUMH ’ used as a mutagenesis target lacked P I i nc 
sequences. Consequently, only concatameric plasmid uouId 
have been packaged. This may somehou have prevented gene 
rep Iacement events. Subsequent experiments could Involve 
Insertion of the P I i nc region into the plasmid. Mutant 
strains containing Inserts targeted to the i sgB5 region 
had no apparent mutant phenotype. This could be because 
the coding region of the gene uas missed. Another 
possIbi Iity could be that there uas not an absolute 
requIrement for the gene In sporulation. This 
Interpretation uouId be consistent uith other uork uith 
gene fusions In the Iiterature. In M. xanthus (Kroos L. 
et al. 1906), only a small proport I on of deveIopmentaI Iy 
regulated T n 5 ::Iac Insertions shoued any obvious mutant 
phenotype. In Bac i I I us subt ills I ikeuise, transposon 
inserts uithIn deveIopmentaI Iy regulated transcrIptI on 
units rare Iy have any effect upon sporulation (Losick R. 
et a I . 1989). The ImpI I cat I on is that any one spore
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component has a subtIe and IargeIy dIspensabIe ro I e In 
spore formation. A more rigorous and quantitative assay
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of spore numbers may, in the future, reveal a mutant 
phenotype associated uith the i sgBS gene.
Mutagenesis w a s  also used in attempts to locate the 
position of the promoters of the i sgfll and I sgBg genes. 
InsertionaI mutations were obtained of gene fusions 
i sgftl> IacZ and i s g B S > IacZ. In many of these experiments 
the plasmid size w a s  reduced and the P I i nc sequences 
removed. The resulting plasmid inserted into the 
M. xanthus chromosome as a concatamer. Future experiments 
could use transformation by eIectroporation rather than 
pi transduction. It would be possible then to introduce 
smaI I plasmids In monomer Ic form without the need for 
PI i nc sequences. T h  i s wouId eI i mInate the compl i cat i ons 
produced by having multiple copies of a gene. In spite of 
these shortcom i n g s  , there was substant i a I ev i dence that 
the promoter of i sgB5 was situated within 700bp of the 
fusion point. It would be desirable to obtain transposon 
jnserts cIoser st i I I to the fus i on po i n t . If the promoter 
was found to be less than SOObp from the fusion point 
then the mutations already obtained targeted to the 
chromosoma I copy of the gene would not be inserts within 
the gene. If the promoter were to be found between 500
and 700bp from t h e  fusion point then the chromosoma I 
insert at the point correspond Ing to SOObp upstream of 
the fusion point should inactivate the gene.
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